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1 Rooftop Solar Under Attack 

2 Future of Rooftop Solar Jeopardized 

3 Arizona Solar Under Attack 

4 Sedona Smart Meter Fees Eliminated 

5 Sedona City Council Says No to APS Smart Meter Fees 

TAGS. ABRAHAM LINCOLN, ACC, ACC COMMISSIONER BOB STUMP, ACC COMMISSIONER DOUG LITTLE, APS, ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION, ARIZONA NEWS, 
ARIZONA REPUBLIC NEWSPAPER, ARIZONA ROOFTOP SOLAR, DARK MONEY, ROOFTOP SOLAR, SEDONA EYE NEWS AND VIEWS, SEDONA NEWS, SEDONA TIMES 
PUBLISHING NEWSPAPER, SEDONAEYE COM, SEDONATIMES COM, SOLAR FEES, UTILITY RATES 
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A "Little" more sleaze at the ACC says 

August 28 2015 at 7 44 pm 

A "Little" more sleaze at the Anzona Corporation Commission 
Information and Perspective by Warren Woodward 

' Sedona, Arizona -August 28,2015 

I went the Arizona Corporahon Commission (ACC) website today to listen to the audio archive of their Staff Meeting which occurred yesterday 

On the agenda was what to do about "dark money" campaign contributions to ACC candidates That item was placed on the agenda by commissioners Susan Smith and 
Bob Burns Both are up for election next time and I guess they finally realized (or some other Republicans clued them in) that APS's dark money contributions are more of a 
liability than a help at this point In short, the issue has become something of a PR nightmare 

But no such dark money discussion took place 

It turns out commissioner Doug Little exercised his nght to pull an agenda item Why would he do that? Perhaps it's because he and ACC commissioner Tom Forese 
benefited from some $3 2 million in dark money in the last election 

The Arizona Republic's Laurie Roberts nails Little here http /~wuvw arcentral comistoryio~irnrcjnip-ed'lawrierobertsi201 ~ / ~ i O E ; ' ~ 7 i c o r p o r a l r ~ ~ - ~ i t r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
money 33273763w 

ACClAPS revolving door says 

September*, 2015 at 10 53 pm 

Anzona Corporation Commissioner Bob Stump's Top Aide Goes to APS 

Carol says 

September 8 2015 at Y 25 am 

Thanks for info/article 

N. Baer says 

September 8,2015 at 3 22 prn 

it's still a puzzle how such corruption and lawlessness is permitted to continue without the intervention of higher authonty, unless of course that "higher authority" shares the 
same taint 

x~ _ .  
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APS calk 
C o ~ r n i ~ ~  
September 23,2014 5:30 am * By HOWARD FISCHER Capitol Media Services {O) Comments 

PHOENIX - In a sometimes testy exchange, candidates 
Arizona Corporation Commission traded barbs Monday 
night on whether someone should force the state's largest 
electric utility to say whether it's putting money into the 
race and how much. 

Democrats Sandra Kennedy and Jim Holway said the 
current members of the commission -- all Republicans -- 
should demand that Arizona Public Service disclose what 
funds it or Pinnacle West Capital Gorp., its parent 
company, have provided to elect Tom Forese and Doug 

Little. 

"They are the APS-chosen candidates," Kennedy charged. 
And she said Wall Street analysts have suggested the 
ability for Pinnacle West to improve its bottom line is likely 
better with the election of the two Republicans. 

Related Docume 

"I want to be good for your bottom line," she told the audience watching the televised debate on 
KAET-TV, the Phoenix PBS affiliate. 

The whole question of whether the two Republicans got nominated for the two open seats 
because of APS backing and they could win the general election with utility help drew an angry 
response from Forese. 

"The idea that it's impossible that we have broad support is insulting," he said, saying he and Little 
have backing from business groups and many consumers. 

"The idea that we could be bought is insulting,'' Forese continued. "I'm calling you out on it." 

But Forese, acknowledging that APS has refused to say if it is pouring money into the race, said he 
has no problem with the commission looking into the issue. 

Save Our Future Now reported weeks before the GOP primary it already spent close to $1.3 million 
backing Forese and Little and against their foes. The Arizona Free Enterprise Club spent another 
$420,000 on the race. 

It won't be known for weeks how much either group is going to spend on the general election. 



And both groups are refusing to disclose donors, saying they are exempt from such a requirement. 

Holway said there's a simple solution: Instead of asking the outside groups, have the existing 
commission members demand that APS testify on its spending on political races. And he said 
individual commissioners have subpoena power. 

To date, however, the commission has shown no interest in the issue. And Forese said he cannot 
personally ask either group about their spending, at least not during the campaign, as that would 
amount to illegal coordination with what is supposed to be an independent expenditure group. 

Little was less interested in demanding answers from APS, at least in part because he said the 
money is coming not from ratepayers but instead from Pinnacle West shareholders. 

But he also said it may be bad policy to start demanding such information -- and only from one 
side: He noted that an organization known as Tell Utilities Solar Won't Be Killed spent about 
$236,000 against both Forese and him but, not being a regulated utility, would not be subject to 
Corporation Commission scrutiny. 

"Everybody has the right to participate in the election," he said, citing the U.S. Supreme Court 
ruling that said corporations are entitled to political speech just like individuals. "And spending 
money on elections is a form of political speech." 

But Holway said there's a difference. He said it already is clear that TUSK is being financed by 
companies that make money selling, leasing and installing solar power systems on homes while 
there is no transparency in the source of cash for the other groups. 

APS, for its part, has spurned all questions about whether it is spending money to elect candidates 
of its choice or defeat those it does not like. 

Company spokesman Alan Bunnell has said APS has been the subject of a "non-stop propaganda 
war" by TUSK, saying the organization has "misrepresented important Arizona energy issues" to 
further their own interests. 

"It would be irresponsible for us not to defend our company," Bunnell said in a prepared 
statement, adding that "no one disputes our right to participate in the political process." 

"It's an integrity issue," said Kennedy of utility funds in the campaign. She is a former 
commissioner defeated two years ago in a re-election bid and now seeking her old job back. 

Copyright 2015 Anzona Daiiy Sun AI: righis resewed Thrs matena: may not be published broadcast, rewitten or 
redistributed 
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APS can't promise to keep out of politics 

Rvan Randazzo, The Republic I szcentral.com 12 02p m. MSTJum 2.5.20i4 

Utility faces suspicion over support for regulatory candidates 

Arizona Public Service Co. may reverse its tradition of abstaining from the Arizona Corporation Commission 
elections because of the political tactics of its critics, the utility said in a letter. 

The five Corporation Commissioners regulate the prices APS charges for electricity, so the company has 
maintained a self-imposed policy of staying out of the elections in order to have a constructive relationship with 
whoever is elected. 

(Photo: The Repu6lic) But two Republican candidates for the commission, Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason, wrote the company last 
week saying they were concerned APS was supporting their primary opponents, Tom Forese and Doug Little. 

"As a practice, APS has not contributed to the campaigns of candidates for our regulator, the Arizona Corporation Commission, even though there are no 
local, state or federal regulations that prevent us from doing so," Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer Mark Schiavoni wrote in response. 

: Candidates susDect APS influencina Cor& Comm. race Ihtt~://lO886483) 

He said the company instead provides candidates information on energy policies affecting the company in hopes of working with the commission. 

"Nothing we have done or would do by way of advocacy conflicts with these priorities," Schiavoni said. 

However, he also said it was impossible to promise that no organization APS has ever done business with or financially supported also stays out of the 
races. 

Parker and Mason suspect that a committee making independent political expenditures to help Forese and Little is backed by APS. 

Company officials declined to answer that question directly. 

"But as you are undoubtedly aware, the political landscape is changing," Schiavoni continued in the letter. "Because of the tactics a number of 
organizations are employing to misrepresent important regulatory issues, we may need to respond in the future to set the record straight on issues of 
importance to Arizona, our customers and our company." 

Parker, the former mayor of Paradise Valley, said APS' response was "disingenuous." 

"I don't think that Arizona 2014 and other groups that are out there conducting political activity on behalf of Forese and Little are doing it out of the 
goodness of their heart," Parker said. "Someone is funding them. It is a simple question. If it is not APS, then APS should speak up and say we are not 
doing it." 

APS has been in a contentious fight with solar leasing companies for the past year over a variety of issues, and those issues are spilling into the political 
race. 

Parker and Mason attended a recent rally opposing property taxes on rooftop solar panels that are leased, not owned by the building occupant. The rally 
was organized by a group called TUSK, tell utilities solar won't be killed. 

ACC-AR0365 
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TUSK also recently sent a mass email soliciting $5 donations for Parker and Mason's campaigns, which are funded by Citizens Clean Elections 
Commission, which limits donations to that amount. 

Parker said he did not ask for the support of TUSK and does not want it. 

"I don't need their help," he said. "I will not be beholden to anyone. I don't want the appearance that I'm in bed with any special interest group." 

Parker said that he is friends with TUSK spokesman Barry Goldwater Jr. and its public relations consultant Jason Rose, but has not spoken with either 
about support for his campaign. 

He said he is more concerned with opposition he believes APS is rallying to his campaign. 

"I didn't sign up to run against a $1 billion corporation," Parker said. 

APS officials declined to answer further questions about political spending. 

"We appreciate the opportunity for constructive discussions with candidates who are interested in Arizona's energy future and the important issues facing 
the commission," said Hal Pittman, director of external communications. "I am not going to characterize the contents of the letter - it stands on its own." 

Last year, The Arizona Republic found the top APS lobbyist had once, when working as a consultant to the company, suggested APS try to influence the 
commission. APS officials responded at the time by saying that would never happen. 

But company officials also said they were funding political groups, including 60 Plus and Prosper, that were conducting campaigns against solar. Those 
groups created ads that compared rooftop leasing companies to the bankrupt Solyndra and to people who would steal ice cream toppings from the ice 
cream truck. 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cc/lmkkPCf 
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APS controversy is 'political theater,' CEO says 

Questions about APS' coziness with regulators KPNX 

(Photo: AFS) 

financial role in influencing policy and 

In his first comments about Arizona Public Service's controversial role in state election campaigns, the utility's 
top executive said Wednesday the issue was "political theater" created to damage the company. 

"The political and media controversy in Arizona over solar energy is not the byproduct of a legitimate policy 
disagreement," Chief Executive Officer Don Brandt said at the annual shareholder meeting of Phoenix-based 
Pinnacle West, the utility's parent company, which Brandt also runs. 

"It is political theater, manufactured to confuse the issue and damage one of Arizona's largest employers." 

Brandt's comments were posted on the company's Web site. Reporters were turned away from the meeting, at 
Phoenix's Heard Museum. Many publicly-held companies allow only shareholders to attend. 

Brandt has found himself and his company ensnared in questions about their unprecedented and often hidden 
political debates. 

Those questions first emerged during the 2013 debate overAPS' push to raise fees for solar customers. The commission that regulates APS forced the 
utility to disclose millions of dollars in anonvmous sDendina ~htto://azcaoito~times.com/news/~~~~/~~/0~/arizona-~ub~ic-sen/ice-a~s-s~ent-9-million- 
dollars-on-solar-net-meterina-anddereaulation-oublic-rela tions/). 

In March, Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich 
investiaatina-whistle blower-alleaations-about-a~s-watchdoa/24291431/~ of a whistleblower's alleaation f/storv/news/12-news/2015/02/18/12news- 
ar~zona-cor~oration-commission-whistleblower/23~5101~ that Brandt and a member of the Arizona Corporation Commission held secret meetings, a 
potential violation of the regulatory body's rules. 
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12 News obtains a whistleblowefs letter alleging APS rate increases could be challenged because of 
a cozy relationship with a slate corporation commissioner. Our investigation found almost a dozen 

lunch dates with the electric company's CEO. 12 News 

The investigation has been overshadowed by Pinnacle West's donation of more than $400,000 to help Brnovich win office in 2014. 

APS is widely believed to have made big donations backing its preferred candidates in 2014 for the Corporation Commission. The company hasn't 
confirmed or denied those donations. saying only that its following the law. Brandt repeated that assertion Wednesday. 

Meantime, the five-member, all-Republican commission has also come under fire. On Tuesday, 12 News reported on another commissioner's freauent 
textina ~/ston//news/~olitics/2015/05/20/arizona-co~oration-commissioner-aos-cozv-with-text-messaaes-dark-monev/27619695/~ with an APS executive, 
as well as the operator of a "dark money" group that steered anonymous donations to commission candidates. 

~ 

da rk-monev/276 1 9695/) 

On Wednesday, Brandt dated the monopoly utility's aggressive response to 2014, when "solar leasing companies" supported "two candidates for the 
Arizona Corporation Commission on an explicitly anti-APS platform." 

The two Democratic candidates for the commission were buried by $2 million in anonymous spending against their campaigns. 

The utility was approached as far back as 2009 on a plan to work behind the scenes ~htto://archive.azcentral.com/business/news/articles/20131020a~s- 
lobbvist-alter-enerav-oanel.htmI) to change the commission, according to the Arizona Republic. 

~. --^I_ ~-~ - ~ ~ ~ _ _ l _ ~ .  Here is an excerpt of Brandt's remarks Wednesday: --- ~- 
"The political and media controversy in Arizona over solar energy is not the byproduct of a legitimate policy disagreement. It is political 
theater, manufactured to confuse the issue and damage one of Arizona's largest employers. 

I 
I 

~ - - ~ - - ~ - -  _ _  II - ~ " ~ - ~ - ~ ~  " ~ --Ix " - ~ ~  I ~ - - ~ ~ - - - _ - -  I ~ -xx_ 

_I ~ - ~ ~ - x * I -  - I__Ix^I"~lll*-_ I - "x_I__- 

"At this point, 1 remind our long-time shareholders that our approach during rate cases in 2009 and 2012 was to successfully 
compromise agreements with stakeholders for the various interests: large businesses, environmental groups, low income advocates, 
consumer watchdogs and so on. Our record of constructive issue resolution is clear, and it is long 

~~~ 

"In 2014, the solar leasing companies went a step further, supporting two candidates for the Arizona Corporation Commission on an 
explicitly anti-APS platform. This caused us to reevaluate how to ensure the interests of APS customers, employees, communities and 
shareholders are represented in the political process. 

"Whenever we make the decision to support a candidate or cause, we follow the laws regarding campaign contributions and disclosure. Oud 

-- - -  I-.I_-x^-"~I____I ~ -__^ _ l l _ _ l l l l ~  

---'+-*---* " - ~  ------ ~- --- ~~~.~ ~ x I 1 _ ~ _ ~ _ _  - ~~-~~~ 
8 ~~-~ policy is published _I l_ll - ~~~ on our webstte ~ for all to see. _I_ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~  "I^__-x -~ - ~ - ~ ~ -  ~ - ~ _ _ _ _ ~ ~  i 

"Today's shareholder proposal advocated for our company to voluntarily disclose more than the law requires. We respectfully disagree with 1 
that point of view. This is not an energy issue-it is a campaign finance issue, for others to debate and decide. Our responsibility is to follow \ 
the law with honesty and integrity, and that is what we do." 

I 

I- " __ 1-_ "_ ~- ~~------ 
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A shareholder resolution that would have forced Pinnacle West to disclose spending on lobbying and political campaigns was defeated. 

Wall Street analysts have applauded APS' aggressive moves to fill the Corporation Commission seats with friendly regulators. Analysts say that gives the 
company more certainty regarding future regulatory changes. 

The success of that strategy has helped make Pinnacle West a potential takeover candidate. The company's m o r v  f ilinas 

IhttD:/lwww.oinnaclewest.comlfilesldoc financialslannuall20141PNW 201 5 Proxv Statement.odf) show Brandt has a so-called "change of control" 
provision that would award him $35.5 million in the event of a takeover. 

Full text of Don Brandt's comments- 
aclewest.c;pmuiles/doc pmsa&&onsRDlFt/PNWRemarksFicomTh irtiethAn -ti naofshareholders v00 1 i99022. odf) 

Read or Share this story: http://12ne.ws/l SfScoR 
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APS to ASU charity to dark-money campaign? 
Laurie Roberts. The Republic I azcentraI.com 3.07p.m MSTMadi IO, 2015 LAURIE ROBERTS 

Another player heard from in last year's dark-money campaign to get certain candidates elected to the Arizona 
Corporation Commission. 

And once again, Arizona Public Service pops up. 

Don't you just love a good coincidence? 

Like, say, the one uncovered by the Sunliaht Foundation Ihtt~:Nsunliahtfoundation.comlbloa/2015/03/101asu- 
foundation-links-utilitv-funds-to-anti-solar-oush/) - one I've verified via IRS records. 

(Photo: fuzznails, Get&' 
ImagesH&photo) 

It seems APS Foundation, the fundraising arm of everybody's favorite utility, gave $181,100 to ASU Foundation, the fundraising arm of ASU, in 2013. 

ASU Foundation, meanwhile, gave $100,000 to Save Our Future Now in 2013. 

SOFN is one of two dark-money groups that spent millions last year to get Doug Little and Tom Forese onto the Arizona Corporation Commission that 
regulates utilities. 

APS and ASU Foundation officials assure me that there's nothing to see here. So does Save Our Future Now. 

"We have no reason to believe that APS directed ASU to give money to Save Our Future Now," SOFNs attorney, Kory Langhofer, told me. 

Yet, as usual, the view is rather riveting. 

SOFN is a 501~4, one of those dark-money groups that claims to have been formed in order to promote social welfare but just coincidentally promotes 
certain secret political agendas. 

According to campaign-finance records, SOFN spent more than $2.8 million in last year's state elections. Ofthat, more than $2.7 million was spent to get 
Forese and Little onto the Corporation Commission - or, in the alternative, to make sure that pro-rooftop solar candidates did not get onto the Corporation 
Commission. 

SOFN wont say where it got the $2.8 million to promote Forese-Little and attack their opponents. Sadly, state law doesn't require it to disclose who 
bankrolled the effort to stack the commission with the candidates considered the most likely to back pro-utility positions. 

APS has likewise declined to say whether it was involved in financing the dark-money campaigns by SOFN and the Arizona Free Enterprise Club. 

Which is, of course, why people like me find it oh-so-interesting when these small dots line up, just begging to be connected. 

John Skinner, chief of staff for ASU Foundation, tells me the foundation's contribution to SOFN had nothing to do with politics and everything to do with 
promoting ASU and higher education in general. He says he doesn't believe that the foundation's chairman, former APS CEO Bill Post, was involved in 
the decision to donate to SOFN. 

"We made the contribution to Save Our Future because as part of its mission it helps general public awareness of higher education issues and advances 
higher education in the state of Arizona," he said. 

Hal Pittman, director of external communications for APS, likewise says there's no connection between the utility's charitable contributions and its political 
activities, noting that APS Foundation gives to all three universities and community colleges. 

I* Investing in education - particularly science, technology, engineering and math - helps ensure a bright economic future for Arizona and prepares 
students for good jobs in tomorrow's workforce," he said, in an e-mailed statement. " Where the ASU Foundation directs its own contributions to improve 
educational outcomes is guided by the foundation's judgment and expertise, not ours. I' 
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SOFNs Langhofer says that ASU Foundation's money couldn't have gone into SOFN's Corporation Commission campaign. Contributions from 501~3 
groups, such as ASU Foundation and APS Foundation, can't be used to expressly advocate for candidates. Instead, he says the money would have been 
spent on the group's social-welfare activities. 

Langhofer says SOFN spent at least $3.7 million last year promoting social welfare - mostly by promoting voter turnout in last year's election. 

Not everybody's buying that APS Foundation to ASU Foundation to SOFN is mere coincidence. Cue Republican Vernon Parker, who lost his bid for the 
Corporation Commission courtesy of an unprecedented $832,000 attack campaign from SOFN. 

"We have a real problem in our state when dark money organizations can infiltrate an organization such as the ASU Foundation, and get them to donate 

money to be used to drag good people through the mud, and call it education? Maybe the foundation should stick to its original purpose and donate its 
money to higher education, and not gutter politics," he said. 

So do the dots connect? 

Everybody involved swears that they don't. Yet neither APS nor SOFN will put the speculating to rest by proving it. 

Me, to Langhofer: Where did the $2.76 million spent on the Corporation Commission come from? 

Langhofer, to me: "We definitely do not identify donors who don't identify themselves publicly." 

Such is the state of Arizona law, that voters aren't entitled to know who is trying to influence their vote -- or why. 

Sadly, no one in state government seems inclined to change that. 

Laurie Roberts l/staff/25817/laurie-roberts) 

Columnist: Laurie Roberts is a metro columnist for The 
Republic/azcentral.com. A wife, mother and Missouri grad who 
loves all things Arizona -even its crazy politics. &nbsp;&nbsp; 
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Arizona utility regulators seek legal advice on dark 
money 

Ryan Randazzn,Tfie Repehlie I azeentral.com 6 08p it1 MXf Septenrhrr 8,2015 

Utility regulators differ on whether electric company should disclose political spending. 

Utility regulators at the Arizona Corporation Commission asked Tuesday for a legal opinion from their staff 
about dark-money political contributions that utilities could be making toward the campaigns of candidates who, 

ifelected. will set their rates. 

Susan Bitter Smith and Bob Bums are trying to encourage utilities and other entities such as rooftop-solar 
groups from funding independent political groups that advertise for and against candidates for the commission. 
But they said they need more information on whether they can force utilities to disclose such spending. 

Former commissioners and various media outlets have suggested the regulators can force utilities to disclose 
such spending, but the regulators want the opinion from their own staff. 

"There is no definitive legal opinion from the commission," Bitter Smith said. "There is uncertainty regarding the 
role of the commission." 

(Photo: The Republic) 

Three of the sitting commissioners, Bitter Smith, Bums and Bob Stump, were elected in 2012 with the help of the Arizona Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry with money from Arizona Public Service Co. and Southwest Gas Corp., both of which are regulated by the commissioners. 

AZCENTRAL 

Roberts: Shocker! Two utilitv reauiators side wrth APS 

2 4  . .  {htp://www,gcentj .al.com/stosv/o@ion/ on-edlannerobest si20 15/09/08/com~ation - c o m s s i o n - d a r k - m o n e v - a o s - c ~ / 7  189807 

The other two commissioners, Tom Forese and Doug Little, were elected last year with the help of $3.2 million in independent political campaigns widely 
believed to be financed with so-called dark-money from APS. 

APS and chamber officials said the 2012 funds that went to the cornmission race were an accident. At the time, APS and Southwest Gas said their policy 
was to abstain from participating in regulatory races. 

APS no longer takes that position. APS doesn't deny funding the 2014 political groups that helped Forese and Little and will say only that it is politically 
active. The political groups don't have to disclose their donors. 

B ie r  Smith and Bums, both facing re-election next year, opened a new docket at the commission last month and proposed a letter for the regulators to 
sign that asks utilities and unregulated entities with business at the commission, such as rooftop-solar companies, to "voluntarily refrain from making 
campaign contributions in support of or in opposition to Corporation Commission candidates." 

The two regulators' draft letter said that it is "unacceptable and inappropriate" for utilities and unregulated businesses to finance campaigns for or against 
corporation commissioners 

AZCENTRAL 

TOD Arizona utilitv reaulator faces conflict corndarn& 

Forese and Little, as well as the Arizona Chamber of Commerce and Industry and other business groups, oppose the measure, citing First Amendment 
freedom of speech issues and conflicting campaign-finance rules. 
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“It is well beyond the Commission’s constitutional and statutory mandate to coerce these entities to forego their rights or face public scrutiny of their 
private financial records,” said the Chamber letter, also signed by Greater Phoenix Chamber of Commerce, Greater Phoenix Leadership, Greater 
Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce, Arizona Business Coalition, Arizona Small Business Association and the Arizona Cattlemen’s Association. 

“Instead, we encourage the commission to work collaboratively with the Secretary of State and the Legislature to propose true election reforms where 
they are needed to protect all Arizonans’ rights and privileges,” it continued. 

Burns said he was interested in accessing information from APS about its participation in elections, and he and Bitter Smith requested the commission 
legal staff offer an opinion on whether the commission or any individual commissioner has that authority. 

h7CENTRAl. 

Outside donors. ‘dark monev’ influenced A m .  race5 

{http //www.nzcentral .com/storV/nr\~~s/arizona/~olitics/20 1S/O 1 / I0/outs1de-forces-dark-monev-influenced-rnces/2 1.53 lO99/) 

Little didn’t think the staff opinion mattered. 

”I don’t think it addresses the larger issue,” he said. 

”In my personal view, more political speech, whether it comes from corporations, unions, associations, self-appointed ‘watchdog’ groups or individuals is 
a good thing because the ability to engage in robust discussion about the qualifications of candidates in an election is a good thing,” Little said in a letter 
he read aloud during Tuesday’s meeting. 

Forese reiterated a point he made during his 2014 election when questioned about the possibility of APS supporting independent political groups 
advertising on his behalf. He said that it is unlawful to coordinate with such independent campaigns, and that he was not coordinating with them. He said 
that asking them not to spend money on his behalf would be just as much of a violation as coordinating how they spend money. 

The Alliance for Solar Choice, or TASC, which represents leasing companies such as SolarCity Corp., said before Tuesday‘s meeting it would honor the 
request of Bitter Smith and Burns. 

“In making this commitment, TASC and its member companies pledge that this guarantee extends to any and all direct or indirect expenditures in support 
of or opposition to candidates for the Corporation Commission,” attorney Court Rich wrote. “This means that TASC and its member companies commit 
that they not only will not directly spend money, but that they will not cause expenditures to be routed through third parties resulting in anonymous 
advocacy in support of or opposition to candidates for the Arizona Corporation Commission.” 

AZCENTRAL 

Rooftomolar aroup offers to stav out o f elections 

TASC and its member companies are “invitina” other reaulated and unreaulated entities to make the same oledae 
~/storv/monev/business/enerav/2015/09/02/roofto~solar-arou~-offers-stav-out-elections/7 1592236/). 

Rooftop-solar companies supported two Republican candidates in the 2014 election who faced opposition advertising funded by dark-money. Both lost in 
the primary to Forese and Little. 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cdl ET75tL 
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Arizona's Own Espresso Pundit 

APS Finally Goes Too Far 

Since I practice in front of the Corporation Commission, I try not to blog about the ACCor ACC races. So I have 
remained on the sidelines while Arizona Public Service has escalated its bizarre and wholly inappropriate effort 
to affect the outcome of the ACC elections by funneling anonymous "Dark" Money into the race. 

If you are looking for a little background, the Republic's Ryan Randazzo and Laurie Roberts as well as the 
Arizona Capitol Times have had excellent coverage. 

But there is a point at which APS has gone too far and even those of us who 
have to work with the company have to speak out. Today they reached that 
point. 

I t  was bad enough that APS used some of its (essentially unlimited) corporate 
funds in order to push two candidates for the Corporation Commission. But 
here the company is funding a smear campaign against a specific candidate 
using anonymous* corporate money and relying on discredited charges and 
allegations in order to affect the election of the body that regulates them. 

That's too much"". 

When it became clear that APS was going to participate in the ACC election, 
people started asking me about the propriety of the company's actions. Many 
of these people are APS supporters who don't have a problem with the recent 
Supreme Court decisions. Here are some of those questions and my answers. 

Doesn't APS have afree speech right to participate in this election? 

Yes, and I think the ads and signs are legal. 

Don't other companies (for example solar companies) spend 
m oneg in ACC elections? 

Yes. But, APS is a monopoly and is 100% regulated by the ACC. APS doesn't 
make a dime that isn't approved by the ACC. Other entities are only marginally 
affected by the ACC and those contributions are similar to the contributions 
that APS makes in Legislative races. No one is going to say that APS can? make 
legislative or Gubernatorial contributions. They are affected by the outcome 
of those races, but not much more than other companies are affected by the 
outcome of Legislative races. Here however, APS is REGULATED by the ACC. 
The ACC sets the very rates that allow APS to survive. The company is using its 
massive corporate resources in order to hand pick the regulators who will set 
the company's rates. 

There is also a scale issue. It looks like APS is going to spend more money than all of the other candidates 
combined. 

But these contributions are "Shareho1der"money ... the company can do whatever it wants 
with "shareholder" money . 
Believe me, I know the difference between "Ratepayer'' and 'Shareho1der"funds. When the company has 
retained earnings, it can spend them on whatever it wants-like marketing at Sun's Games, charity events, or 
dividends. I'm fine with that and whenever regulators make a big deal out of these expenditures, I support the 
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company. 

However, what utility executives don't understand is that ratepayers are the SOURCEof all the money and all of 
that money comes into the company as result of Commission decisions. So what if the company donated several 
million dollars to the 'Marriage is between one man and one woman campaign'? Or what if the company 
donated the money to a "Marriage Equality"initiative? Sure, it's the company's money, but since all of it 
originated from ratepayers, the general populace gets very upset if the company spends the money on 
controversial causes. 

So when the company spends money to trash an ACC candidate, APS can't say that it's OK because it's 
"shareho1der"money. 

Yes,Aps is taking extraordinary measures to iMuence the Am, but its in theJight of its life 
with the solar companies. So isn't the company justiJied? 

APS was in the fight of its life when it needed to get the Palo Verde Nuclear Plant into ratebase. It was in the fight 
of its life when its Savings and Loan collapsed. It was in the fight of its life when Suncor imploded. It was in the 
fight of its life when it built the Red Hawk plant at the top of the market. It was in the fight of its life when the ACC 
considered retail electric competition. So the fact that management thinks it's ok to spend corporate dollars to 
influence the ACC election because the company is 'En the fight of its 1ife"iS an indication of the short sighted 
view and limited history of current management. 

Aren't you just upset that APS's new management is more aggressive andplays a style ofEast 
Coast Hardball that you aren't used to? 

Actually, Don Brandt and Mark Schiavoni won't survive this move, so it doesn't matter what I think of them. 

W h y  is that? 

Let's try a little game theory. Let's say that APS wins and that Forese and Little get elected 
while Parker and Mason get crushed. What happens during APS's next rate case? Everyone 
will be looking to see if APS gets favorable treatment. Forese and Little can't give APS a 
break or they will get recalled and forever branded as stooges. They will have to be 
HARDER on APS than they would have been if APS had stayed out of it. Frankly they will 
have to be much harder on the company in order to regain any credibility. 

Now let's expand that game theory to the three sitting Republican Commissioners. Do you 
think that they can risk looking like they are giving APS favorable treatment? No, if they 
looklike they are favoring the utility over ratepayers because they know that the utility can 
put big money into their future races then their career's are over. So they have to err on the side of being too 
hard on the company during its upcoming rate case. 

And what if Parker actually wins? If you strike the king you have to kill him and I don't see how APS investors or 
the PNWBoard can possibly keep Brandt and Schiavoni if Parker or Mason win. Even if Parker and Mason swear 
that all is forgiven and that they will uphold their Constitutional duty to be fair, the shareholders can't risk it. 

So either way, APS will have new management by the time it's next rate case is filed in July of 2015. 

Won't you be embarrassed if wejind out that APS isn't behind this mailer? 

Nope. Ryan Randazzo's work on this issue has been excellent. He has already made a good case that APS is 
playing in these races. Money is fungible and if APS has managed to triple launder the money so that they can 
claim that this specific piece was paid for by another entity, it wouldn't matter. APS is behind it or APS's efforts 
made it possible. And if they can make a credible claim that they are not involved, then they should have made 
that claim when Randazzo asked them the first dozen times. 

Don't you give money in ACCraces too? 
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Sure. I've helped nearly all the candidates of all parties (often at the same time) collect $5 contributions and I 
gave seed money to Parker and Mason when they made a credible case that APS was making it harder for them to 
get signatures. That's a matter of scale. If Don Brandt wants to write a $160 check to Doug Little, I have no 
problem with that. 

Footnotes: 

"How can I say that it's APS money and also say that it's "anonymous'? Because I didn't think it was appropriate 
to use the word "Laundered". WE know that APS is behind the pieces, but they gave the money to a third party so 
that the VOTERS would have no idea who is paying for them. 

** I hesitate to even mention the other reason why this piece goes too far. Sandra Kennedy is the only Afkican 
American in Arizona to have been elected state wide. In fact, she was elected to the very office that Parker is 
seeking. Why do you think that Sandra Kennedy never put her pictures on her signs? Why didn't she submit a 
picture €or the Clean Elections pamphlets? The answer is obvious. Yet Kennedy's path was through a 
Democratic Primary and then a General Election. Parker has to get through a Republican Primary and then a 
General Election. One of the goals of this piece is make sure that Republican voters know what Parker looks like 
and to feed stereotypes of corrupt black politicians. 

July 11,2014 I Permalink 

Com ments 

You can follow this conversation by subscribing to  the comment feed for this post. 

Hey, corporations are people now, with all the rights but none of the attendant responsibilities of citizenship. That 
particular Overton window has long since been opened and closed. 

I know I should be outraged, blibbity-blab, but frankly, I'm just exhausted by all this. rm just thankful I don't have any 
kids to inherit the  next stage of return tovassalage. 

Posted by: The klute 1 Julv 11.2014 at o6:46 PM 
Iagree with the author regarding the potential for abuse as APS "dark money"influences the election of members their 
own Over sight board. 
It is very dicey for all the reasons laid out here. But, is it different when the city's public employee unions contribute 
and openly campaign in a City Council race? We seem to tolerate that form of the Yox electing their own to guard the 
hen house". 

Postedby: CurtisBrown I Julv 11,2014 at 07:.?4 PM 
Just saw the last comment about the race baiting. That is probably a load of crap. Vernon has been a public figure for 
the better part of 15 years. He's held municipal office for over a decade, run for state wide office and national office. I'm 
pretty sure people already know what he looks like. And BTW, nobody gives a crap what "race"you are. Whatever that 
stupid label is supposed tomean. 

Postedby: CurtisBrown I Julv 11,2014 at 07:.?8 PM 
Thanks, Greg. Excellent article! 

Postedby: Mitch Martinson I Julv 11,2014 at 07:4x PM 
Greg. Goodcomments. The Commission itselfhassome authority todeal with thisproblem, but they don't. I'd suggest 
the one party republican rule of the commission is also one of the problems. Yes as a candidate for the Commission 
myselfIdohave a biasedview here! I'dsuggestyour readerscheckout Holway~oi~. .corn for a campaign that isfocusing 
on our energy and water management challenges. Jim Holway -Democratic Candidate for ACC. 

Postedby: Jim Holwav 1 Julv 11.2014 at 08:25 PM 
Somebody needs tobeat your campaign site designer with a rubber hose. 
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Postedby: Rob I Julv 11,2014 at 08:50 PM 
And this: 

LET'S MAKE ARIZONA THE NEW SOLAR CAPITOL! 
VOTE JIM HOLWAY FORARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION THIS NOV. 

It's "captia1,"and please spell out "November." 

Thanks 

Postedby: Rob I Julv 11.2014 at oS:52 PM 
*capital 

Postedby: Rob I Julv 11.2014 at 0 8 : s ~  PM 
All the dark money, in all elections, needs to be brought into the sunlight. 

Ifwe the people can see who and what is going on, things will definitely change for the better. 

Postedby: JamesStrock I Julv 11.2014 at 0 ~ : 4 8  PM 
Um, Rob, it is'kapitol". You might want todelete your past. 

Postedby: benson I Julv 12 .2014  at 11:28 AM 
Want tolay money on it? 

writingexplained.com/capital-v s<apitol 

Postedby: Rob I Julv 12 .2014  at  i i : 4 4  AM 
'The vote for Arizona Corporation Commission effects your every day life, from how much you pay for your electricity 
towhether or not you can open that new business - what kind of candidates do you want representing you?" 

That's "affects."Oy. 

Are we hiring U of A students or something? 

Postedby: Rob I Julv 1.?.2014 at 07:oi PM 
I disagree with the last point in the pa&. Parker and his campaign teams have traditionally traded on the "historic" 
nature of his campaigns and they feature his picture on his materials. It can't be not-racist to use his picture on a 
positive piece and also racist to use the same picture on a negative piece. There are far more corrupt white politicians 
than black politicians, so if putting a white politician on a piece accusing them of corruption isn't racist, neither was this 
piece. 

Posted by: CQ I Julv 12.2014 at  08:of; PM 
Let's see... We have a utility monopoly regulated by a government commission and the players are trying to game the 
system? I'm shocked! Disband the commission and open the energy market to unfettered competition. The market will 
sort itself out and the consumers will get the best product for the best price in the end. 

Posted by: RayAZ I Julv 14.2014 at 12:50 PM 
WHAT the hell Greg? It'sfine that you want todereg electricity and sink Arizona utilities, but saying the Republican 
Party is racist??? You have a huge role in our party. A former Legislator, cabinet member, RUCO director, and on the 
Board of Regents. Now you post that for Dem bloggers to capture and use til the cows come home ... WTF? Vernon 
freaking won the GOP Nomination for Congress two years ago -using his image and his remarkable personal story. 

Posted by: Paul Walker I Julv 14,2014 at 0 2 3 1  PM 
I hesitate to even mention ... but Sandra Kennedy also put a green shamrock on her campaign signs. 

Postedby: Can't remember my pseudonym I Julv IF;. 2014 at i2:54 AM 
I base my vote on who I believe to be the best candidate. I don't care what APS or anyone else does or says. I know four of 
the six candidates (three Rls and one D). I'm supporting Tom Forese, who Ibelieve is the best of the group. rm torn 
between Doug Little (I don't know) and Vernon Parker (Id0 know). Lucy Mason is a nice lady but is clueless. Sandra 
Kennedy and Jim Holway? Not a chance! 

Posted by: RonJ I Julv if;. 2014 at 12:20 PM 
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The ACC CAN & should satisfy thcir Constituitional duty to compel the regulated utilites to optimize costs(tota1)to 
ratepayers and set rates that allow recovery of REASONABLE costs .... rather than continue to allow the utilities to 
restructure rates, recover unreasonable/avoidable costsvia automatic surcharges that require no review by neutral 
party versus base rate hearings, they should eliminate surcharges and change the current Cost PLUS Profit(R0R) as a 
percent of cost structure to  one that allows recovery of current costs but pays the fee or profi, return on rate, from cost 
reductions they implement and SHARE with Ratepayers .... if cost reduced 10% reduce the rate by 6% for ratepayers, 
Shareholders EARN 4%. 

Per ADOA Utilities pay the highest average(~o% of employees higher) wage of ANY industry, $gak/year .... in a 
regulated market, no risk, assured recovery of all costs, reasonable or otherwise, I don't believe those wages are 
currently REASONABLE. They are competent, can earn those wages by providing equal or better value to their 
Customers. 

That '%ustomercentric"action would promote responsible innovation, stimulate our local economy, assure that utilities 
can survive the competion from their own customers, promote collaboration and integration of customer generation 
instead of adverserial negative obstructionism, and reduce the amount of Dark Money available for inappropriate 
manipulation of voters and commission elections. 

Posted by: Terry I July 16.2014 at i2:42 PM 

The comments to this entry are closed. 
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Brnovich not the guy to investigate APS-Corp Corn links 

I The whistleblower, whose name was removed from the six-Daae letter 
( h t t P : / / a r c h i v e . a z c e n t r a l . c o m l D e r s i s t e n t w h i s t i e b l o w e r o u t l i n i n g  the allegations, is a six-year Corporation 

Commission staffer who previously worked as an executive aide to Pierce, who termed out of the cornmission this year. 

Laurie Roberts, The Republic I azcentra1.com 6 o in. MSTFebnrag 23, 2015 LAURIE ROBERTS 

It is, you could say, A Potential Scandal - or at least A Problematic Story for everybody's favorite utility. 

Certainly something to think about next time you get ready to pay your electric bill. 

A staffer at the Arizona Corporation Commission has filed a complaint alleging that political shenanigans have 
been afoot over at the commission that regulates utilities. 

(Photo: Ole) Among the allegations: that then-Commission Chairman Gary Pierce had a number of "covert" meetings with 
the CEO of Arizona Public Service while APS was seeking a rate increase. 

Yeah, that APS. Or, as 1 like to call it, AP-Shhhh. The one widely believed to have sewetly sunk several million dollars into a successful dark-money 
campaign last year to get Tom Forese and Doug Little onto the five-member commission. The one believed to have spent $750,000 on an unsuccessful 
dark-money campaign to get Pierce's son, Justin, elected secretary of state. 

Not to worry though. The complaint has been sent to Attorney General Mark Brnovich. Yeah, that Brnovich. The one whom APS spent $425,000 

supporting in last year's election. 

The whistleblower story was reported last week by 
whistleblower/236451 O l d .  Both Pierce and APS told me there's nothing to see here. 

"The letter written by my former assistant is nothing more than scurrilous half-truths and fabrications," Pierce said, in an emailed response. "I am 
confident that any investigation will completely clear me of any wrongdoing." 

APS said there was nothing secret or nefarious about the meetings. 

"Meetings between commissioners and organizations with business in front of the ACC happen all the time and are entirely appropriate and conducive to 
good public policy," APS spokesman Jim McDonald said, in a written statement." 

In his letter to commission officials and Brnovich, he wrote that Pierce used him and other staffers to pressure commission employees into expediting 
corporation paperwork for Ron Ludders, a tea party activist who was working on a campaign to defeat Commissioners Paul Newman and Sandra 
Kennedy in 201 2. Newman and Kennedy, both Democrats, lost that year to Republicans Susan Bitter Smith, Bob Bums and Bob Stump. 

The whistleblower said Pierce and Commissioner Brenda Burns later hired Ludders as an intern. He was paid $9,000, the whistleblower said, but never 
produced any work during the six months he was there. 

"Mr. Ludders departed the commission abruptly after Laurie Roberts of the Arizona Republic began reporting on the incidence of dark money involvement 

in the election for the Arizona Corporation Commission," the whistleblower wrote. 

Hmmm. 

Most interesting to me? The claim that Pierce was meeting privately with APS brass. Specifically, that Pierce had 14 private lunch or dinner meetings with 
APS CEO Don Brandt or his predecessor - seven of which occurred while APS was seeking rate hikes. 

"I knew this because I was asked to arrange most of the covert meetings," the whistleblower wrote. 

Bitter Smith told Resnik that she believes an investigation is warranted and is consulting with the commission's attorney, While that's nice, an 
independent look would be even nicer, from an agency that has no ties to APS. 
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Laurie Roberts flstaff125817/laurie-roberts~ 

Columnist: Laurie Roberts is a metro columnist for The 
Republic/azcentral.com. A wife, mother and Missouri grad who 
loves all things Arizona -even its crazy politics. &nbsp;&nbsp; 

MORE FROM LAURIEROBERTS 

Immigration reform could have saved the GOP f rom Donald Trump 
~ttp:l/www.azcentral.comlsto~lowinio~ov-e~lauieroberts/20 15107/23/donald-trump-independent- 
presidcnt-immi~atiun-renublican/30595 1434 
Laurie Roberts, The Republic I azcentral.com I 3:19 PM Jul24, 2015 

man wit- 
/httn://www.azcen tral.com/storlv/opinion/op-edflaurierobertsl2O 1 5/07/24/lafavette-movie-theater-shootin~s- 
gun-laws13062 19034 
Laurie Roberts, The Repubiic 1 azcentra1.com 1 12:45 PM Jut 24,2015 

If onlv our leaders could learn from Glendale and the Covotes (http://\Nvw.azcentral.com/szorv/oDinion/oD- 
ed/laurieroberts/20 15/07/23Iglendale-covotes-co~romise-hoc kepi305 744934 
Laurie Roberts, The Republic I azcentral.com I 3:23 PM JuI23, 2015 

See all DO& from Bloas Extra (IbioalLaurieRoberts) 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cc/lAmVEGa 

That leaves Brnovich out. According to IRS records, APS parent company Pinnacle West kicked $425,000 into the Republican Attorneys General 
Association‘s independent campaign for Brnovich last year. 

At the time, I asked whv a reaulated mono1)oly would care who snaaaed the state’s toD law enforcement iob ~/storv/Iaurieroberts/2014/12/05/arizona- 
pu bl ic-service-mark-brnovich-reoubl ican-atsociat ion/19970377/~. No need to ask anymore. 

Brnovich’s spokeswoman Kristen Keogh wouldn’t tell me whether an investigation has begun or whether Brnovich plans to transfer the complaint to 
another agency, given that APS contribution. 

It doesn’t seem like it‘s asking for much, to find an independent public official to handle the investigation -- someone free of APS influence. 

Then again ... 
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Candidates push APS about involvement in campaign 

Ryan Randazzo, The Republic 1 azcentral.com 8. 1Op m MSTJulv IO, 2014 

Two candidates hoping to regulate utilities continue to pressure Arizona Public Service Co. to disclose whether 
the company is working to get its preferred candidates elected as regulators. 

The Arizona Corporation Commission consists of fwe elected offictals who regulate rates for APS and other 
utilities in the state. Two of the positions are open for the 2014 election. Four Republicans and two Democrats 
are vying for the jobs. 

(Photo: David Wallace / The 
Republic ) 

The Republicans have split into teams. One of the teams -Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason - has received 
support from the rooftopsolar industry. The other team - Tom Forese and Doug Little - has received support 
from the Free Enterprise Club and another non-profit group that will not disclose their donors. 

Parker and Mason believe APS is donating to the groups supporting Forese and Little. The utility has not denied any affiliation with the campaign. 

The primary election isAug. 26. 

"When your company attempts to buy and pay for its regulators, you are planting the seeds for an Enron-like moment to happen," Parker and Mason 
wrote in a letter Thursday addressed to APS' CEO, Don Brandt. "Arizona ratepayers cannot be guaranteed affordable and reliable energy when the 
largest regulated monopoly handpicks it regulators." 

Parker and Mason previously wrote to Brandt asking if APS was providing money to a non-profit called Arizona 2014, which sent mailers in support of 
Forese and Little. 

APS responded with a letter that said the company's previous practice was to avoid participating in the elections, but that it no longer would make that 
claim. 

On Thursday, a company spokesman said nothing has changed since that response. 

"We appreciate the opportunity for constructive discussions with candidates who are interested in Arizona's energy future and the important issues facing 
the commission," said Hal Pittman, APS director of external communications. 

In their latest letter to APS, Parker and Mason wrote, "Your non-answers to our very specific questions sewe as a clear confirmation that you do plan to 
influence the election of candidates who may one day be your regulators." 

They note that the Arizona Free Enterprise Club reports spending more than $180,000 supporting Forese and Little, and ask again whether APS is 
contributing the money to the non-profit, which does not have to disclose donors. 

PRIMARY FIGHT: W a t e s  susoect APS o f influencina Coro. Comm. race I/storylmonev/business/7014/06/1 g/candidates-susDect - -  aos i n f l u e m  

coro-comm-race/lO886483/) 

APS RESPONSE: Utilitv can't oromise to keeD out of Dolitics ~/storv/monev/business/2014/06/241a~s-oromise-kee~-~olitics/11321909/~ 

SOLAR LAWSUIT: P z  
{htto:llwww.azcentral .comlstorvlmonevIbusinessl201 4106130/solar-com~anies-sue-sto~-~ro~e~-taxes-1ea~d-roo~oo-~ane1~11806043/) 

ROBERTS: ~ 

statell 2149775/) 

Asked about the support from Free Enterprise Club and the Arizona 2014 non-profit helping his campaign, Forese said earlier this month that he is not 
coordinating with the groups, which would violate campaign laws. 

He said it could be considered a violation of campaign laws even to make statements to reporters about the funding. 
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“We have very serious campaign finance laws,” Forese said. “Our answer is no, we have not interacted (with utilities that are reguiated by the 
commission) nor shall we.“ 

Bob Stump, the current Corporation Commission chairman, was elected in 201 2 with help from APS, Southwest Gas and small water companies that he 
now regulates, although he said he did not solicit their independent expenditures. APS officials said the utility’s money was spent on the Stump campaign 
without their knowledge. 

Stump has said that while regulated utilities have the same First Amendment rights as other companies when it comes to political independent 
expenditure committees, he would prefer that companies with business before the regulators abstain from spending money on cOmmission campaigns. 

He has criticized Parker and Mason for the support they have received from the rooftop-solar industry, saying it is inappropriate because the solar 
companies are directly affected by commission decisions. 

Parker and Mason have openly supported the rooftopsolar industry, which currently is suing the state over a Revenue Department decision to tax leased 

rooftop solar panels. 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cc/l mkRwK 
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Dark Money Casts Shadow over Push to 
Tax the Sun 
Submitted by on August 18,2014 - 7:34am 

Arizona has 
been ground 
zero for the 
American 
Leg is la ti ve 
Exc ha ng e 
C ounci I-backed 
effort to penalize 
homeowners 
who build solar panels on their homes. 

Last year, the state's main electricity company, ALEC member 
Arizona Public Service (APS), pushed for a huge new 
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surcharge on families and companies that switch to cheaper 
(and cleaner) solar energy, which would have had the effect of 
driving up the costs of rooftop solar and keeping more 
consumers dependent on the fossi I fuel-powered electricity 
grid. 

In November of 201 3, the Arizona Corporation Commission - 
the agency tasked with regulating utilities - voted 3-2 against 
fhttp:/lwww.huffinutonpost.com/aabe-elsner/the-camDai~n 

i 
i 

So a L ~ b b ~ i ~  and an 

i 
i 
I 

TaDe bv NBC 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 3 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

against-net- b 4297678.html) APS' effort to "tax the sun." I /ale~-lob byist-fund i na- I 

(The next month, ALEC considered I I c a ~ h t - ~ ~ t a ~ e ~  I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ I  
8 
aaainst-net- b 4297678.html) an "updating net metering policies resolution" reflecting APS' 

towards renewable 
energy). The Corporation Commission instead passed a smaller tax, allowing APS to charge 
homeowners around $5 per month for home solar panels rather than the $50-1 00 solar 
"deathblow (http :/lwww. huffi ng to npos t .com/a a be-e Isner/the-ca m pa i a Baa a i nst-net- 

ush to charge solar users, which fit squarelywithin ALEC's antaaonism 

b 4297678.htmI)" that the industry had sought. 

Many suspect that APS is now secretly seeking revenge. 

This year, two seats on the Corporation Commission are open, and a wave of undisclosed dark 
money has flooded into the races, attacking the candidates that support solar and boosting those 
that are expected to support the industry. Many suspect that the true source of the funds is APS -- 
a charge that the utility company has not denied 

, although they have denied donating to similar groups in the past. 

Arizona is an overwhelmingly Republican state, and currently every member of the Corporation 
Commission is a Republican. Yet, the issue of solar energy has not split along party lines. The 
son of conservative icon Barry Goldwater, for example, is a solar advocate and chairman 
{http :/hYww.mo t herjones .co m/e nvi ronment/2 0 1 3/07/barry9 old wa te r-tus k-a rizona-sola r-ne t- 

of the group "Tell Utilities Solar won't be Killed" (known as ''TUSK'). 

The four Republicans vying for the two seats have split into two camps: Vernon Parker and Lucy 
Mason, who are described as "consistently pro-solar," and Thomas Forese and Doug Little, who 
are viewed as sympathetic to APS interests. 
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The Arizona Free Enterprise Club, a nonprofit dark money group, has spent around half-a-million 
boosting Forese and Little and attacking Parker and Mason. Although it is unprecedented to 
have this level of spending in a Corporation Commission race, the Club had previously had not 
even been a major player in any Arizona elections. 

"Seemingly overnight, the Arizona Free Enterprise Club has morphed from a low-profile, low-tax 
advocacy group into the biggest-spending organization of this year's election season," the 
Arizona Republic noted 

election-seasonll3537793/2 this month. 

Save Our Future Now, another dark money nonprofit that keeps its funders secret, has spent 
almost $400,000 attacking Parker. 

The candidates supported by APS or the Arizona Free Enterprise Club would pursue utility- 
friendly regulations at the expense of ratepayers and the solar industry," says Gabe Elsner, 
Executive Director of the Energy & Policy Institute, a clean energy watchdog. 

"When your company attempts to buy and pay for its regulators, you are planting the seeds for an 
Enron-like moment to happen," Parker and Mason wrote 

in a July letter addressed to APS' CEO, Don Brandt. "Arizona ratepayers 
cannot be guaranteed affordable and reliable energy when the largest regulated monopoly 
handpicks it regulators." 

Even national figures on the right are concerned. 

"APS is literally attempting to purchase its regulators in the state's August 26th Republican 
pri may," wrote ~http://to~hal~.~om/columnists/rac~lalexa~er/20 1 4/07/281public-utility- 

successful, the implications are national, especially for fledgling solar power, and crony 
capitalism will have a new model that will boomerang on the Republican Party." 

Townhall columnist Rachel Alexander. "If 

The Free Enterprise Club has additionally spent more than half-a-million on the Secretary of 
State race backing Republican state Rep. Justin Pierce, whose father is on the Corporation 
Commission and a reliable vote in favor of APS interests. Pierce's opponents have claimed that 
APS is backing the Corporation Commissioner's son as a "thank you." 
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tf APS is providing the funding for the dark money groups, it wouldn't be the first time. 

In 201 3, the Kochbacked 60 Plus Association 

aoldwater-tusk-arizona-solar-net-metering) funding 60 Plus and its anti-solar campaign, but mr 
admitted ~h t tP : /~ .h~~ton~ost .co~2013/10 /25 /so la r -a r izona-n t -  
meterina n 4164731 .html) that it had backed the group. 

Notably, APS acknowledaed ~http:/~.azcentral.com/business/~ws/articles/20131 OO7aps- 
solar-clash-credits-customers.htm1) earlier this year that its funding for the 60 Plus campaign was 
being coordinated by 
associate of the Kochs and president of American Encore 

the Center to Protect Patient Rights. Noble was central to the $1 1 million "campaign money 
laundering scheme" in California that resulted in a record $1 million fine. 

, a close 

, formerly known as 

-___________-______----_----. 
I 

Brendan Fischer is CMD's General Counsel. He graduated with honors 
I 
t 
I 

from the University of Wisconsin Law School. 

tf you liked this article by Brendan Fischer, you'll also enjoy reading: 
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The Arizona Corporation C:ommission and its elections have historically flown under the radar. 

But this year’s race between the two Republicans and two Democrats vying for the two open commission 
seats is one of the most controversial on the November hallol d 

D 

‘Dark Money’ Clouds Contentious Arizona Corporation Commission Race 

By Ki istcna I Ianseii 

Oct 16,2014 

l h e  outcome could set the tone for solar and icnewablc eneigy 111 Arimna fui ycars to come, and that’s prompted ‘dark money’ gioups to 
dump an unpiecedented amount of cash into the race in an effort to snay it in the GOPs favoi 

The Corporation Cormssion incorpordtes new businesses, iegulates secuiitie‘l and nivestments and oveisees safety of the state’s radway 
sy\tems 

It also plays a big iolc in the everyday hves of Ariiona residents ‘Rc iates that millions of Arimnans pay foi basic utthties such as water, 
s e w i ,  elccbicity and gas rlIe determined by the five Corpoiatioii C‘ommissioners 

Ilesp1te t h i ~  cnormous ~csponsibility . the commission haw’t received much attention But with the piolifeiation 01 solal, particuliuly iooftop 
solai, 111 Arimna that’s been changing 

“Solar has had a huge upswing and that’s biought a lot of great benefits for customers, but it’s also created a lot 01 complexity foi the gnd 
itself as a physicdl engine and it’s created red quandaries 111 who pays for what,” sad Paul Walkei, a utihties lobbyist at Phoenix-based 
hi\ight (’oiisulhng I,f,C‘ 

Ihat dilemmd has ignited a tuif w a  bctween the solar industry arid Arizona uti l i tm such as Anzona I’ublic Service Co in recent yea15 The 
nation has been keeping an cyc on how the con~mssion, which regulates monopohstic ut~lities such as APS, referees the debate 

Bat tlic cuiieirt all-Republican connnis~ion has earned a pro-uhlity icputatioii, which Walker said isn’t deserved 

“‘IXe election of the Democrats, I think you would see a lot more debate at the commission about renewable eneigy’q role,“ he sad “1 thmk 
the Republicans now at the commissioii, and (Tom) Eoreqe and (Doug) Little, I think all five of them habe adopted a sort of all-of-the-above 
approach to energy m Aiimna ’- 

Ikmocratic candidate5 Jim I Iolwdy and Sandra Kennedy have been coined thc “pro-solar“ candidates 

GO1’ candidates I‘om Eoicse a id  1)Ong Little suppoit a inore diveise group of energy sources, ds Walker mentioned, but Ihey’vc been 
dubbed the ‘pio-utility” cdI1dl&te\ 

(<eo ccrriduiotc bro, below) 
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That’s because Forese and Little’s campaign has benefited from more than $3 million in ‘dark money’ spending, according to campaign 
finance documents with the Arizona Secretary of State’s Office. That’s far more than the roughly half-million dollars the solar industry, 
through a group called Tell LJtilities Solar won’t be Killed, has spent on the race. 

The dark money is coming from two groups, Save Our Future Now and the Arizona Free Enterprise Club, who don’t disclose their donors 
because of their 501(c)4 nonprofit statuses. 

But it’s widely assumed that APS is the nonprofits’ primary source of funding for this campaign. APS has neither confirmed nor denied its 
involvement. 

This is by far the largest amount of outside money that’s been spent on a commission race. 

It’s also unprecedented for an Arizona utility to fund the election of its own regulator, which raises ethical and conflict of interest issues, said 
Diane Brown, executive director of the Arizona chapter of the Public Interest Research Group. She said she wonders how Forese and Little, 
if elected, could maintain their autonomy when making important decisions regarding APS. 

“It is symbolic of key decisions that will be made in the upcoming years and special interests wanting to have an influence on who those 
commissioners may be. While we can never say that just because an entity contributed money, an elected official is going to vote in a certain 
way, we do know that there tends to be more access and influence when large sums of money are involved,” Brown said. 

Walker, on the other hand, said the spending is OK if a company truly feels threatened by the political platforms of certain candidates. 

“I think it’s not just acceptable, I think it’s imperative that companies weigh in and let the voters know what’s at stake in that election,” he 
said. 

Forese and Little didn’t respond to multiple requests for an interview. Since the primary, the pair has declined other media interviews and 
Holway said they’ve cancelled several debates and forums. 

“They are effectively squashing a conversation because they think they have a better chance of getting elected if there isn’t a conversation,” 
Holway said. “And I find that offensive.” 

All four candidates are campaigning with Arizona Citizens Clean Elections Commission money, which required them to participate in one 
debate last month on KAET’s Arizona Horizon. 

During that debate, Little denied any knowledge of APS’s involvement and the discussion became heated when Forese addressed the issue. 

“The idea that it’s impossible that we have broad support is insulting. The idea that we could be bought is insulting. Ok I’m calling you out 
on it,” Forese said, looking around the table at his opponents. 

The room erupted into a brief yelling match and after host Ted Simons interjected, Forese continued. 

“It’s insulting, I think we have broad support,” Forese said. “I don’t have a problem with asking them to show who it is. I look forward to 
that information more than anybody else does.” 

Each commissioner has subpoena power, so any one of them could demand APS disclose its political spending. So far, the commissioners 
have not done so and both Holway and Kennedy said that’s the first thing they’d do if elected. 

‘The fact that they don’t do that, to me, is that there’s a party ideology telling them not to do it because it could hurt their candidates in the 
election,” Holway said. 

There are some things all candidates seem to a, wee on 

For example, they oppose the state Department of Revenue’s decision last year that a property tax exemption on solar should no longer apply 
to leased solar systems. They‘ve also said that last year’s net metering debate, the controversy over whether solar customers shift more costs 
onto non-solar customers, should have been conducted through a rate case, which is the rigorous process involved when utilities ask to 
change the rates it charges customers. 

But the candidates differ on other issues, such as whether Arizonans pay too much or not enough for basic utilities. 

“There’s no consumer advocate,” Kennedy said. “Everything that they do reflects big corporations and we’ve got to return some civility to 
the commission and I think I can do that.” 

Kennedy also supports deregulation of utilities, another controversial debate that the commission tabled last year. That would‘ve allowed 
ratepayers to choose from whom they buy their power, similar to how consumers choose their cell phone carriers. 

But Holway said he has concerns about dere,@ation. Overall, he said being a commissioner is a balancing act, which includes protecting 
utilities too. 

“We need them to attract investment capital to build our water systems, to build our energy systems. They have to be successful to do that,” 
he said. “That’s the difficult balancing act for a commissioner. Your job is to represent the public, represent the ratepayer, but in the long- 
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term interest of Arizona, driving our utilities into bankruptcy would not be the answer.” 

Wall Street is also keeping a close eye on this election. 

In a note to investors last month, Moody’s analyst Jeffrey Cassella explained how the growth of rooftop solar in APS’s teiritory, currently 
about 2S,000 customers, was shifting an extra $1,000 annually to each non-solar customer. 

Cassella said Forese and Little’s victory in the primary over Lucy Mason and Vernon Parker, the other GOP candidates who were considered 
to be pro-solar, was “credit positive” for Arizona utilities. 

If Mason and Parker had won, he said it “risked giving the solar industry more influence when revisiting rooftop solar rate design in the state 
at the expense of the utility sector.” 

ABOUT THE CANDIDATES (in alphabetical order, by last name) 

Tom Forese: Current state Representative and chairs the House Commerce Committee. Forese also works for an educational-software 
company called Link-Systems International Inc. 

Jim Holway: Current board member of the Central Arizona Water Conservation District, which oversees the Central Arizona Project canal 
system. Holway was most recently director of the Sonoran Institute’s Western Lands and Communities program. 

Sandra Kennedy: Served one four-year term on the Arizona Corporation Commission, which ended in 2012 after being defeated as an 
incumbent in that year’s election. Kennedy previously served several terms in the state Senate and House of Representatives and was also a 
board member of the Phoenix Union High School District. 

Doug Little: Current owner and director of training at Armed Personal Defense, a Scottsdale-based fiearms training facility. Little was also 
formerly vice president of North America sales for Micro Focus International, a software vendor. 

Fresh Air 

Friday at 7 p.m. 

Musician John Darnielle, founder of the The Mountain Goats, talks about his novel, “Wolf in White Van.” 
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Dark-money donors dancing (in the shadows) today 
Laiirie Roberts. The Republic I azcentral.com 10 24 a m  ,USI'Azqpvf 27, 3014 LAURIE ROBERTS 

I can only imagine that there is dancing in dark corners this morning, given last night's election results. 

No really, I can only imagine it because I can't see who it is who is high fiving out there in the shadows, 
overjoyed that their candidates were victorious. 

Dark money abounded in this year's primary and it mostly succeeded in doing what anonymous donors 
intended in several key statewide races. The Arizona Free Enterprise Club, which spent $1.7 million hoping to 

(photo; G~~~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ s / i S ~ o ~ @ h o ~ o )  boost 19 statewide and legislative candidates to victory, was successful in all but four races, with one still too 
close to call (Mary Hamway v. Shawnna Bolick). 

Doug Ducey enjoyed anonymous support to the tune of more than $1 million - mostly aimed at attacking his two chief opponents, Christine Jones early 
on and then later Scott Smith. 

Tom Forese and Doug Little cruised into the GOP nomination for the Arizona Corporation Commission, thanks to more than $1.7 million in shadowy 
support. It's widely believed that Arizona Public Service supplied the money to ensure the victory of the two candidates most likely to be friendly 
regulators. Of that $1.7 million, nearly $900,000 was poured into attack ads against Vernon Parker, who along with Lucy Mason were considered the 
solar-friendly slate. Is it any wonder Parker came in dead last? 

Tom Horne was the recipient of $185,000 in anonymous attacks, though he helped his detractors along quite a bit with his conduct. 

Meanwhile, the GOP treasurer's race went to Jeff DeWitt, who endured nearly $23,000 worth of anonymous attacks but benefited from a particularly 
venomous $80,000 covert campaign against his closest rival, Hugh Hallman. 

The only place where dark money backfired was against Justin Pierce. The son of Corporation Commissioner Gary Pierce enjoyed -and I use that word 
loosely -a  jaw dropping $752,000 or more worth of support from dark money suspected to also come from APS. Pierce lost handily to Michele Reagan. 

Theoretically, Pierce couldn't have done anything to stop the unrelenting "assistance" from the Arizona Free Enterprise Club, given that the dark-money 
campaign was supposedly independent and thus not something he could legally control. 

But Pierce never decried the cheap shots taken from cover of darkness on his opponents and in fact, offered his support for anonymous spending in 
campaigns. 

Urn, a chief elections officer who doesn't believe in transparency, doesn't believe that voters should be able to consider the source of the messages 
bombarding them. 

Yeah, that's not gonna work, as Pierce found out last night. 

Now, on to the general election where I expect dark money to flow like a river. The Colorado River, that is - not the Salt. 
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Arizona Republic columnist Ed Montini and Democratic Gubernatorial candidate Fred DuVal discuss 

dark money's influence in this year's primaries. 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cdl phWaBb 
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Dark-money river continues raging for Justin Pierce 
Laurie Roberts. The Republic I azcenbal.com 2.04 p i n  MST.luLv 30, 2014 LIIURIE ROBERTS 

~ C B W I I v E m ~  
=-Dw-m? He is Arizona's "proven leader", a guy who is "fighting for our Second Amendment rights", a Republican who is 

"Who," the latest dark-money ad asks, "can we trust to secure our border?" 

Well, not Justin Pierce. Dude's running for secretary of state. If he wins, he'll be pushing around paper, not 
pushing back border crossers. 

(Photo: Laurie Robe&) 
The lords of darkness are spending a jaw dropping amount of cash to make sure that Justin Pierce is Arizona's 
next secretary of state. They are Absolutely Positively Screaming about the need to elect this guy. 

In all, the Arizona Free Enterprise Club has now spent more than $465,000 to catapult him into the state's No. 2 spot. That is, $465000 that we know of. 
It's likely higher. 

Scot Mussi, who runs the Free Enterprise Club, doesn't return calls to talk about where he got the money for this Amazing Pierce Support. Dean Riesen, 
who along with Randy Kendrick recently resigned his position with the group that he founded, also isn't talking. 

Of course, they're allowed by law to hide the real moneybags behind Pierce, thanks to a Legislature that doesn't get worked up about such things. One 
that doesn't seem to think you need to know who is trying to influence your vote - or why. 

But while there's no way to say for certain who is behind the ads, dots are easily connected and they make an Amazingly Picturesque Scenario. 

Last year, politicos were abuzz with speculation about a secret plan by Arizona Public Service to win the support of Corporation Commissioner Gary 
Pierce in the utility's bid to stave off competition from rooftop solar companies. Word was the payback for that support would be APS's support for his son 
Justin Pierce's secretary of state bid. 

APS pronounced the conspiracy theory a dud, but APS also said it wasn't funding a massive PR campaign to impact the Corporation Commission vote on 
rooftop solar. Turns out its parent company, Pinnacle West, was secretly funneling millions to a pair of non-profits to wage that PR campaign. Oops. 

So now comes this independent dark-money drive to install Pierce into the state's No. 2 job. Thus, the inevitable picture of Barack Obama, along with 
knocks on Pierce's competition -- Republicans Michele Reagan and Wil Cardon and Democrat Terry Goddard -essentially as cheerleaders for illegal 
immigration. 

Darkmoney mailer for Justin Pierce (Phofor Laurie Roberts) 
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APS officials won't acknowledge the utility's role in Pierce's campaign but curiously, they also don't deny it. Perhaps they've learned it's better to stay 
silent than to lie? 

This secret campaign for Pierce is likely higher than $360,000 the Free Enterprise Club has admitted to spending. This, because at least one of the pro- 
Pierce mailers didn't expressly advocate for Pierce's election and thus wouldn't have to be reported as a campaign expense. Instead, the ad simply 
pointed out that Justice Pierce supports the Second Amendment and that "Arizona Gun Owners Say Thank You to Justin Pierce." 

Dark-money mailer for Justin Pierce (Photo: Laurie Roberts) 

Of course, it's a campaign ad but it's just one more way that the lords of darkness can hide just how badly they want this guy elected. 

The question for the rest of us continues to be this: why? 

Read or Share this story: http:l/azc.cc/l rQg7jy 
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didates F ~ r e ~ e  
SEDONA TllVIES i OCTOBER 15,2014 ’ 11 COMMENTS 

(October 15,2015) - The f o l i o ~ i n g  is a letter to the S e d ~ n ~ ~ y e . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  editor: 

It is so d i shea~en ing  that poiitics on ail levels of gove~nment  is such a s l e a ~ y  game of power and pro aganda. And it is the season when &we 
get barraged *S-Rh endless TV ads. chock full of o u t ~ f - r ~ n ~ e x t  haif-tri~~hs and oritnght lie5. Untortunateiy our state and community are not immune to 
such shenanigans and ollier diity tricks 

The Forese-Li~le ad  for the ACC commissioner race is a good example. 

rizona Republic investigatjon discovered that APS has  mostly likely funneled c o n t r i b u ~ i o n ~  to Forese and Little, just as  hey had 
~ndirectly done with Commissioners Stump, Burns and ~ i ~ e r  Smith. .The legation can? (and couldn’t) be verified because neither party would 
admit any wrongdoing, and because the money from APS’s parent company, nnacie ~~s~ Capital Gorp., would have been laundered through PACs 

dean,  reliable energy at the Iowesi possible price” seems  m~sieading, if not mendacious. 
rizona 2014. Since Forese and Little now seem to be in APS‘s pockets. their @aim lo be “commilted to protecting consumers and pro~iding 

The ACC is tasked wlth 
the responsibility to 

protect Bz ratepayers 
by weighing the costs 

and benefits of all state 
Utllity requests 

So how d o  you think Forese and Little will vote when APS asks  them to sanction a $ ~ ~ ~ r - h i g h e r  monthly fee for those 
who refused to install a smart meter? Ironically the ad warns  don'^ be fooled by the so-called solar candidates [their 
oppanents Holway and Kennedy ..They] support  extreme energy policies ~ t h a ~ ]  c a u ~ e  prices to skyrocket ” Of course, 
they don’t detail the specifics of those policies. 

n the local front I was thoroughly disgusted to learn that REO to w~thdraw from the Council race due to harassment intimidation and minor dirty tricks 
<e g taking down Rio s signs) by Scott Jablow supporters 

I don t know much about the details but here i s  Rids email that has &en circulating on the web 

October 10 2014 
Attn Sedona press friends and supporters, 

I h a e  made a decision to end my campaign for election to the Sedona crib c w r d  in the ~ a s t  several months there is a long list of incidents and aggressive, vindictive hateful 
b ~ i ~ I i n ~  actions against me my family and my businesc Tltese are faro 
incfutiitiq my opponent I thought that being on city wuncil would be a 
inemhers. hdve much more influence fhan I ever considered 
prio~i~y and focus not local politics I want people to <now that I am pot 
serve even if I get the most votes The direction that this c ~ ~ p a i g n  lid5 

s ~ i ~ p o r t e ~ s  I have leaflied a lot during the campaign and apologiie foii let? ng thei; ?opes clovr’.i Thank yoii and sincerelv 
R a  Kobson (end email) 

My of Goirmdence I have a whole list of names and even video of peeons involved 
dice but its obvious that Sedona city munciiors and Sedona Fire Board 
me 1 have a responsibility to my family business and my staff They are my Some s’lk ,t s ju 

~ ~ n c e ~ ~ n ~  as d pink to get votes because I can tell you I won t take the oath of office to 
and I a ~ i  not going to run on that negative level I want to thank my many friends and 

ow w h a ~  does this s ay  about democracy and the lack of t n ~ e g r i ~ y  in our local ~ ~ l i ~ ~ c s  heie in Sedona? Scott Jablow immedia~e~y sent out an email, thanking his 
supporters and prom~sing to serve the communi and ~ i g n e d  ‘“Council Elect under his n a ~ e  

ut he  hasn’t been elected yet. Rio is still on the baht ard Scott aireadi ~ C * J S +  rn 

W h a ~  iwkt Scott? A hat trick serving on the School Board ~ i ~ u l t a n e o ~ s l ~  ds w l t l  

e you to vote for Rio as a m a t ~ r  of rrnclple, a s  a protest vote a g ~ i n s ~  dirty tricks, as a s t a ~ e m ~ n ~  that d e ~ o c r a c y  in Sedona can’t be hiJacked 
by the egregious thuggery of the powers that be 

And who knov 57 I f  Rio wns maybe he’ll change his mind 

Henry Twombly 
S e ~ o n a ,  A2 

Related posts 

7 Sedona ~ a n d i d a t e s  Pledge No H~ghway Signs 
2 Wastewater Fees Fund City Boondoggles 
3 Letter from Germany Supports Sedona Candidates 
: Rio Robson ~ o w s  Out of Council Race 
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INVESTIGATION, HENRY WOMBLY SEDONA AZ, HOLWAY AND KENNEDY, PINNACLE WEST, RIO ROBSON SEDONA AZ. SCOTT JABLOW SEDONA AZ, SEDONA AZ, SEDONA 
ELECTION 2014. SEDONA EYE NEWS AND VIEWS, SEDONA TIMES PUBLISHING NEWSPAPER, SEDONAEYE COM, GEDONATIMES COM. SMART METERS, SURVEILLANCE 
DEVICES 

1 Comments 

Shevy Heaney Lee says: 

October 25, 2014 at $0.41 pm 

Appreciates this1 

N. Baer says: 

October 16,2014 at 9:20 pm 

Just like we thought about the two Republican candidates for the Arizona Corporation Commission Voters need to remember this when they cast their votes and vote for 
Holoway and Kennedy. 

Carrie, Payson AZ says 

October 16,2014 at 10 01 pm 

Secretary of State's Office dismissed a claim filed by the Arizona Democratic Party against Mark Brnovich, Republican nominee for AG It was a false accusation and had no 
merit and the Democratic party knew it when it was filed AG office shouldn't be partisan justice and the law should be blind 

Kararnbir Singh Khalsa says 

October f 6  2014 ai 10 04 pin 

Appreuates this1 

Monnie Rarnsell says 

October 18 2014 at 9 37 pm 

Appreciated this article too 

Rev Sherie Mercier says 

October 19.2014 at 4 08 pm 

Of course APS funneled monies to these candidates It was well known before the primariy that they were doing so There are no so called "Clean Elections" because 
everyone is out for theirselves We will see our energy bills go up and up, while these politicians get paid the big bucks For those on fixed income, it sure doesn't help, we 
make too much for assistance, but not enough always to keep up with the energy costs So far, we've been able to but if this trend continues, and unfortunately there are no 
other sources for our energy here in Northern AZ except APS, we are screwed 

Earl Preston says: 

October 20, 2014 at 10 16 am 

4men 

Frank Henry says 

3cbber 21 2014 at 2 43 pm 

'Full Voting Rights" IS the hidden story 
Ieed to have our "Full Voting Rights' placed in our Arizona Constitution There are some 30 Rights contained in every individual's full voting rights 

No voter in Arizona has their 'Full Voting Rights" The many folks might be unaware with the with this negative status We all 
Thanks and Good Luck, 

Frank Henry, "Full Voting Rights" Advocate, Tel 928-640-0249 

S. Neely says 

Dckober 22 2034 a1 E: 50 ani 
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'An Arizona Republic investigation discovered that APS has mostly likely funneled contributions to Forese and Little ' 

"Most likely?" 

Well. these days that's most likely good enough for the Republz's news coverage as well 

Taylor Rothberger says 

October 22 2014 at 10 00 am 

@SNeeiy 

I 

They pleaded guilty and were finedllll 

That good enough for ya stupid jackass7777 

Spare us voting idiots#%@"&()@)@@@ 

John Stuart says 

October31,2014at814am 

S Neeley, I'm an independent Sick of all the corruption You secured my vote for Kennedy & Holloway Time to stand up America instead of being led by the nose by party 
despots Voting Republican on most offices Kirkpatrick is pathetic, voted 99% with Democrats stupid policies & last time I voted Democrat straight line Tobin better do a 
good job or no vote again Country has to have a Congress that will balance Executive branch Let's start recalling the jerks 
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FACT CHECK: Dark money floods 
normally low-profile Corporation 
Commission race 
BY: Lauren Gilger (mailto:lgilger@abc~~.com) 
POSTED: 5:4i PM, Aug 25,2014 
UPDATED: 5:ii PM, Oct 27,2014 
TAG: investigations (/topic/investigations) I 2014 election (/topic/2014+election) I political ad fact check 
(/topic/political+ad+fact+check) 

A LOW-PROFILE RACE 

A normally low-profile race has taken center stage thanks to hundreds of thousands of dollars 

in dark money being funneled into ads for and against candidates Vernon Parker, Doug Little 

and Tom Forese. 

There are two seats open on the Arizona Corporation Commission and four Republicans 

battling it out to take them. 

On one side of the Republican primary race is Vernon Parker (http://vernonbparker.com/), 
who is campaigning with Lucy Mason (http://www.lucymasonforacc.org/). On the other side, 

Doug Little and Tom Forese (http://www.corpcomm~oi~.com/home.php) campaign 

together. 

Jim Holway (http://holwayaoi4.com/) and Sandra Kennedy 

(http://www.sandraforsolar.com/) are running on the Democratic ticket. 

Two candidates from each party will be elected in the primary and go on to compete for the 

two open spots in the general election. 

The Corporation Commission is the state agency that regulates power and water in Arizona - 

mainly the largest utility company in the state, Arizona Public Service (APS). 

Five elected commissioners hear rate cases and decide how much you pay for utilities. 

ACC-AR0408 
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Several ‘dark money’ groups have gotten involved in the race, most notably a non-profit 

called, Save Our Future Now (http://azsaveourfuturenow.com/). The group has spent more 

the $1.3 million in various Arizona races to date, according to the Secretary of State’s Office 

campaign filings. 

More than $830,000 of that money has been spent fighting against Vernon Parker in the 

Corporation Commission primary race. 

In their most recent ad, the group attacks Parker on behalf of the “real conservatives” in the 

race, Tom Forese and Doug Little. 

“Who do you want on the Corporation Commission?’’ the ads narrator asks, “Ethically 

challenged Vernon Parker?” 

The ad goes on to describe an investigation into Parker by the Small Business Association 

(SBA) in 2008. The SBA claimed Parker applied for a loan from the administration while he 

was still a federal employee, which is against the rules. 

Parker appealed and lost. In the end, the SBA dismissed several other allegations against him. 

Parker adamantly denies any wrongdoing in this case. In a statement, he told ABC15, “Please 

understand that it was I who brought action against the SBA, because of their poor 

investigation and allegations that were proven to be false.” 

Parker said he fought back against the government so the same thing wouldn’t happen to 

anyone else. 

SOLAR CHALLENGE 

Solar groups are backing Parker and Mason in the race. Parker has received more than 

$140,000 in positive campaigning from a non-profit called, T.U.S.K. or Tell Utilities Solar 

Won’t Be Killed (http://dontkillsolar.com/tusk/). 

But, he told ABC15 he has asked all groups - including the rooftop solar industry - to stay out 

of the race. 

Save Our Future Now has spent more than $425,000 combined in support of Little and 

Forese, according to the Secretary of Stateb-@&m 

http://azsaveourfuturenow.com
http://dontkillsolar.com/tusk


And, because of their nonprofit 5oi(c)(4) status, they’re not required to report the names of 

who donated. 

Many people, including Parker, speculate the money is coming from APS.  

Parker told us the agency is trying to hand-pick the commissioners who will ultimately 

regulate them. 

See Parker’sfull QM below. 

When we asked them about it, APS didn’t confirm that they gave money to Save Our Future 

Now, but they did defend their right to get involved in the election. 

APS blamed T.U.S.K. and other “wealthy California companies” for “injecting politics into the 

regulatory arena.” 

“It would be irresponsible for us not to defend our company,” MS said in a statement. “No 

one disputes our right to participate in the political process, although some have voiced the 
opinion we should not exercise that right.’’ 

See APSS complete statement below. 

Both Little and Forese said they have no idea why this group is supporting their campaigns - 

and they don’t know who is funding them. 

“We can only speculate that, like hundreds of thousands of voters in Arizona, there may be 
some groups that believe that Tom Forese and Doug Little are the most qualified and best 

candidates to represent the ratepayers on the Arizona Corporation Commission,” the Little 

and Forese campaigns said in a statement. 

Their campaigns also pointed out that there has been a lot of dark money spent in opposition 

to their campaigns, as well. 

See f i l l  statement from the Little and Forese campaigns below. 

T.U.S.K. has spent more than $240,000 against Doug Little’s campaign, according to filings 
with the Arizona Secretary of State’s Office. 
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No money has been spent against Forese’s campaign, according to the Secretary of State’s 

Office. 

In all, nearly $900,000 has been spent against Parker’s campaign by Save Our Future Now 

and another non-profit called the Arizona Free Enterprise Club. 

In the original version of this story, it was incorrectly stated that Salt River Project (SRP) is 

also regulated by the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC). SRP is not regulated by the 

ACC. 

APS Statement: 

Although we typically do not comment on individual contributions, we routinely support 

public ofsials, candidates and causes that are pro-business and supportive of a sustainable 
energy future for Arizona, regardless of party afiliation. 

TUSK, TASC and the wealthy California companies thatfund it have orchestrated a non- 

stop propaganda war for the last 18 months, distorting our record and attempting to 
disrupt our relationships with customers, regulators, investors and employees. They have 
misrepresented important Arizona energy issues to further the narrow financial interests of 
their clients. And now they’ve thrown their support and rhetoric behind candidates for the 

ACC. 

It would be irresponsible for us not to defend our company, which plays a critical role 
powering Arizona’s economy and supporting our communities. No one disputes our right to 

participate in the political process, although some have voiced the opinion we should not 
exercise that right. Meanwhile, the toxic work of TUSK/TAsC injecting politics into the 

regulatory arena goes along with no scrutiny. 

In the end, we will continue to work productively and in good faith with any ACC 
commissioners elected by the citizens of our state. We have faithfilly and reliably served 
Arizona for more than 125 years. That will not change. 
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Statement from the campaigns of Doug Little and Tom Forese: 

In answer to your questions, we have no idea why there are groups supporting our 
campaign. We do not know who isfunding these efforts and we have no idea what their 

message will be until it is actually published to the public and we have no control or input as 
to what the message will be. We can only speculate that, like hundreds of thousands of 
voters in Arizona, there may be some groups that believe that Tom Forese and Doug Little 

are the most qualified and best candidates to represent the ratepayers on the Arizona 
Corporation Commission. 

It is clear and without question that hundreds of thousands of dollars have been poured into 

this election on behalfof Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason and in opposition to Tom Forese 
and Doug Little. The voters of Arizona do not know where that money has actually come 

from. The “paid for by”is often T.U.S.K. (Tell Utilities Solar won’t be Killed) and/or TA.S.C. 

(The Alliance for Solar Choice - a wholly owned subsidiary of Solar City - although others 
are part of the Alliance). These two organizations are typically the ones identifled as paying 
for these Independent Expenditures, however, they have reported receiving less than a 
thousand dollars of income and it appears that they may not be registered in Arizona to 

make these types of expenditures. The fact is we don’t know who is really funding these 
campaign materials for Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason and in opposition to Tom Forese 

and Doug Little. 

In other words, the voters of Arizona do not know the real source of money that is 

supporting Vernon and Lucy and that has portrayed Tom and Doug in a very dishonest and 

negative light. We don’t know whether or not APS has actually put any money into this 
election for Tom and Doug and in opposition to Vernon and Lucy as has been so widely 
reported, just as we do not know who is actually paying for the Vernon and Lucy materials. 
If the money that has been used to support Vernon and Lucy and oppose Tom and Doug is 

actually coming from out of state power companies such as Solar City and/or other solar 
power companies and organizations - the question surely must arise, are they using 
ratepayer money or money that comesji-om taxpayer subsidies to fund their political 

activities? We don’t know - and unfortunately the media seems to have no interest in 
questioning or reporting the possibility of “Dark Money” or other power companies who 

may have spent money in this election in support of Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason and in 

opposition Tom Forese and Doug Little&i~@~rtant to note, that the decisions made by 
- 



the Corporation Commission can bring millions of dollars to these out of state solar power 
companies and these companies meet regularly with Corporation Commissioners in an 

efSort to influence their votes. 

It is unfortunate that there is an appearance that some in the media have taken sides and 
are not reporting the non-disclosure and/or the source of money and/or the amount of 

money being spent for Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason and the spending in opposition of 
Tom Forese and Doug Little. We are hopeful that ifyou are reporting about spending in 

Corporation Commission race you will not be one-sided, please report spending on both 
sides. For example you ask “We found this non-proflt has, so far, spent about $226,000 in 
support of your campaigns. ” your question clearly identifies the problem - the Independent 
Expenditures that seem supportive of Tom Forese and Doug Little - which Tom and Doug 

have no control or knowledge of - have at least been reported. We don’t see that same 
transparency for those who are spending for Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason and opposing 

Tom Forese and Doug Little. 

1 

While I can’t tell you why groups are spending money in this election, I can tell you what 
Tom Forese and Doug Little stand for in their campaign and what they have said during 
this election. Tom and Doug sincerely believe that a broad and diverse energyportfolio is 

the best way to provide the people of Arizona with clean, reliable energy at the lowest 
possible price. They believe that high energy prices are bad for the people of Arizona and 

have the potential to cause many problems, including the loss of jobs. They both support the 

use of solar, nuclear, hydroelectric, wind, clean coal, thermal, and variety of other forms of 

energy generation. 

I t  is important for the voters of Arizona to understand that Tom Forese and Doug Little are 

committed to protecting ratepayers, not special interest groups, lobbyists or power 
companies - regardless of who they are and regardless of whether or not they are spending 

money in this election. Tom and Doug are not anti-solar and they are not pro-APS. They 
are pro-Arizona ratepayers and they take seriously their obligation and duty to represent 

the people of Arizona in a fair and honest manner as Commissioners serving on the Arizona 

Corporation Commission. 
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Q&A with Vernon Parker - 

This ad refers to Mr. Parker as “ethically challenged” because of an investigation into his 

activities by the 

Small Business Association. We found Mr. Parker lost his appeal to the SBA, which claimed 

he was still a 

federal employee when he applied €or a loan for disadvantaged businesses. What does this 

instance say 

about Mr. Parker’s ethics? 

I was an independent contractor not an employee. No one at the Department OfAgriculture 
believed I 

was still an employee when I applied for  my small business status (see attached sworn 
statement). Please 

understand that it was I who brought action against the SBA, because of their poor 
investigation and 

allegations that were proven to be false. Ipoured all of my recourses intojighting the 
government, 

because I did not want what happened to me to happen to others. Former Arizona U S .  

Attorney Paul 

Charlton so believed in my case against the government that he took the case on a pro bono 
basis. Ihave 

attached a recent statement by Mr. Charlton. I believe it says a lot about my ethics to stand 
up against 

the federal government. I will take that sameBght and determination to the Corporation 
Commission to 

protect our State’s ratepayers. 
ACC-AR04 14 



So far, Save Our Future Now has put about $730,000 into opposition ads against Mr. Parker. 

What does your 

campaign think is the motivation behind these attacks? 

I opposed a tax on seniors, schools, churches, and nonprofits who currently have rooftop 

Solar. This 

would have been a retroactive tax. This tax was not passed by the Legislature or signed by 

the Governor. 

It was lobbied for by APS, and was implemented by an unelected official at the Revenue 
Department. As 

evidenced, (see attached letter). The president of APS, Don Brandt, sent out a Blog to all APS 

employees, 

telling them not to vote for me. APS is afraid that I will put our State2 ratepayerfirst, not 

their profits. 

The bottom line is that APS wants to handpick those who will regulate them. They are a 
regulated 

monopoly in our state, no competition, and should not be able to buy the election to 

determine who will 

regulate them. Finally, I am an APS subscriber, as such, I have no choice as to who provides 
my utility 

services. I am one of their ratepayers, and they are using my own money to campaign 

against me. 

We found Mr. Parker’s campaign has received more than $ioo,ooo in support from a 

nonprofit group called 
ACC-AR04 1 5 



TUSK, or Tell Utilities Solar Won’t Be Killed. How does the solar rooftop industry play a role 

in this campaign 

for Mr. Parker? 

The roojlop solar industry does notplay an ofsicial role in the Parker campaign. I have 

asked ALL parties, 

including rooftop solar to STAY OUT of the race. To date, only one other candidate in this 
race, Lucy 

Mason has made a similar request. Even so there is a distinction. Solar is not a regulated 

monopoly and 

unlike Forese and Little, we have not received any assistancefiom Dark Money. Mr. Forese 
and Mr. Little 

have not spoken out against Dark Money, because they are the recipients of what is widely 

believed to be 

APS money. If elected, I will owe nothing to any special interest groups, and will put the 
Arizona 

ratepa yersj?rst. 

Copyright 2014 Scripps Media, Inc. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or 

redistributed. 

Want more savings? See ALL ads this week (http: //w.abci5.com/circulars) 
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CMnmenI 

Arizona Public Service, the largest utility in the state, is facing scrutiny over whether it 
is secretly funding a campaign against two Republican candidates for the state's utility 
regulatory commission. 

The primary race for the state's Corporation Commission, which oversees utility 
issues in the state, features four Republican candidates: Thomas Forese, Doug Little, 
Lucy Mason and Vernon Parker. A conservative dark money group, the Arizona Free 
Enterprise Club, has thrown its money behind Forese and Little, as well as beliind 
secretary of state candidate Justin Pierce - spending a total of $1.1 million on the 
primaries this year, according to the -records 
{htto: //www.~~os.sov/cfs/FilerDetail.asnx?id=~oiooo~.~. 

As the -nblic r e n o r t m e  .r this week. 
{htto: / /~~ww.azcentral.co1ii/sto~/news/ariz~~na/nolitics/~o1~/~8/~~/arizona-free- 
~ r p r i s e - m o n e ~ ~ - e l e c t i o n - s e ~ ~ ~ n / i ~ ~ ~ 7 7 ~ ~ / ~ ,  that's a significant increase in 
electoral spending for the Arizona Free Enterprise Club, which doled out just 
$185,000 on 2012 races. It's a nonprofit making independent expenditures in this 
campaign, so it doesn't have to disclose its donors. But this secrecy has allowed 

j'httu: ,! /~vww.,~central .~oni/sto~/lauriero~~s/2o1a / o ~ / ? o  /iustin-uierce-dark- 
nionev-maile- that AI'S is the one funding the effort in kiiona. 

. .  

tions to fester 
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For its part, APS has evaded directly 
answering whether it is funding the 
group. In response to The Iiufkigton 
Post askng about the issue, company 
spokesman -Alan Bunnell wrote: 
"Although we typically do not 

Sponsored Links 

Save with AmexTravel 
Get the Lowest Hotel Rate 
Guaranteed at Amextravel corn 
Terms Apply 
AmexTravel corn 

coinnient on individual contributions, 
we routinely support public officials, 
candidates and causes that are pro- 
business and supportive of a 
sustainable energy future for Arizona, 
regardless of party affiliation." 

Odd Trick Fighfs Diabetes 
"Unique" Proven Method To Control 
B I ~  sugar 1" 3 Weeks Watch 
Video. 
Smart-Consumer-Meslyks w m  

If this sounds familiar, it is. 

Last year, APS caught flack when it came to light that the company was e . .  the Koch -backed comervativ-n 60 P ius A%- 
f l f l  
metennr n 416~rnl.html) to run antisolar ads, after initially denvine it had done so 

solar-net-rneterinv). Those ads came amid a major fight over whether to change the 
state's solar net-metering policy, which allows homes and businesses with solar 
panels to sell excess energy back to the grid. 

M S  had wanted to increase fees for those solar customers, arguing they weren't 
paying a fair share for maintenance of the gnd. But solar advocates, like Barry 
Goidwater, Jr., son of the famed Arizona Republican politician, accused APS of trying 
to pffectivelv kill roofton solar 

Solar-net-meterind. 

That fight ended in a draw Ihttn:/lwww.huffin~tonuost.eom/2oi~/1iJi~/~zona- 
n 4 2 8 2 2 2 0 . w  . with the Corporation Commission setting 

a $5 monthly fee for solar users - higher than what solar advocates wanted but lower 
than what APS preferred. 

Since then, another fi&t has broken out between APS and solar groups like The 
Alliance for Solar Choice and Goldwater's Tell Utilities Solar Won't Be Killed over 
whether people who lease solar units should have to pav iwonertv taxes 
~ ~ ~ J m o n e ~ ~ J b u ~ i n ~ ~ ~ / ~ n s i ~ m e r ~ 2 ~ i 4 J ~  
solar-oanels-nro~e~~- ' - taxes/82~~~~i/)  on them. (AF'S iiiitidlv said 
~ ~ : ~ / w w w . a z c ~ n t r a l . c o m / s t o l l . / m o n e v / b u s i n e s l ~ ~ l 2 6 ~ ~ e ~  
solar-uanels~nrooertv- t~~e~/~z~2~ol/ l  it was neutral on the tax, but then later said it 
was tor it. the &.xmiia Remiblic renorted In A& 
~httn://www.azcentral.coin/sto1~/1nonev/b~~siness/consuimer/aoi~/o~1~6Jleased- 
solar-Dan-ertv -taxes182~240 111.1 

Those fights have incrensed the attention to this year's Corporation Commission race, 
timing it into a slugfest over solar. 

Solar groups are backing Lucy Mason and Vernon Parker in the Republican primary. 
Bryan Miller, the vice president of public policy and power markets for the solar 
company Sunrun and the co-chairman of TASC, said the two candidates "have been 
consistently pro-solar." Mason and Parker have been pnblicly critical of MS, writing 
in a letter to the utility's CEO, Don Brandt, that it would be "highly inappropriate" for 
the company to t q  to influence the election of commissioners who would, in turn, 
regulate the company. 

Meanwhile. the Arkona Free Enterprise Clnb has sent mailers 

smear-caninamdl accusing hhson and Parker of being supporters of "President 
Obama's energy plan" and has spent n e a m o n  d o m  
/htm://www.azcentral.com/storvJnews/arizoiiafu~~liti~f~~~~~f 08 Jo:i/arizona-free- 

21) in support of Little and Forese. The 
group is also spending big on Justin Pierce, a Republican priniary candidate for 
secretary of state, who is the son of current Corporation Commission member Gar) 
Pierce. 

(While AF'S has not publicly supported Pierce's candidacy, n c t o n  Post 
reuorted lart October (htt~./f~c~~.hiiffi11etonnost.com/2ol?/i0/2~/solar-anzona- 

ai6m?l.hrml) that APS' chief lobbyist reserved a room at a Phoenix 
comtv  club for a Pierce campaign event. Pierce's spokesman said at the time that the 
lobbyist "simplj provided access to a venue at the request of a friend.") 

With the fresh allegations about APS' potential role in the commission and secretary 
ofstate races, solar advocates and LQS are once again going at it. TASC's Miller 
accused APS of being "a company that's run amok" and is misusing ratepayer money. 
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2014 ELECTION RESULTS 
SENATE 

36 out of 100 seats are up for elecbon 

DEMOCRAT LEADING REPUBLICAN LEADING 
DEMOCRAT WON REPUBLICAN WON 
RUNOFF NOT UP FOR ELECTION 

UEMOCHATS REPUBLICANS 

CURRENT SENATE 55 45 

-8 +8 SEATS 
GAINEWLOST 

NEW TOTAL 46 J 53 

Competitive States 

UEMIIND FOP 

45.6% ALASKA 

3 ARKANSAS 9.5% << ", ' 
46.0% 

45.1% 

43.7% 

COLORADO 

GEORGIA 

IOWA 

KANSAS 
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Tom Forese and Doug Little won the Republican primary in a four-way race for two open seats in the 
Arizona Corporation Commission. 

The pair led with about 29 percent of votes each. 

Tom Forese. 

Opponent Vernon Parker, former mayor of 
Paradise Valley, got nearly 19 percent of votes, 
and Lucy Mason, who has served four terms in the 
state House, had about 23 percent. 

Forese has been a member of the state House, 
currently serving his second term as the 
representative of Legislative District 17, which 
includes Chandler and Gilbert. His teammate Little 
is a political newcomer, who’s spent his career in 
the computer software industry. 

During the race, Parker and others said they 
thought Arizona Public Service, the state’s largest 
utility, had gotten involved in the race and was 

Doug Little. 

backing the Little-Forese team. 

An official statement from APS on the subject said, “Although we typically do not comment on 
individual contributions, we routinely support public officials, candidates and causes that are pro-business 
and supportive of a sustainable energy future for Arizona, regardless of party affiliation.” 

Solar energy in Arizona was at the center of debate between the two teams, with Forese and Little 
supporting a tax on rooftop solar, and Parker and Mason opposing it. 

The Corporation Commission is a five-member elected body that regulates utilities and businesses in the 
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Forese, Little move on in 
Corporation Commission race 
Respond: Write a letter to the editor I Write a guest opinion 

Tom Forese, Republican candidate for Corporation Commission 

August 27,2014 12:OO am * By Carli Brosseau 

After a bitter big-money fight, voters chose 
Tom Forese and Doug Little to represent 
Republicans for two open seats on the 
Arizona Corporation Commission. 

Related Links 
More election news 

They will face Democrats Jim Holway and 
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Sandra Kennedy in the general election 

Forese is a two-term state representative 
representing the Gilbert and Chandler area, 
and Little is a political newcomer with a 
background in computer software. 

The so-called “conservative slate,” backed I 
current commission Chairman Bob Stump, 

defeated former Paradise Valley Mayor 
Vernon Parker and former state Rep. Lucy 
Mason in the Republican primary. 

>.,,-, 
***f*-**.uabwdr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ I ~  1 H ~ ~ s F C U . ~ g  

The race was deluged in recent months with more than $2 million in so-called “dark money,” 
political spending for which the donors do not have to be disclosed. 

The unprecedented outside money - with donors thought to include Arizona Public Service Co., 
the major Phoenix utility that is not denying such payments - dwarfed what the candidates 
themselves spent. 

“When you have $2.2 million spent against you, it’s hard to overcome that,” Mason said. “I’m 
furious that a monopoly can throw money around and choose their own regulators.” 

Forese and Little could not be reached for comment Tuesday night. 

The Arizona Corporation Commission is a five-member elected board that regulates utilities and 
hi isinoccas Ganarallv its mnst hinh-nrnfiin task ic annrnvinn nr rimwinn iitilitv rata ariii ictmentc 

i 9‘ 

Forese and Little are generally understood to be APS’s favored candidates, but the debate has not 
much focused on the fine points of policy, 

Of the outside money, the largest chunk - more than $887,000 - was spent to oppose Parker, 
much of it to draw a link between him and President Obama and to allege ethical missteps. Nearly 
$87,000 was spent against Mason, according to filings on the Secretary of State Office’s website. 

Tucson Electric Power officials say the company doesn’t make political contributions in 
commission races. 

The dark money has set off a spate of letter writing and calls for transparency from across the 
political spectrum. 

Democratic candidate Holway wrote to the Corporation Commission asking the board to require 
utilities to report contributions intended to influence commission elections. 

And the Goldwater Institute, a libertarian-leaning think tank, wrote APS to demand that it disclose 
any electioneering paid for by ratepayers. 

Contact reporter Carli Brosseau at cbrosseau@tucscn.com or 573-41 97. On Twitter Ocarlibrosseau 

Copyriqlit 2015 Anzononil Daily Star. Ail rights reserved Thls material may not ha p ~ b l i s ~ ~ ,  broadcast, r&wrtften or 
r ~ i ~ r i b ~ t ~  

Tags Politics, Arizona Public Service, Arizona Corporation Commission, Tom Forese, Doug Little, 
Vernon Parker, Lucy Mason, Jim Holway, Republicans, Sandra Kennedy, General Election, 
Democrats, Energy Sector, Dark Money, Malor Phoenix Utility 
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Investment firm weighs in on 'preferred candidate pair' 
for APS 

Ryan Randazzo, The Republic 1 azcentral.com 7 j l  p m MS1'Aiip.yt 16, 2014 

It will be good for Arizona Public Service Co. if Tom Forese and Doug Little win election to the board that 
regulates utilities in the state, according to UBS Investment Research. 

It will be good for Arizona Public Service Co. if Republican Tom Forese and Doug Little win election to the 
board that regulates utilities in the state, according to analysts working for UBS Investment Research in New 
York. 

The analysts, who evaluate potential investments and recommend whether to buy the stock, said Forese and 
Little are "preferred" to Republicans Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason. 

The four regulatory candidates, who are squaring off for the Republican nomination in a contentious race for 
two open seats on the five-member Arizona Corporation Commission, have seen more money spent on 

(Photo. The Republic) 

opposition advertising than some of the candidates for governor. The commission sets power rates for APS and other utilities. 

"Despite continued mud-slinging over politics and practices, we suspect the community overall is supportive of the preferred candidate pair for APS (Tom 
Forese/Doug Little) over the other candidate team (Lucy MasonNernon Parker)," wrote Julien Dumoulin-Smith, UBS executive director of equity research 

in a Thursday note to investors. 

He said he assumes the winners of the Republican primary will defeat Democrats Jim Hoiway and Sandra Kennedy in the general election. 

With things looking positive for APS, the UBS analysts maintained a recommendation to buy stock in its parent company, Pinnacle West Capital Cop., 
with the expectation shares eventually will be worth $60, compared with $54.52 Thursday. 

Parker and Mason participated in a recent rally for rooftop solar where some participants protested APS and its solar policies. 

"Anyone who is investing in the state would be really scared of someone advocating against the company at public demonstrations," said Dumoulin- 
Smith in an interview Friday. "That is a very worrying sign." 

He said the election in Arizona has created an atmosphere of negativity around utility regulators unlike any other in the nation. Only 12 other states have 
elected utility regulators, with the rest appointed. 

"It's gruesome," Dumoulin-Smith said of the primary election 

In addition to attending the solar rally, Parker and Mason have benefited from advertising paid for by a pro-rooftop solar group called TUSK, Tell Utilities 
Solar won't be Killed. 

Forese and Little have benefited from outside advertising paid for by "dark money" groups that choose not to disclose their donors, although APS has 
said it will participate in the election to counter messages from TUSK and is suspected by many to be behind the ads. 

Forese and Little's campaign manager Alan Heywood issued a statement on their behalf in response to questions about the UBS report. 
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"Tom and Doug are not anti-solar and they are not pro-APS," he said. "They are pro-Arizona ratepayers and they take seriously their obligation and duty 
to represent the people of Arizona in a fair and honest manner as commissioners serving on the Arizona Corporation Commission." 

APS spokesman Jim McDonald said that UBS analysts came to the conclusion that Forese and Little are the preferred candidates on their own, and that 
utility executives did not discuss the outcome of the election with them. 

"Our (Chief Financial Officer) Jim Hatfield and Director of Investor Relations Paul Mountain just retu 
investors," McDonald said. "Our financial people routinely go on the road for discussions with financi 
It is an important part of what we do." 

UBS has provided investment banking services for APS' parent company, Pinnacle West Capital Co 
job of UBS to be a "mouthpiece" for APS. 

While the analysts view Forese and Little as better for the utility, Dumouiin-Smith said that doesn't n 
customers. He said having a stable utility company with a consistent profit helps keep rates low. 

"A struggling utility drives higher (utility) bills, full stop," he said. "Frankly, you want a company that i 
regulators. It is important a balance is struck. Having someone out there protesting does not strike that balance." 

Dumoulin-Smith also said that a recent decision to delay the next rate case will be good for APS because it will limit the influence of the rooftop solar 
industry in that proceeding. 

APS last year asked the Corporation Commission to increase monthly bills on solar customers by $50 to $100 but give them more up-front incentives. 
That turned into an ugly battle. Eventually regulators voted to add an average of $5 a month to customer bills, with no new up-front incentives. 

UBS analysts expect APS to request an increase in that fee. 

On Tuesday, the commissioners voted 5 0  to grant APSs request to delay its next rate hearing from next year until 2016. 

APS officials rejected the UBS assertion that the delay would limit the participation of the solar industry and said that the company doesn't plan to 
increase solar tariffs outside of a rate case. 

Addressing tariffs outside of a rate case would mean that regulators would not have access to detailed financial information on which to base their 
decision. 

"We have consistently said we have no current plans to ask the commission for any change in the $5-per-month charge on residential rooftop solar 
installations prior to the next rate case because we are focused on the broader rate-design discussion," McDonald said. 

Read or Share this story: http:/lazc.cc(loBGeJL 
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9/10/2015 More than 75 percent of record-setting Corp Comm spending shrouded in secrecy I Arizona Capitol Times 

More than 75 percent of record-setting Corp Comm spending shrouded 
in secrecy 
By t v m  W,loge Ko:o\cmhc? i. 1014 i 41 pin 

$4.1 million spent to help four candidates vying for two open seats on the board that regulates 
Arizona’s utilities - more than in any previous Corporation Commission race - the source of 
more than $3 million of that is shrouded in secrecy. 

The so-called “dark money” has gone entirely to help Republicans Tom Forese and Doug Little. 

The most recent campaign finance reports show the race has been dominated by $3.2 inillion 
coming from outside the campaigns themselves, and only a sliver of that - about $29,000 - 
comes from a traditional “independent expenditure” group that discloses its donors. 

Of the $3.2 million in anonymous money pumped into the campaign, $925,000 has been spent 
to advocate for Forese and Little, while the remaining $2.3 million was spent criticizing their 
opponents. 

The secretly-sourced election cash comes from a small group of generically named 501(c)4 
operations, sanctioned by the 2010 Citizens United Supreme Court decision and free to spend 
without disclosing their donors. The groups are Arizona 201 4, Arizona Cattle Feeders’ 
Association, Arizona Free Enterprise Club and Save Our Future Now. 

The groups have repeatedly declined to say where the money is coming from, though many 
political insiders have suspected that Arizona’s largest utility, Arizona Public Service, who 
routinely has business before the commission, is behind much of the spending. APS has 
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9/10/2015 More than 75 percent of record-setting Corp Comm spending shrouded in secrecy I Arizona Capitd Times 

declined to say whether it is involved with the spending. 

Last month, Forese and Little admitted to breaking campaign finance laws by failing to 
properly report expenditures for paid nominating signatures and campaign signs, as well as for 
violating cash-on-hand rules. Both are violations of the state’s public campaign financing 
system, which the two opted into. Each candidate was fined $1,000 by the Arizona Citizens 
Clean Election Commission. 
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Republicans Forese, Little win Arizona Corporation 
Commission race 

Republicans Tom Forese and Doug Little defeated Democrats Jim Holway and Sandra Kennedy in the race for 
two open seats on the Arizona Corporation Commission on Tuesday night. 

The fve-member commission regulates and sets rates for major utilities such as Arizona Public Service Co., 
Southwest Gas Corp. and Tucson Electric Power Co. It also sets policies, such as how much renewable energy 

the companies must use. 

(Photo: azcentraf) Republicans Forese and Little benefited from more than $3.2 million in political advertising by independent 

groups during their primary- and general-election campaigns. The money went to ads in support of Forese and 
Little and hit pieces opposing their rials. 

APS is widely believed to have contributed to the independent groups that supported Forese and Little and ran $1.3 million in negative ads against 
Democrat Sandra Kennedy as well as primary opponents of Forese and Little. 

Republican Tom Forese teamed 
with Doug Lmle to N~I for the 
Corporation Commission. (Photo: 
The Republic) 

The housing industry also was involved in the "dark money" campaigns, with money coming from a group called 
Save Our Future Now. That group lists the same address as a political group called "Save Glendale Now," where 
Connie Wilhelm of the Home Builders Association of Central Arizona served as treasurer. Wilhelm has close ties 

to APS. 

The three sitting commissioners, all Republicans, won election in 201 2 with the help of APS and Southwest Gas, 
both of which donated to a political group run by the Arizona Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The group, 
under the direction of Chamber President Glenn Hamer, sent mailers opposing Democrats running for the 

commission in 2012, including Kennedy, who lost a re-election bid. 

Utility officials said last year, when The Arizona Republic uncovered the spending, that it was improper to support 
commission candidates because, unlike other elected state and federal offices, the Corporation Commission 
deals directly with the utilities and decides how much each is allowed to charge customers. 

APS has since backed off that stance in light of political campaigns 
waged by the rooflop-solar industry. 

The investment community widely viewed Forese and Little as the 
preferred candidates because they are considered to be more 
favorable toward utilities. It's unclear exactly what that means for 
people who pay bills to utilities. 

Both Moody's and UBS Investment Research declared that Forese 
and Little would benefit utilities like APS if elected, compared with the 
opponents they faced in the primary election. A Moody's analyst said 
Forese and Little would not give the Solar industry as much inflUenCe 

as their opponents when crafting utility rates. 

Little saw about $241,000 spent opposing him in the primary election 
from the rooffopsolar industry. 

Republican Doug Little teamed 
with Tom 
Arizona Corporation 
Commission. (Photo: The Republic) 

in a run for the 

A solar-leasing organization, TUSK, for Tell Utilities Solar won't be Killed, ran television ads that portrayed Little as a Pomeranian "lap dog" to APS. Little's 
campaign laughed off the ads by bringing stuffed dogs to his campaign events. 

All four candidates ran with public funds from the Citizens Clean Election Commission. 

Forese is an educational-software executive and a state representative who chairs the House Commerce Committee. 

ACC-AR0430 



Little is a retired software-industry executive who now runs a gun range. 

Kennedy, who sewed one term from 2008 to 2012 on the commission, advocated strongly for more solar energy in her campaign. She is a former 
business Owner who sewed in the state House and Senate. 

Holway is a board member of the organization that runs the Central Arizona Project canal system and is director of the Western Lands and Communities 
program through the Sonoran Institute. He also is a former professor of practice at Arizona State University and assistant director of the Arizona 
Department of Water Resources. 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cdltYS8Pk 
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Resistant commissioners bolster APS lackey image 

One of these days, either Tom Forese or Doug Little, the two most recently elected 
Corporation Commission members, is going to do or say something that will distance 
them in some small way from the biggest utility they were elected to regulate, Arizona 
Public Service. 

A phrase. A gesture. A grim glance in the direction of the APS tower in downtown 
Phoenix. 

Something. Anything that might belie the blossoming conviction that both of them truly 
are beholden to APS, which is widely (and ever more widely) believed to have spent 
millions of dollars to aid their election last year. 

The Arizona Corporation Commission has the power - the constitutionally explicit, well- 
documented power - to require the utilities it regulates to open their books, to divulge 
spending. 

Yet Forese and Little - indeed, all five members of the all-Republican commission - are 
in open resistance against efforts to make public that spending. It is getting 
embarrassing. 

Actually, it is insulting. 

I n  a letter he read aloud on Tuesday, Little attempted to invoke Thomas Paine, the First 
Amendment and the 2OlOCitizen.s United Supreme Court decision to defend his 
commitment to doing exactly what APS wants him to do, which is to refuse to call for 
the utility to open its books: “In my personal view, more political speech, whether it 
comes from corporations, unions, associations, self-appointed ’watchdog’ groups or 
individuals, is a good thing because the ability to engage in robust discussion about the 
qualifications of candidates in an election is a good thing,” Little said. 

No one is attempting to limit APS’ speech. They are seeking openness, which is perfectly 
compatible with the Arizona Corporation Commission‘s regulatory mission, to say 
nothing of the free-speech tenets a t  the heart of the recent high-court decision on 
campaign-finance law. 

The author of Citizens United, Justice Antonin Scalia, devoted nearly half of the opinion 
to the importance of disclosure. He has said, repeatedly, that disclosure of the sources of 
funding is critical to public confidence in its election system. From a 2012 interview: ”I 
think Thomas Jefferson would have said the more speech, the better. That’s what the 
First Amendment is all about - so long as the people know where the speech is coming 
from (emphasis added).” 

Forese compounded the intellectual insult when he suggested that asking APS to not 
spend money on Corporation Commission candidates - something fellow commissioners 
Bob Burns and Susan Bitter Smith have done - would be as much of a violation of 
campaign-finance law as direct coordination of spending, which is expressly prohibited. 

That is, simply, posturing. No, Forese cannot compel APS to desist from spending money 
on commission elections. Buthe a t  least can ask. 

He a t  least can send the message that the scales have lifted from his eyes and a t  last he 
sees what wretchedness APS is perpetrating on the integrity of the commission with its 
“dark money” manipulations. He could say or dosomething that might be interpreted as 
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irksome to his APS masters. 

Regretfully, Commissioners Burns and Bitter Smith are getting into the foot-dragging act 
where APS campaign spending is concerned. 

The two veteran commissioners, both of whom will face re-election next year, have 
asked the commission's legal staff for an opinion about whether they can force utilities 
to disclose campaign spending. Bitter Smith contends "there is uncertainty regarding the 
role of the commission." 

Again, the explicit mission of the commission is to examine the books of the utilities it 
regulates in service of setting rates. There is no "political campaign spending" 
exemption. Separately or as a group, the commissioners can - and, needless to say, 
should - demand that APS open its books to the campaign-finance pages. 

The most valuable asset of the fivemember Arizona Corporation Commission is its 
independence. 

This continuing defensive action on behalf of the largest utility the commission regulates 
is threatening that asset. The wonder is just how oblivious this commission is to the 
danger it now faces. 

Doug Little and fellow Arizona Corporation Commission members are resisting 
efforts to make APS open its books on campaign spending. 

PATRICK BREEN/THE REPUBLIC 

Powered by TECNAVIA A Gannett Newspaper Copyright 0 2015 The Anzona Republic 09/10/2015 
~" 
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Secretary-of-state race shadowed by 'dark money' 

FROM ARIZONA SECRETARY OF STATE TO GOVERNOR 
Here 15 a 1st of AriLona secretaries of state who ascended when the sitting governor was removed from otfice 

u 

Msrv Jo Pitzl, The Republic 1 azcentra1.com 10 31 u m MSTAugusr 6,2014 

Editor's note: This story continues an occasional series, Shadow Campaigns, to shed light on outside spending 
in this year's eiection. Operating with fewer restrictions on donattons and expendrtures than candidate 
campaigns, these groups are attempting to sway voters by spending record amounts, in some cases more than 
the candidates themselves. 

Ken Bennett has, as Arizona secretary of state, overseen countless candidate filings, advocated for proof of 
citizenship to register to vote, and preached the need to return early ballots. 

(Photo: Geffy tmages Getty 
Images4Stockphoto) But during his 5 %years in office, he has never waded into the immigration debate. Nor has his office had a say 

on gun rights. 

The same goes for former Secretary of State Jan Brewer, now Arizona's governor, and her predecessors in the state's No. 2 political post. 

But an outside spending group is interjecting those issues into this year's GOP primary, arguing that it's important to know where candidates stand on 

those topics, because the secretary of state is next in line to become governor if the office is vacated. 

By raising these issues, the Free Enterprise Club has effectively highlighted what has become the central issue of the race: the role of anonymous 
funding, or so-called dark money, in campaigns. 

RELATED: Arizona Free Entemrise Club doles out bia monev in election races ~/StO~/neWS/ariZOna/DO~itiCS/2014/08/03/ariZOna-free-enterDriSe-mOneV- 

election-seasonil 35377934 

EDITORIAL: Voluntarv disclosure isn't real disclosure llstonr/oainionleditorial/2014108/05/dark-monev-eIection-reform/l3649971/~ 

MORE: Comolete coveraae of Arizona elections Utooic19b40d952-0 8eb-4d6c-aa3f-5213181ec224/arizona-elections/) 

The club, which isn't required to disclose the 
source of its money, has put $391,026 into 
mailers and signs supporting state Rep. Justin 
Pierce's campaign through July. The total rises 
to $560,808 when club spending that 
advocates the defeat of his opponents is added 
in. 

The money is more than double the $195,280 
that Pierce, as a publicly funded candidate, has 
available for his campaign. And it is likely to 
eclipse spending by the other two Republican 
candidates: businessman Wil Cardon and state 
Sen. Michele Reagan, who are running with 
private contributions. 

Find all of the candidate information 

need' . Needhelp gett,ng started? Re ster v o ~  
- here. 

Cardon and Reagan have both seized on the "dark-money'' spending to highlight their calls for transparency in political transactions and to distinguish 
themselves from Pierce and his benefactor. 

Both note that they have to disclose all their donors. Reagan has received thousands of dollars from Capitol lobbyists, business owners and attorneys, as 
well as $37,800 in a family loan. As of May 31, the latest record available, she reported $295,000 in contributions. 
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Cardon, who runs dozens of businesses related to his family's gas and real-estate fortune, has received donations from business owners, many from out 
of state, as well as attorneys and long-established Mesa families. 

Paradise Valley resident Robert Walton, of Walmart fame, gave $1,000, In addition, Cardon has lent his campaign $133,500, bringing his contributions to 
$208,000 as of May 31. (The next reports are not due until Aug. 22.) 

As a publicly funded candidate under the state's Clean Elections system, Pierce gets $195,280 for the primary. He has also benefited from the Free 
Enterprise Club's spending, a fact that has brought an uncomfortable spotlight on his campaign as opponents and others speculate on the source of the 
money. 

Because the club is a non-profit corporation that "primarily" engages in social-welfare issues, it does not have to disclose its donors. 

That hasn't stopped Cardon from naming names. He suspects Arizona Public Service is bankrolling much of the club's spending, saying it's a "thank you" 

to Justin's father, Corporation Commissioner Gary Pierce, who has voted favorably for the utility. 

Commissioner Pierce, in a statement to The Arizona Republic, denied the allegation and said the media has circulated untrue statements. 

"It should go without saying, but to set the record straight, I have never made a deal with APS to cast a vote in exchange for a benefit to my son Justin 
Pierce's campaign for Secretary of State," he wrote. 

APS won't directly answer if it is channeling money to the club on behalf of the Pierces, Instead, it notes it does contribute during elections. 

"Although we typically do not comment on individual contributions, we routinely support public officials, candidates and causes that are pro-business and 
supportive of a sustainable energy future for Arizona, regardless of party affiliation," spokesman James McDonald said in a statement. 

Both Cardon and Reagan said that, as secretary of state, they would work to require more transparency in political spending. That would eliminate 
speculation about funding sources and perhaps redirect attention to other issues, they said. 

Reagan, as chairwoman of the state Senate's Elections Committee, tried earlier this year to require non-profits to reveal their three largest donors. But 
afler winning unanimous approval from her committee, the bill never advanced. 

In late July, as early voting was getting underway, Reagan appealed to donors for help, fretting in an e-mail to supporters and potential donors that 
Arizona's elections could be bought by anonymous spending. 

Cardon said that, if elected, he would initially encourage a voluntary approach in which candidates could rebuff dark money and put their campaign 
treasury on the line to back it up. 

For example, if a candidate benefited from anonymous spending, Cardon suggested, the candidate should write a check to charity in an identical amount 
to show his rejection of the practice. 

Pierce takes a more nuanced view, warning that full disclosure of donors could trigger political retribution. For example, he said, the chairman of the tech 
organization Mozilla was pressured into resigning afler his $1,000 contribution to California's anti-gay-marriage ballot measure was publicized. 

Pierce said that, if elected, he would bring together dark-money groups and others to find a compromise on disclosure. He doesn't know what that would 
look like, but he said he believes his ability to bridge different viewpoints would lead to a better result than an outright ban on anonymous political 
spending. 

The dark-money debate has drowned out discussion of the more mundane, but essential, obligations of the post. 

The secretary of state's duties are mainly administrative, overseeing records filing from state agencies, political candidates and businesses. 
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In 2009, the Legislature put the state library and archives under the secretary of state's control. The office also runs a registry for advance directives, 
where Arizonans can electronically file wills of medical powers of attorney, and it maintains an address-confidentiality program for victims of domestic 
violence. 

Reagan points to her experience in both the public and private sectors as her qualifications. Her involvement with a family-run sign business and her 
years serving on business-related committees during her 12 years at the state Legislature have grounded her in the needs of Arizona companies, she 
says. 

She notes that any business opening in the state must make a stop at the Secretary of State's Office to file partnership information and trademark data, 
among other things. She would make that a welcoming stop, she says. 

Both she and Pierce say their legislative experience is invaluable. Pierce said it's "critical" to know how the Capitol works because relationships with 
lawmakers and state officials help to get things done. 

Cardon plays the outsider card, arguing that the office is better served by a fresh face, rather than "professional politicians." In addition to advocating for 
additional transparency and accountabiltty in campaign filings, he said he'll use his business background to root out inefficiencies. 

His message, however, has been overshadowed by a lawsuit his siblings filed in July, charging that Cardon is abusing his role as manager of various 
family trusts by enriching himself. The case is scheduled for a hearing after the Aug. 26 primary. 

Pierce has focused much of his attention on broader issues, such as the economy, education and public safety, saying those are the issues voters want 
to discuss. It's appropriate, he argues, because Arizona has a history of seeing secretaries of state ascend to the governor's post and it's important to 
know where candidates stand on issues of statewide importance. 

"It does not surprise me that people are paying more attention to this and not just looking for someone who is a chief elections officer," he said. "Although 
I would be a great chief elections officer." 

The winner of the Republican primary will face presumptive Democratic nominee Terry Goddard, who is running unopposed. 

The GOP chairman of the Arizona Corporation Commission says he doesn't want to see 'dark money' 

spending by APS and others in the current race for two commission seats. But he won't demand that 

APS reveal how much it's spending. 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cc/lsaEiexl 
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olar companies only lash out because they're losing 

Barbara Lockwood, AZ I See It 607 p.m EDT J L J ~ ~  4,2015 

My Turn: Attacks against the Arizona Corporation Commission 
only serve to muddle the debate. 

Barbara Lockwood, APS general manager, energy innovation, talks about an APS solar program at their 
Flagstaff fBcillty.(Photo: Cberyl E m K h e  Repubk) 

104 CONNECT 28 TWEETLINKEDN 34 COMMENTEMAILMORE 

Solar energy is flourishmg in Arhna .  At Anzona Pubk Service, we are proud to have supported that growth 
and we know the future of solar is bright. 

To ensure that growth continues, we need to focus on modermzrng our electric grid as well as modemizmg our 
electric rates so they are &ir and reasonable for all customers, solar and non-solar customers alike. 

The Arizona Corporation Commission, the governmental agency responsible for regulating the state's pubk 
ut&&, was the first m the nation to recogrvze the need to update the way utw rates are set to reflect the 
declmmg cost of solar and the changmg way customers use electriclty. Ut@ commissions across the country are 
foUowmg Arizona's lead. 

ROBERTS: Corporation Commission cozy wrch A P S ?  Say it isn't so! 
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OP ED: It's time to demand honesty ffom A P S  

EDITORIAL: The Corporation Commission needs to earn back our trust 

A handlid of companies that lease rooftop solar systems to residential customers are vehemently opposed to 
such progress and insist on preservmg their taxpayer and regulatory subsidies for as long as possible, even fit 
causes long-term harm to customers and the responsible growth of solar energy. These subsidies were recently 
reported by the Los Angeles Times to be $1.5 bilhon for SolarC~@ alone. 

But it's increasmgly clear the facts aren't on their side. They are becoming desperate, and now lashing out at 
whomever they believe is in their way. 

So, they mhirly attack Arizona's corporation commissioners. They are also attacking regulators and utihties m 
states such as Louis- Wisconsm and Florida, simply because they are begmnmg to take responsible action to 
ensure a modern grid for sustainable solar energy. 

One of the most recent attempts is the insmuation that communications between A P S  and Commissioner Bob 
Sh;unp were inappropriate, based on the method of communication (texts) and the timing. 

Jommg m this attack is a new group callmg itselfthe Checks and Balances Project, which claims to be a pubk 
watchdog but m fact is a dark money political advocacy organzition widely bekved to be W e d  by CaMomia- 
based solar leasmg companies. 
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Barbara Lockwood is the general manager for regulatory afhirs and comphnce at Armna P h k  
Service. (Photo: A P S )  

I am the pr- APS liaison wrth the ACC and it's my job to communicate with all commissioners and ACC 
staft: I keep them up to date on a range of topics gom storm outages to Palo Verde Nuclear Generatmg Station 
to OUT energy efEciency and renewable energy programs. 

In 20 14, A P S  made 342 filmgs vvlth the ACC, representing tens of thousands of pages of pubC documents. On 
any given day, APS has between six and 10 matters actively before the ACC staff and commissioners. These 
matters often require the exchange of vast quantities of dormation and data. 

Communications vc?th the ACC take many -forms, &om in-person meetmgs to phone calls to - yes - text 
messagmg. It's a useu fbnn of communication that has become ubiquitous in our technology-driven society. 

A small number of ACC proceedmgs are subject to ex-parte rules, which prohibit communications between 
parties and commissioners. During these proceeding, we don't communicate wrth ACC commissioners on these 
topics by any means other than o&kl filmgs and hearmgs. They, and we, take these rules very seriously. 

Our work is nrgortant: keepmg the ly@s on for more than halfof Arizona through 120-degree days and 
monsoon storms. The ACC's work is just as important. The commissioners and their staffare dedicated 
profkssionals responsible for setting utildy rates appropriately and estabkhmg policy m the best interest of all 
Arizonans. 

By contrast, the sole purpose of these recent attacks is to conhe  the debate and prevent progress. We deserve 
better than h type of distraction in h n a .  

Barbara Lockwood is the general manager for regulatory affairs and compliance at Arizona Public 
Service. 

104 CONNECT 28 TWEETLINKEDIN 34 COMMEN'IEMAILMORE 
Read or Share @us story: http://aix.cc/lImGypv 

TOP VIDEOS 
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NFL CHEERLEADERS BUTTERFLIES BACKYARD CHICKENS LOST BARS ARIZONA‘S DAN1 

Home 1 News ‘ Local news 

Steller: APS’ shady behavior 
sullies commission campaign 
Respond: Write a letter to the editor I Write a guest opinion 

August 05, 2014 8:30 pm - By Tim Steller 3 

It wasn’t a denial. 1 

It wasn’t even a non-denial denial. 

It was basically just a non-denial, which is pretty close to a 
confirmation. 

After a month of criticism in the Phoenix media that 
Arizona Public Service is secretly spending money on 
statewide elections, an APS company spokesman noted 
first in a written statement Sunday that the company is 
being attacked by outside groups in a “propaganda war.” 

Alan Bunnell continued: “It would be irresponsible for us 
not to defend our company, which plays a critical role 
powering Anzona’s economy and supporting our 
communities. No one disputes our right to participate in the political process, although some have 
voiced the opinion we should not exercise that right.” 

Adding to the evidence: Last year, APS acknowledged contributing to third-party political groups 
that then engaged in a proxy fight over fees for rooftop solar paneis. 

Tim Steller, columnist at the Anzona 
Daily Star 

Enlarge Photo 

Related Links 
More columns by Tim Steller 

From that, it seems evident that APS, Arizona’s largest electric utility, or its parent company are 
funding an effort to win the Republican nominations for their preferred candidates for Arizona 
Corporation Commission, Tom Forese and Doug Little. 

That may not seem such a big deal in this post-Citizens-United era, in which corporate and union 
donations to campaigns are permitted and pervasive. But in fact, those who pay attention to the 
little-noticed five-member commission consider it unprecedented. 

For the first time, one of Arizona’s utilities is trying to determine who will regulate it and, perhaps 
most importantly, cast votes on the rates utility customers pay, helping determine the company’s 
bottom line. You can imagine the thinking: A little bit of political spending now can protect profits 
down the road. But it’s something other utilities avoid. 

The political action committee for employees of Tucson Electric Power, the other large electric 
utility regulated by the commission, doesn’t get involved in its campaigns: “It has been our policy 
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not to contribute to corporation commission candidates, to avoid any appearance of conflict of 
interest,” TEP communications manager Joe Salkowski told me. 

Neither does the PAC for employees of Salt River Project involve itself with corporation 
. I  ‘ .I . . . _  . . . _ ‘ .  . . . .  . .  

i x j  
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The vehicles for this effort are two groups, as Capitol Media Services’ Howard Fischer reported 
Monday: The Arizona Free Enterprise Club and Save Our Future Now. Neither is required to 
disclose its donors. 

They’ve supported Forese and Little in the corporation commission race to the tune of $331,345, 
and they’ve worked against Republican opponents Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason by spending 

$683,937 so far against Parker and $86,832 against Mason. That’s a total of $1 .l million on races 
where candidates typically have spent in the low six figures for the entire election. 

The result? Mailers such as the one sent by the Arizona Free Enterprise Club declaring, ‘Vernon 
Parker and Lucy Mason support Obama’s energy plan.” Another, by Save Our Future Now, shows 
Parker, Obama and Mason standing together in an obvious blend of three separate pictures and 
says, ”They are the environmental team that could shut down Arizona power plants.” 

Of course, Bunnell is right that APS is being attacked by outside groups. Companies such as 
Solarcity benefit from the subsidies for homeowners who install rooftop solar panels. They’ve 
fought APS’ justifiable efforts to reduce those subsidies and the shifting of costs they create from 
solar customers to the rest of us. 

The solar companies formed a group called Tell Utilities Solar won’t be Killed, abbreviated 
creatively as TUSK, to galvanize Republican support for the solar industry. TUSK fought APS last 
year over its effort to impose new fees on rooftop solar owners, and this year, TUSK is fighting the 
candidates apparently favored by APS, spending $242,539 so far. 

But there’s a difference: TUSK is a traditional political action committee and must disclose its 
donors. Jason Rose, a Scottsdale publicist who represents the group, said the vast majority of its 
money comes from solar companies whose donations will be disclosed in its next required filing. 

Typical of groups whose business is secrecy, representatives of the Arizona Free Enterprise Club 
and Save Our Future Now did not return my calls. 

“Among Republican primary voters, the APS position is wildly unpopular,” Rose toid me. “That 
explains why they don’t have the guts to do it in their names.” 

Jim Holway, a Democratic candidate for corporation commission, had a novel idea to address the 
problem. He sent a letter to chairman Bob Stump asking the commission to order the utilities they 
regulate to disclose all their spending on the corporation commission race. So far, they’ve refused 
to do so. 

That‘s a shame: At least, voters should know who is spending how much to sway them and 
whether that money could benefit the donors directly through commission decisions. 

I’m sure I won’t be the only person tempted to vote Parker and Mason just to send APS and the 
other utilities a message. 

Contact columnist Tim Seller at tsteiler@tucson.com or 807-7789. On Twitter: @senyonepotter 

iar Ail riqhis resewed *his rneleiial may not be published. broadcast, remttten or 
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to this year is for the Arizona Corporation Commission. It regulates 

Arizona utilities including monopolies like Arizona Public Service and 

Tucson Electric Power. 

For the f irst time I can ever recall Arizona Public Service is spending money, 

your money, to elect and install Corporation Commissioners favorable to 

them. 

They are routing this money through third party “dark money” organizations 

so they don’t have to  be so obvious about what they are doing. 

This i s  a verydangerous situation for al l  Arizonans. If utility monopolies are 

able to essentially purchase politicians beholden to them our rates wil l go 

up as those elected will be indebted to those who spent to put them there. 

That’s why I am fighting against this. In particular, I think oneof these 

candidates, Doug Little, would be a very poor choice for the Arizona 

Corporation Com m ission. 

Not only does Little have very little experience to make the complicated, 

important decisions that impact our lives on a daily basis, he is vehemently 

anti-solar. 

Being against energy choice just isn’t the American way. Republicans stand 
for school choice, health care choice and should be for energy choice too - 
not just dependent on the whims of the monopoly. 

Little wants to reverse policies that have allowed tens of thousands of 

Arizonans from seniors to schools to churches to save on their electric bills 
by goingwith rooftop solar. His policies would kill thousands of Arizona 

solar jobs. 
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Indeed, Little wants to tax solar out of existence a t  the behest of Arizona 

Public Service. Why? Because the more energy efficient we all are - I have a 

solar heater myself - the less money Arizona Public Service makes. 

What's most troubling about Little is that he actually favors a big new 

property tax on rooftop solar equipment. Very few in the Republican Party 

support such a thing - tax hikes are supposed to be anathema to our 

philosophy - yet Little supports it because APS wants him to. Even the 
leading Republican gubernatorial candidates oppose this tax. 

This is not a candidate our Party needs on the Corporation Commission. 

We need watch dogs not lap dogs. We need people who wil l look after the 

ratepayer and Republican principles not the utility monopolies and tax 

hikes. 

If Little somehow wins the Republican primary on August 26th he wil l also 

provide Democrats their best chance of picking up a seat on the regulatory 

body which is now al l  Republican. 

Mr. Little may very well be a fine man. But he is just too wrong on too many 

issues to be a Republican nominee next month. Besides, being against solar 

in Arizona is like being against the beach in California. It just makes no 

sense. 

NOTE: Mr. Goldwater is the Chairman of T.U.S.K., (Tell Utilities Solar won't be 

Killed) a national Republican organization dedicated to energy choice and rooftop 

solar. He is also a former United States Congressman. 
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Who is it that so badly wants Justin Pierce etected SOS? 
Laurie Roberts, The Kepuhlic 1 azcentrat.com / I  24 a m MSTJidy 7. 2014 LAURIE ROBERTS 

Justin Pierce, the state legislator who wants to oversee Arizona's elections, is coming out of the closet, so to 

speak, to support those who are hiding back there behind the winter coats. 

Why, you ask, would he be supporting dark-money campaigns? I, for one, am Absolutely Positively Stumped. 

While his fellow Republican opponents for secretary of state, Michele Reagan and Wil Cardon, are calling for 
more transparency, Pierce said during a debate this week that there are legitimate reasons to allow 

(Photo: campaign photo) anonymously funded campaign ads. 

He had to go back 60 years to find that justification, citing fears of retribution when the state ofAlabama asked 
the NAACP to turn over its membership list during the 1950s civil rights movement. 

"We've seen more recent examples .,. when the IRS has targeted groups," he added, during Tuesday's debate, sponsored by the Citizens Clean 
Elections Commission. "I have heard from more and more voters who want to be involved but are afraid of painting a target on their backs." 

One wonders how many of those voters have the initials A.P.S. 

Basically, Pearce is supporting the idea of people -or corporations -- being able to hide behind the bushes and lob grenades - or heap praise -- in an 
effort to get you to vote as they'd like. 

Without telling you who they are - information that might help you evaluate their plea 

Sort of like Arizona Public Service did last year. 

Politicos were abuzz last fall with speculation about a secret plan by APS to win the support of a certain corporation commissioner in the utility's bid to 

stave off competition from solar companies. This, by quietly helping the commissioner's son in his bid to win the state's No.2 political job in 2014. 

Justin Pierce. that would be. 

APS pronounced the conspiracy theory a dud, but the utility has shown a propensity of late to dwell in dark places. 

Now comes an independent dark-money campaign touting Pierce for secretary of state. 

The Arizona Free Enterprise Club dropped an astonishing $90,000 the mailer for Pierce last week, then did the same for Tom Forese and Doug Little, a 
pair of utility-friendly Republicans who are running as a team for the Corporation Commission. The Club has evidently found a sugar daddy because 
$1 80,000 dwarfs its previous campaign spending, which generally ranges from $2,000 to $10,000 a candidate. 

I called the Arizona Free Enterprise Club to ask who put up the $180,000. Cue the crickets. To be fair, the non-profit doesn't have to come clean given the 
current state of secrecy allowed by our laws. 

But if I had to guess where the money for the Pierce and ForeselLittle ads came from, I'd look to last year's APS-solar fight. 

At the time, a pair of non-profits - Prosper and the 60 Plus Association --were waging a dark-money ad campaign to support APS's goal of making solar 

customers pay higher bills. 

APS initially denied that it was funding the ads. Eventually, however, APS conceded that its parent company, Pinnacle West, was shuttling money to 
those non-profits to pay for the ads through consultanUdark-money maestro Sean Noble. 

So back to Pierce and my pondering ... 

... Is APS the moneybags behind the Arizona Free Enterprise Club's $90,000 campaign aimed at making Justin Pierce our next secretary of state? Is this 
the utility giant's thank-you to Pierce's father, Corporation Commissioner Gary Pierce, for his support during last year's solar wars? 

It certainly would explain why Justin Pierce abruptly decided to run as a Clean Elections candidate last year, allowing dark-money independent 
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campaigns to carry the load. 

APS won't say whether it's funding the campaigns to install Pierce into the state's No. 2 job and ForeselLittle onto the Corporation Commission. 

"APS periodically contributes to candidates, causes and organizations that support economic growth, sound energy policy and other issues important to 
our company and our customers," spokesman Jim McDonald, said in a prepared statement. "We don't comment on any particular contribution." 

Others in the political trenches see the utility's fingerprints all over this thing. 

"This is the fifth or sixth entity that's been using APS dark money," said Jason Rose, spokesman for solar-industry group TUSK, Tell Utilities Solar Won't 
be Killed. 

... Is there some other reason why the Arizona Free Enterprise Club - a non-profit devoted to limited government - would be involved in a Corpotation 
Commission race? 

It's clear why APS would pony up anonymously to get its candidates elected to the commission that regulates utilities - or to defeat the more solar- 
friendly Republicans, Lucy Mason and Vernon Parker. 

Then again, it could be just one giant coincidence that Alan Heywood, who has reportedly done consulting work for APS, is running the campaigns of 
Pierce, Forese and Little. 

Lots of questions to ponder but none more important than the one raised by the $90.000 mailer extolling the virtues of Justin Pierce for the job that would 
put him one step away from the governor's office. 

"Justin Pierce," it says, "is one of us." 

The question: who is "us"? 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cc/llCvinZ 
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http://yeilowsheetreport.com/2014/08/20/so-much-for-that-araument-2/ 

UCH FO THAT ARGUME 
A major argument in favor of passing higher campaign contribution limits, which the Arizona Supreme 
Court upheld last year, was that it would allow candidates to regain control of their campaigns’ narratives 
instead of being forced to surrender them to outside groups. Under this theory, higher contribution limits 
would allow deep-pocketed contributors to give more money to candidates, making it less likely that they 
would give to outside groups that are wont to hijack the campaign messaging. And, in the event that the 
outside groups still spent money, the candidates would be better able to financially compete with them. 
But real life has proven to be far different than theory. A cursory review of the IE spending in the 
primaries shows that outside groups have swamped the airwaves and mailboxes like never before. As of 
this afternoon, a total of $7.9 million of independent expenditures had been reported: $5.7 million in 
statewide races and $2.2 million in legislative contests. By way of comparison, outside groups spent $3.7 
million on legislative contests during the entirety of the 2012 election, putting this year’s independent 
expenditures on track to beat that figure by nearly 20 percent by the time the dust settles in November. 
(A comparison of overall outside spending with 2012 is not possible, as the only statewide races that year 
were three Corp Comm seats. The race attracted a total of about $200,000 of independent expenditures.) 
Political consultant Constantin Querard told our reporter that outside spending has commandeered the 
campaigns’ narratives in pretty much all of the contested races, particularly the legislative contests. “That 
is true in virtually every battleground race. In races where there is actually a significant I E  presence, the 
candidates wilt have the smallest wallets. The candidates will have the least control over their message,” 
he said. But consultant Chris Baker said the outside spending in the Corp Comm and secretary of state 
races is unique, reiterating the widely accepted speculation that APS is funding groups to spend for J 
Pierce, and for Forese and Liffle. for the rest of the races, outside money merely acted as “adjunct” to 
candidates‘ spending, he said, “It doesn‘t become the overwhelming [and] dominating factor in the race. 
I don’t know that you are really seeing the kind of domination that many have come to expect,” he said. 
Baker doesn’t see the tremendous outside spending in the secretary of state or Corp Comm races 
becoming the norm, and said that most corporations are gravely reluctant to wade into elections and risk 
upsetting their consumer base or getting wrangled in politics. “Most corporations wouldn’t be so stupid to 
do this,” he said. 
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PEANUT GAL 
DO THIS 
Many observers believed APS would shy away from throwing money around on 3 Pierce's behalf - or at 
least be discreet in doing so - given the multiple news reports last fall about APS's rumored deal-making 
with G Pierce on the Corp Comm deregulation vote that supposedly secured the utility's support for 3 
Pierce's campaign, However, one source with strong ties to the situation, but who is not directly involved, 
said the circumstantial evidence makes it impossible to conclude that anyone other than APS is funding 
the Free Enterprise Club's efforts. Most troubling, the source said, is that APS is doing little to cover its 
tracks. 'I'm really surprised at the carelessness of this. I find it unbelievable that they're going out this 
big and not being discreet about it, and they don't think people are going to connect the dots," the 
source said. One political consultant echoed that sentiment, and said there are "a lot smarter ways to do 
this." Instead of directing the money (and, thereby, the spending) to a single group that only has a 
penny-ante history of electioneering, the consultant said APS should have sent the money to either 
multiple organizations or a single larger group that regularly accepts and spends big money, because 
such a group's activities wouldn't raise as many red flags. 
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OLD SUSPrCIONS DIE HARD 
The whistleblower's allegations have highl~ghted accusations leveled a t  G Pierce, particularly the 
unsubstantiated charge that APS was secretly helping his son's bid to become the next secretary of state 
purportedly in exchange for his support on matters involving the utility before the commission. Last year, 
speculation was rampant that APS was the source of funds that the Free Enterprise Club deployed on the 
Corp Comm and secretary of state's races (YS, 7/31. During the primary, businessman Wil Cardon 
accused Justin Pierce and G Pierce of being "bought and paid for by APS." J Pierce responded that 
Cardon was "stoop[ing] to a new low" and dismissed the accusations as '100 percent false" (YS, 
8/13). "As if there weren't already doubts about the independence and integrity of the commission, this 
just poured lighter fluid on every concern [and] every issue that people have expressed over the past 
couple of years about the slumber party occurring between the utilities and their favorite friends a t  the 
commission," one railbird said. But the railbird said the allegation also put the spotlight on Stump. 
"There's a whole bunch of issues with Bob Stump about knowing what he did and doing nothing about 
it," the source said, referring to the whistleblower's narrative that he told Stump about his complaint and 
the former chairman did nothing about the information. Another source also provided a context to the 
musical chairs at the Corp Comm in 2013, when a few staffers changed positions. Early that year, former 
legislator Steve Court joined Pierce as his policy advisor, replacing longtime policy advisor John LeSueur 
who became an assistant director with the Utilities Division (YS, 1/24). The second source said G Pierce 
hired Court to ensure that J Pierce wouldn't have a contested primary in 2012. 
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THE EXCEPTIONS, T T H E  RUL 
While roughly $4 million has been spent on the races for governor, secretary of state and Corp Comm, 
outside groups have completely stayed out of the contested GOP primaries for AG, superintendent and 
treasurer. Political consultant Chris Baker said that, despite the big dollars that are being spent by I E  
groups, the fact remains that it is highly difficult to raise money - unless a rich patron (former GoDaddy 
CEO Bob Parsons has owned up to contributing $1 million to a pro-Jones IE) or brave corporation (APS is 
fingered by many as financing the spending for J Pierce, Forese and Little) decides to dip into its treasury 
and funnel money to an independent political committee. Additionally, I E  spending is typically made 
during the general election, not in the primary, he said. Baker also surmised that the governor’s race is 
sucking in the funds that could have been spent in other races. “I don’t think there‘s enough money out 
there for the remaining other races,” he said. 
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A P A T E  N EMERGING HER 
The $186,000 in spending by the Free Enterprise Club on the secretary of state and Corp Cornm races 
has led to rampant speculation about the group's source of funds - particularly since it only spent roughly 
$90,000 in the previous two election cycles combined. Thus far, the consensus among railbirds is that 
APS is the source. "This has got to be APS. IYs the easiest way for them to do it - to take an existing 
organization, give them a bunch of money and direction, and then deny it," one energy industry lobbyist 
told our reporter this week. The source added that APS has been signaling its willingness to dive into the 
Corp Comm race and that it is "unafraid of the public opinion on this thing." He insisted that the bread 
crumbs all lead to APS, saying the Free Enterprise Club is spending money on Corp Comm candidates 
who are perceived to be favored by APS, and on secretary of state candidate J Pierce, whose father is 
viewed as a strong ally of the utility company. The Republic's Laurie Roberts also ramped up the 
speculation game today, writing that she has little doubt the money for Forese, Little and Pierce came 
from APS, pointing to last year's net metering fight as the basis for her belief. "At the time, a pair of non- 
profits - Prosper and the 60 Plus Association - were waging a dark-money ad campaign to support APS's 
goal of making solar customers pay higher bills. APS initially denied that it was funding the ads. 
Eventually, however, APS conceded that its parent company, Pinnacle West, was shuttling money to 
those non-profits to pay for the ads through consultant/dark-money maestro Sean Noble," she wrote 
(LINK). "Is APS the moneybags behind the Arizona Free Enterprise Club's $90,000 campaign aimed a t  
making Justin Pierce our next secretary of state? I s  this the utility giant's thank-you to Pierce's father, 
Corporation Commissioner Gary Pierce, for his support during last year's solar wars?" 
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PHOENIX - When Pinnacle West Capital Corporation shareholders open their mail this spring, they’ll be 
asked whether the state’s largest utility should provide more information about money it spends to 
influence policies and elections in Arizona. 

The question has been formally posed to Pinnacle West shareholders, as part of the publicly-traded 
company’s 2015 proxy statement, which is used to solicit shareholder input prior to the company’s annual 
meeting. Pinnacle West is the parent holding company of Arizona Public Service. 

While the Pinnacle West board of directors has unanimously panned the proposal, tens of thousands of 
shareholders have the chance to vote on it, even though it would only be symbolic. The votes will be tallied 
at the organization’s May 20 shareholder meeting. 

Pinnacle West spokesman Alan Bunnell said the organization already complies with all legal disclosure 
requirements involving election and lobbying spending, and that there would be no value to any greater 
disclosure. APS and Pinnacle West executives have declined to confirm or deny giving money to “dark 
money” groups that spent heavily in the 2014 election, particularly to help defeat candidates for the Arizona 
Corporation Commission who were critical of APS. 

As You Sow, a 501 (c)3 nonprofit organization, which describes its mission as promoting “environmental 
and social corporate responsibility through shareholder advocacy, coalition building, and innovative legal 
strategies,” filed the resolution on behalf of Calvert Investment Management Inc. and First Affirmative 
Financial Network LLC, which own 2,178 and 49 shares respectively, out of more than 100 million shares. 

’‘Our greatest concern is transparency,” said As You Sow spokeswoman Amelia Timbers. “We think 
investors deserve to know how the company is spending shareholder dollars, and whether those 
expenditures are good for the company.” 

Timbers said the motivation for the resolution began with APS’ involvement in the 2013 debate over net 
metering. That year, APS spent $3.7 million to fund publicity campaigns aimed at urging the Arizona 
Corporation Commission to add a fee to APS customers using the company’s solar net metering program. 

Net metering allows energy consumers to use rooftop solar panels to offset their energy bill and sell 
excess energy back to the utility. APS executives and managers argued in 2013 that because net metering 
participants also avoid grid maintenance fees, they should be charged $50-$100 per month to be part of 
the net metering system. 

Ultimately, the Corporation Commission approved a roughly $5-7 monthly fee for net metering customers. 
APS has since asked to have the fee quadrupled. 

The 201 3 publicity campaign funded by APS painted net metering customers as stealing from non-solar 
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customers. 

APS executives ~ventually admitted the money was at least partially channeled throu~h 60 Plus 
Association and Prosper Inc., both 501(c)4 ”dark money” groups that don’t disclose their donors. 

“1 would say that put them on a lot of peoples’ radar,” Timbers said. “APS has come to the attention of the 
investor community nationally.. . Investors are concerned this lobbying is hurting the company’s brand.” 

The shareholder proposal takes aim at “both direct and indirect” lobbying, as well as “grassroots lobbying 
communications,” which Timbers said would include spending like what took place in 2013. 

“The company’s defense to its lobbying is that it‘s legal, but just because something is legal doesn’t make 
it appropriate or good for the company and it‘s shareholders,” Timbers said. “We don’t think it makes sense 
for investors.” 

A shareholder proposal vote is non-binding, and would not require the disclosure, but Timbers said the vote 
will formalize concern that has fomented in the investor community over the perception of possible 
impropriety. 

”Investors can’t force the management to do anything. But it’s an important way for investors to say what 
they’re seeing and what they’re concerned about,” Timbers said. 

Arizona Rep. Ken Clark, D-Phoenix, an outspoken critic of anonymous electioneering, has asked 
shareholders to support the proposal. 

“It seems that the only way to get APS to pay attention to this issue is through it’s shareholders,” Clark said 
in a video posted to YouTube. 
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“We have very serious campaign finance laws,” Forese said. “Our answer is no, we have not interacted (with utilities that are regulated by the 
commission) nor shall we.” 

Bob Stump, the current Corporation Commission chairman, was elected in 2012 with help from APS, Southwest Gas and small water companies that he 
now regulates, although he said he did not solicit their independent expenditures. APS officials said the utility’s money was spent on the Stump campaign 
without their knowledge. 

Stump has said that while regulated utilities have the same First Amendment rights as other companies when it comes to political independent 
expenditure committees, he would prefer that companies with business before the regulators abstain from spending money on commission campaigns. 

He has criticized Parker and Mason for the support they have received from the rooftop-solar industry, saying it is inappropriate because the solar 
companies are directly affected by commission decisions. 

Parker and Mason have openly supported the rooffop-solar industly, which currently is suing the state over a Revenue Department decision to tax leased 

rooftop solar panels. 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cc/lmkRwK 
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Outside spending drives secretary of state races 
By: Jeremy Duda and Luige del Puerto August I ,  2014, 10:13 ani 

The Arizona Free Enterprise Club has never shown much of an interest in who serves as Arizona’s secretary of 
state. 
That changed this year. So far, the conservative, free market advocacy group has spent nearly 
$480,000 in the three-way Republican primary for secretary of state, promoting Rep. Justin 
Pierce, R-Mesa, and attacking opponents Wil Cardon and Sen. Michele Reagan, R-Scottsdale. 
As a 501 (c)(4) nonprofit, the Free Enterprise Club doesn’t have to disclose where its funding 
comes from, and has declined to do so. But many are pointing to Arizona’s largest utility 
company as the source of the dark money spending. 
Arizona Public Service has a lot of reasons to be gratehl to the Pierce family. Corporation 
Coinmissioner Gary Pierce, Justin Pierce’s father, sided with APS in a 2013 battle over solar 
energy incentives. Even more critical for the company, Gary Pierce played a key role in stopping 
a push for the deregulation of Arizona’s energy market, which could 1ia-c.e been a devastating 
blow to APS, a regulated monopoly. 
APS refuses to say whether it has prov-ided money to the club for use in either the secretary of 
state’s race or the race for two seats on the Arizona Corporation Coinmission, where the Free 
Enterprise Club is also spending heavily. The company’s silence has further fileled speculation 
that it’s behind the independent expenditure that’s bolstering Justin Pierce’s campaign. 

Breaking the bank 
The Arizona Free Enterprise Club has a history of getting financially involved in elections, but 
never anything near the rate at which it’s spending in 2014. 
So far this year, the club has spent $932,671. Most of that spending has been split between the 
secretary of state’s race and the hotly contested four-way GOP primary for two Corporation 
Coniinission seats. 
A month before the Aug. 26 primary, the club had spent more than twice as much promoting 
Pierce as he has to spend himself. As a Clean Elections candidate, the Republican lawmaker 
from Mesa has about $195,000 for the primary. 
The club’s support of Pierce has hrtlzer raised eyebrows because the Secretary of State’s Office 
has little to do with the organization’s issues. Tlio~igh it has an interest in free speech issues 
related to elections - it played a leading role in striking down the matching funds provision of 
Arizona’s Clean Elections system - the Legislature and governor decide election law, not the 
secretary of state. 
Consequently, pro-Pierce mailers sent out by the club have little to do with the job of the 
secretary of state. One mailer declares Pierce as the only candidate Arizonans can trust to fight 
illegal immigration, though it doesn’t say exactly how he would do so as the state’s top election 
official. Another mail piece touts his pro-Second Amendment credentials, another issue that is 
out of the purview of the Secretary of State’s Office. 
In the Corporation Commission race, the club is backing state Rep. Tom Forese, R-Chandler, and 
Doug Little, a firearms training instructor. Both are viewed as supporting APS’ positions on solar 
issues, while opponents Lucy Mason and Vernon Parker are considered adlocates for the 
interests of solar companies. 
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The club has polled both campaigns, along with the governor’s race. It recently released the 
results of its gubernatorial polling, but did not disclose the numbers for the secretary of state or 
Corporation Coinmission campaigns. 
Scot Mussi, the group’s executive director, said it does not disclose its fimdiiig sources. But he 
defended the group’s baclung of Forese, Little and Pierce. 
Mussi described Pierce as a “rising star” and a champion of free market principles in his three 
years at the Legislature. He said Pierce will be a great secretary of state who will ensure the 
integrity of elections and fairly execute Arizona’s election laws. 
Furthermore, secretary of state is first in the gubernatorial line of succession, and Mussi noted 
that that the state’s top election officer often ascends to the Ninth Floor. Three of Arizona’s last 
five governors, including incumbent Gov. Jan Brewer, inherited the office through the line of 
succession. 
“We don’t see why it is unusual to support an SOS candidate that represents true limited 
government, conservative values in case they become governor,” Mussi said in an email to 
the Arizona Capital Times. 
The Arizona Free Enterprise Club hasn’t spent any money in the gubernatorial race, where Doug 
Ducey, whom the club has endorsed, faces a tough fight for the Republican nomination. Mussi 
wouldn’t say whether the club plans to spend in the governor’s race. 
So far in 2014, the group has spent nearly $60,000 in legislative races. The club spent about 
$33,000 in legislative races in 20 12. 
Dark money campaign 
Not only has it become coiiventionaI wisdom in political circles that APS is bankrolling the 
club’s pro-Pierce efforts, but some people were predicting an APS-funded dark money campaign 
for him nearly a year ago. 
APS appears to have marked Pierce as a candidate to back early on. In October, APS lobbyist 
Jessica Pacheco helped organize a Pierce hidraiser at the Phoenix Country Club, using her 
membership to reserve space. Alan Heywood, Pierce‘s campaign consultant, initially denied 
coordinating the fundraiser with Pacheco, though the company later confirmed that it organized 
the event at the campaign’s request. Pierce’s campaign paid $300 organizing the event. 
Justin Pierce and APS faced a wave of criticism for the fundraiser due to the connections 
between his father and the company. 
The campaign flatly denied that Gary Pierce was using his positon to help his son’s campaign. 
When Cardon, a wealthy Mesa businessman, accused Pierce of trying to leverage his father’s 
position on the Corporation Commission to curry favor with APS, Pierce switched from 
traditional to public financing for his campaign. 
But some speculated that APS would find other ways to back Pierce as a favor to his father. 
In 2013, APS urged the Corporation Commission to allow it to purchase excess solar energy at 
significantly lower amounts under a program called net metering, which allowed customers to 
significantly lower their electric bills. The high-profile fight ended with a compromise brokered 
by the Residential Utility Consumers Office. APS didn’t get the surcharge it sought, which 
would have cut the discount on solar customers’ energy by half. But the solar companies that 
lobbied for no change, and ran a high-profile advertising and public relations campaign, had to 
deal with the new fee. 
Gary Pierce opposed what the commission ultimately adopted, arguing it didn’t go far enough to 
protect ratepayers. In fact, Pierce’s proposal hewed most closely to what APS is seeking to 
achieve - a drastic reduction in the incentives to install solar rooftop panels. 
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The bigger threat to APS was the specter of deregulation, which would have ended the 
company’s lucrative role as a regulated monopoly. 
Gary Pierce made an unexpected motion during a September 201 3 meeting for a vote that closed 
the Corporation Commission’s docket on deregulation, ending its months-long examination of 
the issue, which APS strenuously fought. The move came after conxnission attorneys detailed 
the legal and constitutional barriers to deregulating Arizona’s energy industry. 
Afterward, Commissioner Bob Burns criticized an unnamed colleague for “hijacking” the 
commission’s agenda to kill deregulation. He alleged that the colleague - whom many 
suspected was Gary Pierce -was doing APS’ bidding for personal benefit. 
“If there is a commissioner who wants to do work for the utilities when their term is up, they 
ought to do it now to take advantage of revenues they would make (as a result of the vote),” 
Burns told the Yellow Sheet Report, a sister publication of the Capitol Times. 
Gary Pierce, who is term-limited and will leave the commission after this year, defended his 
decision and emphasized that the advice of attorneys made it clear that the legal impediments to 
deregulation, including a previous Court of Appeals ruling on the issue, were too great to 
overcome. 
The commissioner told the Capitol Times that he has done nothing to bring APS money into his 
son’s race. 
“It should go without saying, but to set the record straight, I have never made a deal with APS to 
cast a vote in exchange for a benefit to my son Justin Pierce’s campaign for secretary of state,” 
Gary Pierce said in an email. 
Chris Baker, a consultant for Cardon’s campaign, said APS may be spending in the secretary of 
state’s race to show its gratitude to Gary Pierce. He said he has a hard time believing that anyone 
besides APS would spend so much inoney on behalf of Justin Pierce’s campaign. 
“I don’t think this is a question of currying favor. I think it’s a question of paying a debt, shall we 
say,” Baker said. “I think it’s a very nice thank-you for all of the help that Gary has provided 
them on the Corporation Coinmission.” 
Baker said APS’ silence on the issue speaks volumes. 
“I just tend to believe that if you’re a company, a donor, whatever, if you’re being falsely 
accused of doing something you’re not, why don’t you say so?” he said. 
Support for pro-business causes 
APS spokesman Jim McDonald would not comment on whether the company has provided any 
money to the Free Enterprise Club for use in the secretary of state or Corporation Commission 
races. 
“Although we typically do not comment on individual contributions, we routinely support public 
officials, candidates and causes that are pro-business and supportive of a sustainable energy 
future for Arizona, regardless of party affiliation,” he said. 
The company has traditionally stayed out of Corporation Commission races, though it has 
recently asserted its right to do so in the face of a well-funded campaign against it by solar 
companies. 
Heywood said he has no idea who is providing the money to the Arizona Free Enterprise Club. 
Justin Pierce did not return a message from the Capitol Times. 
“They are running pieces for and against candidates we represent. I’m surprised every time I see 
one,” Heywood said in an email. 
Even a denial by APS would likely be greeted with skepticism, thanks to a recent about-face on 
dark money spending. During the net metering fight; APS denied that it was bankrolling ads 
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from a conservative nonprofit that touted the company’s position, only to later acknowledge that 
it funded the ads after all. 
The notion that APS is behind the club’s spending is widespread but not universal, not even 
among Pierce’s opponents. Reagan, a state senator from Scottsdale, said she believes the Free 
Enterprise Club is a conduit for outside money, but isn’t convinced the utility is financing the 
independent expenditure for Pierce. 
“Everyone keeps pointing at APS, but 1’111 not convinced it’s APS. This could be four or five rich 
guys sitting in a room deciding they want to play kingmaker. That is certainly their right. But 
why they need to be so secretive about it is absolutely disturbing,” she said. 
Reagan said the club’s spending illustrates the problems with “dark money,” anonymous, 
untraceable campaign spending that has proliferated since the US. Supreme Court’s landmark 
Citizens United ruling in 2010. Reagan unsuccessfully pushed legislation this year that would 
have required disclosure of the lund of anonymous money that is now flowing through the Free 
Enterprise Club. 
“I think this shows the need to man up and put their name on who they are. If somebody likes 
Justin Pierce that much and believes in him that much, that is great. Then why are they so afraid 
to say who the hell they are?” Reagan asked. 
If the public finds out whether APS is providing money to the Free Enterprise Club, it likely 
won’t be until after the election. 
Burns said he’s not averse to asking APS to disclose its campaign spending or any spending by 
parent company Pinnacle West to determine whether ratepayer money is being used for 
electioneering purposes. But he said he’s wary of injecting the commission into the race, and 
would like to wait until after the electioii to make his request. 
“(Inserting) ourselves as the members of the commission at this point in the election cycle would 
likely create a lot of ‘what-ifs’ and ‘whys’ and all that sort of thing,” Burns said. 
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More than 75 percent of record-setting Corp Comm spending shrouded 
in secrecy 
f3y E ~ a s  \V~loge Nrnen~her 3 2014 5 41 pin 

Of the 

$4.1 million spent to help four candidates vying for two open seats on the board that regulates 
Arizona’s utilities - more than in any previous Corporation Commission race - the source of 
more than $3 million of that is shrouded in secrecy. 

The so-called “dark money” has gone entirely to help Republicans Toin Forese and Doug Little. 

The most recent campaign finance reports show the race has been dominated by $3.2 million 
coming from outside the campaigns themselves, and only a sliver of that - about $29,000 - 
comes from a traditional “independent expenditure” group that discloses its donors. 

Of the $3.2 million in anonymous money pumped into the campaign, $925,000 has been spent 
to advocate for Forese and Little, while the remaining $2.3 million was spent criticizing their 
opponents. 

The secretly-sourced election cash comes from a small group of generically nanied 50 l(c)4 
operations, sanctioned by the 2010 Citizens United Supreme Court decision and free to spend 
without disclosing their donors. The groups are Arizona 2014, Arizona Cattle Feeders’ 
Association, Arizona Free Enterprise Club and Save OLE Future Now. 

The groups have repeatedly declined to say where the money is coining from, though many 
political insiders have suspected that Arizona’s largest utility, Arizona Public Service, who 
routinely has business before the coinmission, is behind much of the spending. APS has 

data:text/htmI;charset=utf-8,%Xhl%20class%3D%22name%20~t-8tleo/o20entry-6tle%22%20itemprop%3D%22name%22%20style%3D%22padding%3A% ... 1/2 
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declined to say whether it is involved with the spending. 

Last month, Forese and Little admitted to breaking campaign finance laws by failing to 
properly report expenditures for paid nominating signatures and campaign signs, as well as for 
violating cash-on-hand rules. Both are violations of the state’s public campaign financing 
system, which the two opted into. Each candidate was fined $1,000 by the Arizona Citizens 
Clean Election Commission. 
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New questions about Arizona regulators' ties to APS 

Questions about APS' coziness with regulators KPNX 

The five people we elect to the Arizona Corporation Commission have enormous power - deciding how much 
you'll pay for electricity, whether you'll pay more for solar. 

But for almost two years, since the explosive debate over boosting solar fees in 2013, there have been 
questions raised about how much power the state's largest utility, Arizona Public Service, has over the 
commission that regulates it -and what APS will spend to hold on to that power. 

(Phofo: 72 News) 
In February, 12 News broke the story of a Corporation Commission whistleblower who alleged former 
commission chairman Gary Pierce held secret aet-toaethers ~/storv/news/12-news/2015/02/18/1 Pnews-arizona- 

. .  corDoration-commission-wh istleblower/736451 Old with APS' chief executive, Don Brandt. The attorney general's office is pow investlgiatlllg 
Ilstorv/news/ 12-news/2015/03~02/12news-arizona-attornev-aeneral-investiaatina-whistleblower-alleaations-about-aos-wat~doa/24291431/~. 

. .  

Now there's new evidence suggesting another Republican commissioner has been playing footsie with yet another APS executive, as well as with the 
head of a "dark money" group. 

. .  Commissioner Bob StumD ~: l /w.a~cc .aov/comm(f3sroners /bs t~defaul  t.htrnl) exchanged 56 text messages over two months last summer with 
Barbara Lockwood, APS' liaison to the commission, according to Stump's phone logs, which were obtained by the Checks and Balances Project and 
reviewed by 12 News. 

Stump was commission chairman at the time. The flurry of text messages in July and September came as APS was seeking a delay on setting new 
electric rates. 

The phone logs also show Stump exchanged 100 text messages over six months with Scot Mussi, the head of the Arizona Free Entemrise Club 
ihtta://www.azfree.ora/), a "dark money" group that played a major role in the 2014 Corporation Commission elections. 

Records at the Secretary of State's office show Mussi's conservative non-profit spent $453,105 in anonymous donations to support Republicans Tom 
Forese and Doug Little, both APS-backed candidates. Forese and Little won the two open seats. 

The Corporation Commission election last year was one of the nastiest and the most expensive ever held. APS was widely believed to be doling out 
anonymous donations to "dark money" groups helping its candidates. APS will neither confirm nor deny that. 
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(Mussi also funneled $384,478 into Justin Pierce's unsuccessful bid for secretary of state in last year's Republican primary, according to state records. 
Justin Pierce is Gary Pierce's son.) 

I "What were you thinking? Why would you do this?" said Mundell, who served on the commission from 1999 to 2009. 

Former Republican Corporation Commissioner Bill Mundell said he was outraged by Stump's behavior, labeling it "abnormal" for a commissioner. 

I 
"Commissioners are not legislators. They're supposed to avoid even the appearance of bias or prejudice." 

12 News obtains a whistleblower's letter alleging APS rata increases could be challenged because of 

a cozy relationship with a state corporation commissioner. Our investigation found almost a dozen 

lunch dates with the electric company's CEO. 12 News 

I The commission provided logs of both voice calls and text messages on the phone. The text messages cover 10 months -- from May 1,2014, to March 
11, 2015. 

I The Checks and Balances Project is now discussing how to get the content of those text messages. 

I Stump and Lockwood also traded emails on his personal account - tracking pro-solar campaign groups and sharing news reports critical of solar leasing 
companies 

The Checks and Balances Proiect Ihtto://checksandbalancesoroiect.ora/), a Washington, D.C.-based clean-energy advocate that's taking on utilities 
across the country, fought the Corporation Commission to get access to emails from Stump's personal account, as well as text messages sent on his 
mobile phone. Stump's mobile phone is paid for by Arizona taxpayers. 

"I don't think they were talking about the Diamondbacks or the Cardinals or the opera that many times," Mundell said of Stump's texts with Lockwood. 

Stump, who is out of town, emailed this response about his texting with Lockwood: 
- 1 1 - ~ 1  - ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ ~  I I ^ x  "I - - - ~  x ~~ ~ ~ x ~ _ ^ _ x x  __rxI ~ ~~ Ix_ 

"Ms. Lockwood and I - and scores of other stakeholders - communicate via text if I need to reschedule a meeting or if she needs to I 
I schedule a meeting on a pressing matter and my assistant is not available. Substantive policy discussions occur in my office, where they 

belong." 
~~ xxxIIIxI_II_I "xlll l ~ - - - _ _ _ l  I Î̂  --- ---- ~- 

_I- - _II -x_II_xI- l___l I - I x - ~  

APS said in a statement: - _I ~ _ll_^l " - - ~  _ I ^ - - - I _ - ~ - x  _- 
"Barbara Lockwood is the company's liaison to the Arizona Corporation Commission She deals with the commission staff every day. That's 1 

1 
- ~ ~ - _ _ _ x "  - --- ~ I _ _ _ ~ ~ ~  I~ I I_ - - _ ^ - " ~ ~ ~ ~ -  Ix__ 

APS spokesman Jim McDonald said he didn't know the content of Lockwood's texts but he wasn't concerned about what they might show. 'There's 
nothing about (the texts) that shouldn't exist," he said. 

Stump had this to say about his texts with Mussi: 
- ~ ~ ~ - x x x -  - - ~ ~ -  ~ _I_x " - - - x ~ ~ ~ -  - ~ ~~ - - - ~ x x ~  _. __ Ixx-x 11" ~~x 

-----? -x " ~ - ~ ~ -  I 

"Scot Mussi and I hav wn each other for nearly 15 years. We have had lunch on several occasions this pa 1 

trying for months to coordinate a doubledate to the Phoenix Symphony with his fiance. Given that Scot IS a long-standing friend, there is no 
conflict of interest." 

ar, and we have been 

- x -  I I _ - ~ ~  ~ -- _ "  __ll___-.ll^l^l "I 
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Stump's logs show his 100 text exchanges with Mussi occurred over just six months of the 10-month period covered by the phone logs. The texts began 
June 28, 2014 -- coincidentally as spending on the Corporation Commission primary was beginning -- and ended six months later, on Dec. 29, 2014. 

"I can't imagine what the conversations would be about," said Tim Hogan, a former attorney for the Arizona Corporation Commission who now argues 
before the commission on behalf of citizens. 

"We don't know that right now, but it sure raises a lot of questions." 

Both APS' McDonald and Stump criticized the Checks and Balances Project as a left-wing group funded by anonymous donors. 

Wednesday morning, shareholders of APS' parent company, Pinnacle West, will vote on a resolution ~/storv/laurierobetts/2015/04/23/oinnacle-west- 
Shareh~-orooose-disclosure - -  dark mv/76707343/) that would force the company to disclose APS' own "dark money" donations. 

There was one text exchange between Stump and APS CEO Don Brandt, in August 2014. Stump said he couldn't remember what it was about, 

The Corporation Commission employee who made the whistleblower alleaations 
fhttD://archive.azcentral. comlaersistent/icimapes/newslACC%20Whistfl against Gary Pierce had said in a letter in February that he warned 

Stump last August about Pierce's contacts with APS CEO Brandt. The whistleblower said Pierce's meetings during ongoing rate cases could nullify 
Corporation Commission decisions. because the meetings might violate commission rules. 

Mundell said the warning to Stump bolsters the whistleblower's letter. "I think it gives (it) a lot of credibility," Mundell said. 

The letter apparently gave Stump and current Commission Chairwoman Susan Bitter Smith ~httD://wvm.azcc.aov/commissioners/bitter smith/default.aSg) 
their only reason to text each other during the IO-month period covered by the logs. 

The records show Bitter Smith and Stump exchanged 54 text messages over the three days after the whistleblower letter was received: 36 texts on Feb. 
18; 16 texts on Feb. 19; and two texts on Feb. 20. 

They had exchanged no texts before the letter and have exchanged none since. 

Read or Share this story: http://12ne.ws/l HgQsBR 
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Will dark money affect your future electric bill? 

12 News political reporter Brahrn Resnick takes you inside Arizona's political scene. 

Laurie Roberts. The Republic 1 azeentra1.com 3 4 9 p  in MSTJuLv 18,2014 LAURIE ROBERTS 

Everybody's favorite incognito electric company appears to be at it again. 

This time, with a six-figure ad campaign aimed at making sure that you Absolutely Positively Seriously should 
not - no way, no how - put Vernon Parker or Lucy Mason on the Arizona Corporation Commission. 

To do so would be an Astonishingly aPpailing catastrophe. 

(photo,. Geny,mages/iStockphotof From a certain utility's point of view, that is. 

Of course, I can't say for sure which utility that might be because it's all dark money, which our Legislature has 
thus far found no reason to force into the sunshine. 

Where you can see it. 

And evaluate who it is that's pulling out all the stops to get you to vote a certain way. 

The Corporation Commission traditionally is one of those races that produces more yawns than yikes. Not much money and not much excitement in the 
five-person board that regulates utilities in this state. 

This year, however, someone is anonymously pouring big money - $400,000 as of mid-week - to make sure that he (or it) calls the shots on who will sit 
on that commission. 

Somebody really, really, reallywants to see that Republicans Tom Forese and Doug Little are installed on the all-Republican commission -- and that 
Republicans Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason aren't. (Presumably, they also don't want Democrats Jim Holway and Sandra Kennedy but that's a fight for 
the fall.) Little and Forese are considered to be pro-utility candidates while Parker and Mason are pro-solar. 

So will the deep pockets Acknowledge their Participation in this Surreptitious campaign? 
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Arizona Public Service officials have curiously and repeatedly dodged questions about whether they're secretly slipping big money into the race in hopes 
of selecting who will regulate them. 

It seems like an easy yes or no answer. 

Me: Did APS or its parent company directly or indirectly put up the money for the Parker and Mason attack ads? 

Hal Pittman, APS director of external communications: "APS continues to provide equal access to information to all candidates regarding energy policies 
and issues, and we are committed to working with the ACC to plan for Arizona's energy future. Nothing we have done or would do by way of advocacy 
conflicts with these priorities. Because of tactics some organizations are using to misrepresent important regulatory issues, we may need to respond to 
set the record straight on issues of importance to Arizona, our customers, and our company." 

In other words, APS doesn't want to own up but it also doesn't want to be caught with its wattage hanging out. Again, that is. 

Last year, APS officials flat-out denied that the utility was secretly funding a pair of dark-money non-profits that waged a public campaign supporting the 
utility's goal of making rooftop solar customers pay higher bills. Imagine their chagrin when it became public that APS' parent company, Pinnacle West, 

was secretly shuttling millions to those non-profits to battle rooftop-solar subsidies. 

That might explain why mum's the word now over at APS HQ. 

And why one of this year's non-profit front groups has poured an astonishing $234,000 thus far into another independent campaign supporting Justin 
Pierce for secretary of state and another $48,000 advocating defeat of Pierce's opponent, Wil Cardon - a thank you gift, it seems, to Pierce's father, 
Corporation Commissioner Gary Pierce, who supported APS in its war against rooftop solar. 

The two non-profits that are spending the money - the Arizona Free Enterprise Club and Save Our Future Now - won't say where they're getting the 
cash to mount all these independent campaigns. In all, the two groups had spent about $750,000 by midweek to push Pierce into the state's No. 2 
political job and Forese and Little onto the board that regulates APS. (That is, $267,000 to support Forese and Little and now, $133,000 to attack Parker 
and Mason.) 

With five weeks left until the Aug. 26 primary, look for these to be multi-million-dollar campaigns -- ones that could well have an impact on your future 
utility bills. 

Not bad for a pair of nonprofits that at best have spent a few thousand dollars in the past elections - mostly on legislative races and never on Corporation 
Commission candidates. 

It really is Aggravating, Painful and downright Scandalous, to think that a certain utility can legally go undercover to pull one over on Arizona voters 

For a company dedicated to providing light, these people seem awfully comfortable operating in the darkness. 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cc/lmRTic4 
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HAT ESCALATED KLY 
Cardon has gone on the offensive against J Pierce and his alleged benefactors at APS with a new mailer 
that landed in mailboxes today. The front of the mailer features 3 Pierce and his father, Gary, on Old 
West-style ”wanted posters” asserting that both are “for sale.” “His campaign for secretary of state is 
being secretly financed by APS,“ the mailer says of 3 Pierce. It declares that G Pierce is “accused of 
selling his vote on the Corporation Commission to APS in return for money to support his son Justin.” 
“Say no to this secret plan by saying no to Justin Pierce,” the mailer states. The reverse side of the mailer 
alleges that “Justin Pierce is bought and paid for by APS, just like his father, Gary Pierce.” Conversely, the 
mailer touts Cardon as representing “honest, conservative values.” The Arizona Free Enterprise Club has 
spent about $660,000 to help 3 Pierce so far in the secretary of state‘s race, and is widely presumed to 
be simply a pass-through for money from APS, something the company will not confirm or deny. G Pierce 
has repeatedly denied exchanging his vote for APS assistance to his son’s campaign. In  a statement 
issued this afternoon, J Pierce accused Cardon of “stoop[ing] to a new low” and said the accusations are 
‘100 percent false.” A copy of the mailer can be viewed in the “documents“ section. 
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Exhibit 19 



How Long Will the Commission Stall Before 
Downloading Bob Stump’s Cell Phone? 

JULY 15,2015 BY CHECKS AND BALANCES PROTECT 

LEAVE A COMMENT 
(HTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTECT.ORG /AUTHOR / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTI 

JHTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTECT.ORG / 2015 / 07/ 15 / HOW-LONG-WILL-THE- 
COMMISSION-STALL-BEFORE-DOWNLOADING-BOB-STUMPS-CELL-PHONE / # RESPOND) 

(https: / / checksandba .015/07 /iodv *ich.ipg) 
Arizona Corp. Commission Executive Director Jody Jerich 

It’s been one month since we learned that Bob Stump, former chairman of the Arizona 
Corporation Commission (ACC), ”routinely deleted” text messages on his government-funded 
cell phone “not long after he received them.” 

Through our public records counsel, Dan Barr, we informed the Commission that despite the 
deletions, Stump’s text messages could probably still be found on his phone’s hard drive. We 
proposed a leading, Valley-based electronics forensic expert who is on the state-approved vendor 
list. But that suggestion was ignored. We then proposed Detective Kathy Enriquez of the Phoenix 
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Police Department, certified as an expert by the Dept. of Homeland Security, Mobile Digital 
Investigations program. Two weeks ago, the Commission’s outside counsel, David Canteline, 
rejected our suggestion of Det. Enriquez. 

Commission Executive Director Jody Jerich asked the Arizona Dept. of Public Safety for help, but 
they turned her down. Last week, Jerich is reported to have changed her mind and asked Phoenix 
Police Chief Joseph Y ahne for permission to allow Det. Enriquez to perform the download of the 
phone. 

But still no answer 

Jerich has stated she is concerned that the phone’s ”chain of custody” not be violated. However, 
the phone needs never to leave the sight of Ms. Jerich or her designate, so the chain of custody 
need never be in question. The entire process can be videotaped. Det. Enriquez has offered to take 
the day off to download the phone. 

Why the delay? 

Three big facts hang over the entire situation: 

1. Checks and Balances Project has uncovered comDelline. circumstantial evidence 
{http: / / checksandbalancesproiect.org /2015 / 07 / 08 /readers-tip-further-decreases- 
commissioner-bob-stumps-credibilihr / )that Commissioner Stump might have been illegally 
coordinating the August 26,2014 GOP primary election with key dark money electoral scheme 
players. The roster includes: ACC then-candidates now Commissioners Forese and Little, their 
campaign manager Alan Heywood, dark money electoral groups, and Arizona Public Service 
(APS). If true, this could be a violation of campaign election laws. 

provided by the Commission in response to our records request, Ms. Jerich began loohng for 
outside counsel on April 23,2015 - the day after receiving a request from Checks and Balances 
Project attorney Dan Barr for Stump’s complete cell phone records. 

3. As the Arizona Republic editorial board recently pointed out, the ACC could use its subDoena 
powers (http: / / www.azcentral.com /story /opinion / editorial / 2015 / 07 / 04 / am-arizona- 
corporation-commission/29649101/ 1 to demand APS to open its books for a review of any 
dark money electoral spending. 

2. According to an eniail with the subject, ”Brewing legal dispute - public records request,” 

What was Bob Stump texting about with Forese, Little, Heywood, dark money captains Mussi and 
Noble, and APS’s Lockwood? If there is nothing on the phone and nothing to hide, then why the 
foot-dragging and delay? 

Scott Peterson is executive director of the Checks and Balances Project, a national watchdog blog that seeks 
to hold government officials, lobbyists, and corporate management accountable to the public. Funding for  
C&BP cornesfiom pro-clean energy philanthropies and donors. 

FILED UNDER ARIZONA, BLOG, CAPTURED REGULATORS TAGGED WITH ALAN 
HEYWOOD, ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION, ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE, 
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COMMISSIONER BOB STUMP, COMMISSIONER DOUG LITTLE, COMMISSIONER TOM 
FORESE, TODY TERICH 

Reader’s Tip Further Decreases Commissioner Bob 
St urn p’s Cred i bi I ity 

JULY 8,2015 BY CHECKS AND BALANCES PROTECT 

LEAVE A COMMENT 
(HTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTECT.ORG / AUTHOR/ CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTTI 

(HTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROlECT.ORG / 2015 / 07 / 08 / READERS-TIP-FURTHER- 
1 

(htbs: / / checksandbalaiwesproiect.files.wordpress.com / 2015 / 07 / man-textingipg) 

Newly uncovered information based on a tip from a reader shows that not only was former 
Chairman Bob Stump of the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) texting with four key 
players in the dark money electoral scheme prior to the August 26,2014, primary election, he was 
also in contact with Alan Heywood - the campaign manager of pro-utility candidates Tom 
Forese and Doug Little. 

In fact, the day after Stump exchanged a last text message with Sean Noble, who in the past 
has served as a conduit for the Koch Brothers (http: / / www.mopublica.org/ article / the-dark- 
monev-man-how-sean-noble-moved-the-kochs-cash-into-politics-and-~aZ dark money 
network, Stump exchanged 18 texts in just 24 hours with Heywood. 

Then, his texts with the other central players soon stopped. According to Stump’s text message 
log (htb: / / checksandbalancesmoiect.ors: / 2015 I06 / 30 / text-messaee-log-provides-new-insizhts- 
into-stump-contacts / ), the following day, he texted for the last time with Scot Mussi, president of 
the Arizona Free Enterprise Club and candidate (now Commissioner) Forese. Several days later, 
Stump stopped texting with his Arizona Public Service liaison, Barbara Lockwood, for nearly two 
months. 
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This was one month before the primary - what could be plenty of time to flush money into the 
campaigns of winning candidates Forese and Little. The ultimate origins of more than 75% of the 
spending on the ACC race (http: / I azcapitoltimes.com /news /2014 / 11 / 03 / az-corp-comm- 
spendin~-75-percent-dark-monev / # ixzz3fG5Av5EY) that benefited Forese and Little has been a 
secret. But it should be noted that Noble’s largest client last year was Arizona Public Service. 

We charted the texting frequency below, and the distribution pattern hardly looks like what you 
would expect for arranging a social function, unless Stump was planning something like a small 
wedding with just these six people attending: 

Ihttps: / / checksandbalancesproiect.files.wordpress.com/ 2015 I07 / text-e;raphic-small.ipe;) 
(July 7-Aug~st 16,2014) 

(May 5-December 29,2014) 
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Arizona election law prevented candidates Forese, Little, and their campaign manager Heywood 
from directly coordinating with AI‘S, the Free Enterprise Club, and the Koch network. But it 
appears that Stump may have been doing it for them - communicating with the dark money 
electoral funders, APS, the candidates, and, now we know, their campaign manager. 

This new information about Heywood deepens suspicions that the former Chairman may well 
have been at the very center of a dark money electoral scheme to elect pro-APS, anti-solar 
Republicans. If true, Stump’s actions may be a violation of Arizona election law. 

Criticism of Publishing Text Log 

Our decision to publish Bob Stump’s full text log, a public record provided to us by the 
Commission in response to our March 11 records request, has not been without criticism (here 
fhtb: / /www.azcentral.com /storv/monev /business /2015 /06 /30 /readator-savs-nonprofit- 
invading-familys-mivacy / 29542465 / 1 and here 
fhtb: / / www.azcentral.com / storv / laurieroberts /2015 / 07 / 01 / stump-decries-publishinr-private- 
phone-numbers I29570035 / 1). Commissioner Stump has blamed us for his failure to have the ACC 
staff redact purely personal contacts - which we didn’t seek, didn’t want, and have no way to 
identify - and for his choice to conduct public business via text messages on his cell phone. Our 
offer to Stump to remove the purely personal contacts stands. ACC outside counsel, David 
Cantelme, has not sent those personal contacts, as he committed to doing. 

All that said, our invitation to C&BP readers to identify others on the list has paid off. And, the 
results aren’t helpful to Commissioner Stump’s credibility. 

Remember that when the news first broke of Stump’s extensive texts 
[http: / / checksandba1ancesproiect.org; / 2015 / 05 / 20 / bob-stumps-text-messages-support- 
whistleblowers-allera tion-that-arizona-corDoration-commissioner-knew-of-dark-monev- 
scheme / l, Stump asserted the contacts were of a nature that was either personal or universal, i.e., 
he texts with everyone. Stump now-famously said: 

“We have been t y i n g  for months t o  coordinate a double-date to  the Phoenix Symphony.” 

This dismissal line is now considerably harder to make, thanks to sources who provided us with 
names matching up to a dozen additional numbers on the full logs. 

Heywood’s Phone 

Heywood’s cell phone number was wrongly identified in a recent post as belonging to Investment 
Prime, where he is President and CEO. He is also chairman of the Arizona Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry. We confirmed through multiple sources that the number is Heywood’s personal 
cell. Another number previously labeled as Investment Prime we now know belongs to former 
ACC Chair Gary Pierce - a business associate of Heywood. 

Unnecessary Taxpayer Expenses 

The Commission has subpoena authority to ask Verizon for the content of the text messages. Any 
one of the five commissioners could do so today,fvee ofcharge. Instead, Stump and the ACC have: 
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= Hired a high-priced lawyer, David Cantelme, to obfuscate the right by law of public access to 

Contracted a high-profile public relations firm, Marson Media, to represent the ACC after 
public records for a cost in May alone of $5,428. 

firing its staff spokesperson Rebecca Wilder. 
Hired the mediation firm of Scott, Skelley and Muchmore to ”supervise” the download of text 
messages - assuming they haven’t been tampered with - at the cost of $475 per hour. 
Secured the Arizona Dept. of Public Safety’s forensic unit to do the cell phone exam. 

Public Accountability 

The revelation about Commissioner Stump’s 18 texts with Alan Heywood during same period of 
a flurry of text activity with Scot Mussi, Tom Forese, Doug Little, Sean Noble and Barbara 
Lockwood raises obvious questions about Commissioner Stump’s actions that must be 
answered. Members of the public should demand answers from the four other Corporation 
Commissioners as to whether they are concerned about Commissioner Stump’s conduct, and if so, 
what they plan to do about it. All of them have subpoena power to get to the bottom of these 
questions if they desire to discover the truth. 

Scott Peterson is execiitive director of the Checks arid Bnlaiices Project, n nntioml watchdog blog thnt seeks 
to hold govermient ofjcinls, lobbyists, mid corpornte nintrqerneizt nccortrztnble to the public. Funding for  
C&BP comes froin prO-ch72 eizergj pliilnnthropies mid donors. 

FILED UNDER ARIZONA, BLOC, CAPTURED REGULATORS TAGGED WITH ALAN 
HEYWOOD, ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION, ARIZONA FREE ENTERPRISE CLUB, 
BOB STUMP, COMMISSIONER BOB STUMP, DAVID CANTELME 

The Checks and Balances Project 
Blog at WordPress.com. The Enterprise Theme. 
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Arizona Corporation Commissioner Bob 
Stump’s Top Aide Goes to APS 

SEPTEMBER 3,2015 BY CHECKS AND BALANCES PROTECT 

LEAVE A COMMENT 
(HTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTECT.ORG /AUTHOR / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTI 

(HTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTECT.ORG / 2015 / 09 / 03 / ARIZONA-CORPORATION- 
COMMISSIONER-BOB-STUMPS-TOP-AIDE-GOES-TO-APS I #RESPOND) 

(https: / / checksandbalancesproject.fi1es. wordpress.com / 2015 
Amanda Ho 

/09 / amanda-ho.jpg) 

Bob Stump’s Policy Advisor Amanda Ho has resigned from the Arizona Corporation Commission 
and is going to work for Arizona Public Service (APS). Wonder how that came about? 

We thought she didn’t know anyone over there. 

On March 11,2015, we sent our first records request to Commissioner Stump, and asked to see 
”public records that relate to communications by yourself [and] Policy Advisor Amanda Ho.. . 
about solar energy or net metering in Arizona with any representatives of Arizona Public Service 
Company or Pinnacle West Capital Corporation.” Our request covered the 17 months of two rate 
cases. 
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But Ms. Ho had no relevant ernails with APS. This was during the time period when, under her 
boss the chairman's leadership, Arizona became the first state to establish a nionthly charge for 
APS rooftop solar customers. 

She had no text messages with APS either. Although we know she and her boss, Bob Stump, 
exchanged 609 texts during the 17 month period. 

[httos: / / checksandbalancesproiect.files.wordpress.com / 2015 / 09 I acess- 
denied.jp&And as far her calendar was concerned, Ms. Ho - or someone - 
had a field day with a black marking pen. When we counted up the 
number of her meetings that were illegally redacted or hidden from the 
public, out of a total of 515 meetings, 166 were blacked out - 32%. 

On August 5, we sent a letter to the Commission and pointed out that under Arizona Public 
Records Law § 39-121.01(D)(2 (http: / / www.azleg.state.az.us / ars / 39 /00121-01.hbm)), you cannot 
simply black out meetings but instead must provide an index of records or categories of records 
that have been withheld from your calendar and the reasons the records or categories of records 
have been withheld. 

The response was definitive: 

fhttm: / / checksandbalancesm-oiect.files.wordmess.com / 2015 / 09 / ho-Dersonal-meetinsrs.iq$ 

Who spends a third of their time at work on personal business? Will she be allowed to do that at 
APS? 

Scott Peterson is executive director of fizc Checks mid Bnlnnces Project, n nntioiral watchdog blog that seeks 
to hold g-ovevizment officials, lobbyists nizd covpornte mnnngement accountnble to the pziblic. Fztnding for  
C&BP comes from pro-clean energy plriln71 tliroyies m d  donors. 

FILED UNDER ARIZONA, BLOG TAGGED WITH AMANDA €30, APS, ARIZONA 
CORPORATION COMMISSION, ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE, COMMISSIONER BOB STUMP 

Blog at WordPress.com. 
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STAMPSTrUIIPEDE.ORG 

ABOtlT THE FLOG 

Egalitarianism - -A belief in 
hiiman eqiiality espwiull> 
with respect to sorinl, political 
atid ecrrnomir affairs. 

' f i e  itiiid eagle was C~IOSPII 

.June 20, 178a its thr eniiilein 
of the t Jn i t4  St;itt:s of 
hmeik,  because of i ts  !OIlg 

life, grral strength and 
majestic looks. 

The inubility <)$the fiberui 
rlnss io acldrms trur rrulity 
leaves Lhv diseriii-uiichised 
open to n~:inipul:ition by 
demagognes. -Chris Ht-dgcs 

First they ignore you, then 
they laugh ai ).(lo, I hen they 
fight you, then you win. I- 
Mahatma Ghandi 

FRIDAY, XNZ.  %6,aoi5 

AZ Corporation Comniission BLINKED! 
I h t d  today. thc Aiiiona Corporation Commksion, in its ongoing effort to avoid having 
thcz light of ~ctoiint;ll,ility stlined on the diibioiis conduct of Trash Rurner Rob Stump, 
has rwntinucd to resist efioi.ts to demand draw to Stlimp's governmc-nt-lixnc1e.d cc.11 
plinn(' 

Slime-dog millionaire, I>avid C:intelmc+, outside cotinsel to the ACC, hs, heretofore 
rreativel>- danced around the clear aiid emphatic spirit and lettrr of the law. Last 
Friday. Checks & Kalances Project counsel L)an Barr sent the ACC a final demand 
it*ttcr. 

Says CkBP attorncy Dan Barr: "It wrmld have been far easier for 
Commissioner Stitmp to comply with his legal dntics undnr the I'tildic 
l<ecords Law had he used his Coiporation Comm 
instead of tmting on his privaw phone and then apparently deleting many 
of those tests sonil aftrrward. Neverthrless, thosc text messages are sti l l  on 
['ommissioner Stimp's phone. 'I'he Corporation Commission has two 
rhoires and only two choices. Either it will comply with thc Puldic 
Itecorcis I.aw and give us access to Commissioner Stump's phone so we can 
cixtract those tixts that are public records from it or we will get a court to 
order them to do so." 

01' course, hoping to suggest tht. ACC doesn't have such a weak position on refusing lo 
disclose or cooperate, Cantetmt: w-aited until the proverbial dewnth hour to responcl. 

position despite the characteristic amnbigi1it.y of expressions and glaring misdirection. 

Suffirc? it lo say that your June 19 lettw failed to :iddress the fact that thc 
Lrglslatiirc~ never in tmded that all public records wonld be kept 
pcimanently. Kathrr,  in A.K.S. 9 41-151.12 ( A ) b )  it delegated to the State 
Library Director authority to adopt retention schedules, which she has 
donr. 

the language in his response clearlt- rt?w.nls the weakness of thn ACC 

That. my friends, in the conlwt  in whirh Ckntelme used it, is pure? bullshit. I k m  a 
previous blog post here. the Statc 1.ilxaxy Director addressmi what C!autc+ime hopes 
nobody rt,menil)Prs. 

7. \.\.'tiat is the retention for any records that are involved in 
litigation? We a r e  not always notified whrn the litigation ends so this is 
crrating rmnfusion. During the course of nnunublic i*ecor& 
rt?crur?st. litigation, nudil or governnienl investigation, the 
tleshwction qf any wwcsponding records needs to be placed on 
hold. 

'r C'antdme points oiit what hc wan& rmdels t o  believe is thP error of 
a t  least of Dan t3aiYs interpretations of A% Public Iterords i ~ w ) ,  t h t  

slimcwhg says. in wsenw. there's no point in LIS going tit for tat with letters back and 
forth. 

't'hat said, thcre i s  n o  point in 11s engaging in a contintling "battle of 
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Steve Muratore 

Add to circles 

,,xtw. gm 
131 have nrc in $ e < .  
circles Oll 

End Prohibition, Medicate 
i~esponsibly 

hi- this diymte in <I pixtical manni'i, it we c'in, short of 'I 

0 1  conise, he docsn't jus t  want 10 wm<* out and sav. "vou've backed 11s into a r m n a  
and the only way out tor us  i s  to try tu suggest a way to comph whilc still ilcspei atc.11 
holrlmg on to a modicitm of dignitv." Brcausc, naturally, ncither he nor Llic 
Stiimpmet~tw wen comes elow to having an) dignity rcniaming 

?he best hc can do i s  snggcst what Barr demanded last week Ihwver ,  Cdntdme 
appe:trs onizilhng lo have C&NP counsel p r w x ~ t  ~\Iicn thr A(:(' forensic c ~ p e r t  checks 
tu! recovc~rablc text mrssages. Onr r ~ n  only surmise t h r  piirposc i s  Cantelme's hopes 
and effort to control the? p r o r ! ~  and ohcnic~ rvh:hat(w~ i s  found on Stump's phone as 
niitch as possible. 

'The ACC letter says that on Rlonday (June 29) they will start calling retircd judges to 
scc' if t h q  can find one willing to oversee the process. Then they'll try to find a forrnsic 
expert. The onfygood thing, as I sw it, in the letter i s  that they indicate Stump's cell 
phone has been confiscated for saf&eeping and Stump issued a ncw one. 

f have to wondilr if Stumpy has been instructed to take a refreshw ( w m e  in ethics and 
piiblic rec.ords responsibilities. (loops, nccording to the National Confeiwice of State 
I,cy,islatuics, Arkma not only appears to he iiefic<ent in statutory framework for 
keiyxng yiildi(~ officials on the straight and narrow, but atso does not c'wn have an 
ethics commission. 

In Arizona Revised Statutes, Title 41 estab1isht.s t h e  framework for how- state 
guvernmctnt is to tipemtc.. A search of Title 41 on the word "ethics" only returned ONli 
rcxlixrenrx-. A.K.S. 5 41-1279.01 requires the Auditor General to be a CPA and subject LO 
ethical standards of the profkssion. 

Title $3, on I'ublic Officers and Employees, however, doesn't have much more than 
that. 5 :+gig savs carh 1 
currently the sand fn+gisl 
. s own ethics rnles. Title 

re (each 2-year bmi, is considered :I ncw IC 
in office and will be untit Jannary 2017) ge 
wis Public 1JLilities and Carriers. 'I'he first ten 

'ritli? 40 are spwifically about the Corporation Commission. S 
Title 4 0  retrirned NO refermces. Apparently: ncitliing in statute appnars lo 

gi)wrn tht. ethics of Corporation Commissioners. 

But 1 t1igrc.ss 

'Thr Attorney General's Offiw has an orientation handimok ibr pubiic i-rfficials. The 
proilem with that is  w-hose name is on it: Tom I-forne, who was lrnowrn for his dnf'icient 
practices when it came to ethics. 

'The first slatemriit in the handbook IS about state ethics policy. Yet discc~ning readeix 
may be ablo to recogniee that a rtxfwence only i-0 a 1992 session law (a bi11 that 
and enaetecl biit did not change anything in statutes), in the wake of LGSCAM7 
ha\v loopholes big cnongh to fly a 74: carrying a S p c r  Shuttle through. 

~ 

11 is the public policy ofthis state that all pitblic officers and ~niployees ol 
this state shalt disc1iarj.y thcir public, ditties in full compliance with 

ble laws concerning ethicai mncinct. To cnsiire that state pnhlic 
and cmployees know thc standards of conduct agninst which their 

actions will br- nieasured, information shall be provided to state 
drparimonts, agencies, boardsl rrrinmissions and councils on compliancc 
iviLh laws on ethics ...." 1 ~ ~ 9 2  :biz. Sess. Inws, rh 134. $1. 

It sw~ids intimidating ... well, a t  least ~ C J  new officials and empioy'ces. 13irt ol)viously, 
not tmoiigh trt motivate 'Yrash Burner Bob to conduct himself within rrasotm1,le ethical 
bounthrics. A few paragraphs later ... 

'Transgressions, whether intentional or negligent, may have devastating 
proftxkmal and personal i*ixmqiiences and harm the integrity of the 
State. 

'They MAY- ... lint then again, lhvy may not? If i t  rmlly- was the case, 'i'rash B ~ i r n ~ r  Sob 
oping for ilPS to hirt* him. If it was that 

spell them out. 
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I,t,f's see if'any bold ;ind daring meinl,er(s) of the 1egisIatur.c.. or  local rorpora te media 
wr*ognize the deficieiwp and bcgin lo address it. But I calltiion against anyone holding 
their hrrath until tltc legislature fKes these deficiencies. 

Scott Peterson, csec. director or the Checks and Balances Project rel~ascui this 
staternent today, 

Only 11 da-ys ago, the Cfimrnission insisted that the law didn't require them 
to make Bob Stump's text messages public, and anyway, the 1e.e messages 
didn't exist. No%- they have a new idea: they choose their own forensic 
expert, who would be able to select exactly what he or she is instructed to 
download. Ajudge they select would supervise, and the Commission would 
deliver the results. 

That's not enough. Each side's expert should be allowd to do their own 
do\\nloa&, SO thcre is no question allerwnrd aboid fairness and that the 
citizens ofArizona can Be reassured that piiblic rrrords haw not been 
hidden from view." 

1 Camlnrlll 

1, . .  . .  
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Arizona GOP runs interference for Bob Stump ... and 
APS? 

Laurie Roberts, The Republic 1 azcentra1.com 9:53 a.m. MST.Ju]Y 23, 2015 LAURIE ROBERTS 

Clearly, Arizona Public Service must be worried. 

Which means that the Arizona Corporation Commission must be worried. 

Which means that the Arizona Republican Party is up nights ... really, really worried. 

Thus comes the state GOPs campaign to discredit those who are nosing around trying to figure out just how 
cozy Arizona's utility regulators are with Aizona's largest utility. 

This week, the party put out a web ad, dubbing the Washington D.C.-based pro-clean energy Checks and 

(Photo: David Wallaceflhe 
Republic) 

Balances Project -a leftist group pushing their radical agenda." 

And a YouTube video about the group's lawyer, entitled "Who is Dan Barr?" (scroll down to view it) 

Turns out he's a pal of Osama Bin Laden, loves criminals and Democrats and hates the police. 

Who knew? 

Still awaiting the Republican Party's attack ads on the Attorney General's Office, which this week exDanded its investiaation into connections between the 
~~ 

For those who don't know Barr, he is a longtime Phoenix attorney with one of the city's big law firms, a First Amendment expert who often represents TV 
stations and such in their efforts to uncover the stuff that government officials would rather you didn't see. 

He's also the attorney representing the Checks and Balances Project, which for months has been trying to get a look at Commissioner Bob 'the Mad 

Texter" Stump's text messages. 

The ones he sent during last year's campaign season to an APS executive. And to the head of a dark money group believed to have been secretly funded 
by APS. And to the two APS-supported commission candidates for whom the dark money group campaigned. And to the candidates' campaign manager. 

lnauirina minds would like to know iust how cozv this state reaulator is with the utilitv that he reaulates Nstorv/laurieroberts/2015/07/08/stum~-texts-raise- 
more-auestions/29873025/)- the ones whose profits he helps set. One of five who determine the size of your APS bill. 

Inquiring minds would also like to know why none of the five on the all-Republican commission - Stump, Bob Burns, Susan Bitter Smith, Tom Forese, 
Doug Little -will order APS to open its books so that we can see if it secretly spent more than $3 million to land Forese and Little seats on the 
cornmission. But I digress. 

Checks and Balances, with Barr's assistance, is putting the screws to the commission to release those texts, to determine whether Stump was helping to 

coordinate an APS campaign for Forese and Little. The commission has said it can't hand the texts over because Stump deleted them. And besides, he 
then threw out his state-issued phone because it quit working. And besides, even if the texts could be retrieved, they wouldn't be public record. 

This, according to commission attorney David Cantelme, who presumably has never seen the texts. Because they're gone. 

Or are they? 

After months of dragging its feet, the commission has finally consented to try to find someone who can retrieve the messages from Stump's new phone 
but alas, the ~ r o b e o h o n e s / 7 0 1 5 / 0 7 / 2  llbob-s-hone-attornev - -  -aeneral-a~d30491883/) before 
that could happen. This, for its own investigation into whether former Commissioner Gary Pierce was a bit too cozy with APS while he was chairman of 
the Corporation Commission. LPav not attention to the fact that APS merit $425.000 last vear to helD Attornev General Mark Brnovich elected. It isn't 

relevant. we are told.) Ustorv /laurieroberts/2015/03/~2/brnovich-a~s-cor~oration-commission-investiaate/24283837/~ 

.So now we wait. 
ACC-AR0493 
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And some of us worry. Clearly. 

Cue the Republican Party's video, complete with the inevitable spooky music: 

"What kind of person is Dan Barr. His law firm represents Osama Bin Laden's bodyguard. He defended prisoners while opposing Arizona police officers. 
Barr's so out of touch he even wanted Sen. McCain to apologize to Susan Rice over Benghazi, all while giving thousands of dollars to Democrats. Now 
Barr's attacking Bob Stump. The Republic said the attack borders on being a bully. Dan Barr, a partisan liberal pretending to be a watchdog." 

Or put another way, a bulldog attorney trying to obtain pubic records to see if the Arizona Corporation Commission is covered in APS pocket lint. 

Oh yeah, clearly somebody's worried. 

Laurie Roberts I/staff/25817/laurie-roberts) 

Columnist: Laurie Roberts IS a metro columnist for The 
Republiclazcentral.com. A wife, mother and Missoun grad who 
loves all things Arizona - even its crazy politics. &nbsp;&nbsp; 

MORE FROM LAURIEROBERTS 

irninicration reform could have saved the GOP %ani Donald 'Irunu 
[http:l/www.azcentraI. c~ii~stonrlo~inlonloV-ed/laur~erobe~~2015107123 Idonald-trunip-indepeiident- 
president-i1nmigration-reuublican130595 1434 
Laurie Roberts. The Republic 1 azcentral.com I319 PM Jul24.2015 

Another inentallv ill man with a sun. another tragedy in America 
~http:i/~w.azcentraI.com/storv/opinion/o~-ed/~au~erobe~s/~0l5~07/24/ia~ayette-movie-tlieat~r-shooti~s- 
gun-laws/3063 19031) 
Laurie Roberts, The Republic I azcentral.com I 12:45 PM Jul24,2015 

If onlv our leaders could learn from Glendale and the Covotes (httD://~.Ww.azcentral.coini~orv/opinioniou- 
ed/laurieroherts/20 1 5/07/23/eleedale-covotes-conluro1iiise-h~~cke~/30574493/~ 
Laurie Roberts, The Republic I azcentraI.com I 323 PM Jul23,2015 

See all aosts from Blous Extra (fbloolLaurieRoberts1 
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Bob Stump takes aim at watchdog (and scores a direct 
hit) 

Laurie Roberts. The Republie I azrentral.com f 44 p m. MS7 Irdj  1, 2015 LAURIE ROBERTS 

Arizona Corporation Commissioner Bob Stump is complaining about tactics used by a government watchdog 
group seeking access to his text messages. 

Stump -- who was curiously unavailable to talk with me this week about his mad texting tendencies with Arizona 
Public Service, a dark-money group believed to be funded by APS and a former APS consultant known as the 

maestro of dark money - cried foul to The ReDublic's ~/~o~/monev/business/2015/0~30/~aul ator-savs- 
non~rofit-invadina-familvs-~rivacv/29~2465fi Rvan Randazzo. I/stowlmonev/business12015/06/30/reaulator- 
~avs-non~rofit-invadina-familvs-~rivacv/29542465/) 

This, after the Checks and Balances Project on Tuesday posted online the names and phone numbers of those 
whom Stump texted most often last year, as well as a log of every phone number to which Stump sent a text 
message. 

Checks and Balances has for months been trvina to aet access to those mes saaes 

(Photo: file) 

ues/79480633/). The group - which advocates for clean energy policies and is itself 
largely funded by dark money - is asking all the right questions about what Stump was doing during the run-up to last year's election to fill two seats on 

the five-member cornmission. 

The central question: Was Stump acting as a go-between between APS, two APS-favored commission candidates, and a dark money group that is widely 
believed to have campaigned for those candidates using funds quietly supplied by APS? 

If so, that would be a no-no. 

Even if not, the sheer number of texts calls into question Stump's seemingly cozy relationship with the utility he's supposed to be regulating. 

But publishing every phone number the guy ever texted? 

I'm with Stump on this one. That was out of line and it borders on being a bully 

"li's one thing to attack a public figure," Stump told Randazzo. "I expect it. It is quite another to publish the names and numbers of his family members 
and friends, none of whom signed up for this." 

Checks and Balances executive director Scott Peterson told me on Wednesday afternoon that he's willing to remove the names and phone numbers of 
Stump's family and friends with whom he had strictly personal business. 

"We've informed (Commission attorney David) Cantelme that we'll remove any names that are improper but this is a distraction," he said. 

Sadly, I fear legislators will likely remember that Checks and Balances used the public records law to obtain those cell phone numbers. 

When it comes to public access to government records, nothing good can come from that. 

J aurie Robe* llstaff125817llaurie-robertS1. 

Columnist: Laurie Roberts is a metro columnist for The 
Republic/azcentral.com. A wife, mother and Missouri grad who 
loves all things Arizona - even its crazy politics. &nbsp;&nbsp; 
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Bob Stump’s Text Messages Support 
Whistleblower’s Allegation that Arizona 
Corporation Commissioner Knew of Dark 
Money Scheme 

MAY 20,2015 BY CHECKS AND BALANCES PROTECT 

LEAVE A COMMENT 
IHTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTECT.ORG /AUTHOR / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTE 

(HTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTECT.ORG / 2015 I05 / 20 / BOB-STUMPS-TEXT- 
MESSAGES-SUPPORT-WHISTLEBLOWERS-ALLEGATION-THAT-ARIZONA-CORPO~TION- 
COMMISSIONER-KNEW-OF-DARK-MONEY-SCHEME / #RESPOND) 

(https: / / checksandbalancesproiect.files.wordpress.com/ 2015 / 05 / stump.jpg)An analysis of the 
text message metadata of Bob Stump, former chairman of the Arizona Corporation Commission 
(ACC), reveals in the weeks leading up to the primary election on August 26,2014, Stump 
exchanged hundreds of texts with a dark money leader, an attorney tied to Arizona Public 
Service (APS), an APS executive, and the two pro-utility ACC candidates who ultimately won 
the primary and general elections. The timing and recipients of Commissioner Stump’s text 
messages may lend support to the claims of whistleblower Antonio Gill that Stump knew of the 
dark money scheme. 

The office of Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich is investigating Gill’s allegations. But 
Brnovich has recused himself (httD: / / www.l2news.com /storv / brahm- 
resnik / 2015 / 03 / 04 / 12news-arizona-a~-brnovich-whistleblower-investi~ation / 24395679 / ) after 
receiving significant help from APS in his election. 
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The two winning ACC candidates, Republican Commissioners Tom Forese and Doug Little, ran 
against two pro-solar Republicans, Vernon Parker and Lucy Mason supported by TUSK (”Tell 
Utilities Solar Won’t be Killed). Parker and Mason expressed their belief before the primary that 
APS was donating; to the Arizona Free Enterprise Club 
Ihtb: / / www.azcentral.com / storv / monev /business I2014 /07 / 10 / candidates-nush-ans- 
involvement-campaign / 12499335 / to support their opponents. The utility has not denied 
involvement with the campaign. 

Arizona Free Enterprise Club 

Ihtbs: / / checksandbalancesproiect.files.wordpress.com / 2015 I05 /join- 
the-club.iperr)New information uncovered by Checks and Balances Project 
records requests reveal that Stump has exchanged 100 texts with Scot 
Mussi, president and sole board member of the Arizona Free Enterprise 
Club. His organization was a birr spender in electing; Little and Forese 

{htttx / / www.azcentral.com / storv /news / arizona / politics /2014 /08 / 03 / arizona-free-entermise- 
monev-election-season / 13537793 / ), and was second only to another dark money group, Save Our 
Future Now. 

Others whom Stump texted with in the weeks before the important primary election were Garry 
D. Hays, an attorney affiliated with APS’s Arizona Solar Deplovment Alliance 
(http: / / azcapitoltimes.com /news / tag / arizona-solar-deplovment-alliance / and Barbara 
Lockwood, APS’s General Manager for Regulatory Policy and Compliance. 

{https: / / checksandbalaneesproject.files.wordpress.com / 2015 I05 / small-chart.@& 

As Commissioner Stump received reimbursement for his Verizon cell phone on which he sent and 
received text messages, if he was organizing funding for Little’s and Forese’s campaigns, was he 
involved in illegal electioneering using public funds? 

Secrets Uncovered 

~ ~ 
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What is the content of Stump’s text messages with Mussi, Hays, Lockwood, and the two 
commissioners? We hope to find out very soon. According to a Verizon senior customer 
representative, if the text messages are subpoenaed by an attorney, and a judge agrees, the entire 
text of the messages will be provided. 

Overall, Stump sent or received 36,762 texts during a 17-month period from roughly July 2013 
to March 2015 - the most contentious period of solar debate in Arizona. 

In previous posts, Checks and Balances Project has demonstrated: 

Stump used personal email for public business 
(http: / / checksandba1ancesproiect.orlz / 2015 /05 / 07 / bob-stump-of-arizona-corporation- 
commission-used-personal-email-for-Dublic-business-durin~-hottest-period-of-solar- 
debates / 1. 
Stump met remlarlv with top APS executives 
(http: / / checksandba1ancesproject.orp / 2015 / 05 / 05 / arizona-cautured-remlators-controversv- 
grows / 1 who are registered as lobbyists. 

[httm: / /www.linkedin.com /pub/ barbara-lockwood /4a / la8 / 119L who even went so far as 
to warn him about the pro-solar TUSK group’s phone bank for the two pro-solar GOP 
candidates. 

. Stump had a chummy email relationship with APS’s Barbara Lockwood 

During an earlier two-month period - October through November 2013 - when Arizona 
became the first state (http://www.utilitydive.com/news/arizona-sets-first-roofto~-solar-fee-in- 
us/195159h to establish a monthly utility fee for residential rooftop solar customers, Stump sent 
or received 7,832 text messages. That’s an average of 70 text messages per day! Who was he 
texting with during this period? We may know soon. 

As part of our Captured Requlators Initiative 
(http: / / checksandbalancesuroiect.org / 2015 / 02 / 25 / checks-and-balances-project-launches- 
captured-regulators / L Checks and Balances Project is scrutinizing the actions of public utility 
commissioners in several states. Electric utilities around the nation are now attempting to 
replicate Arizona’s historic rooftop solar fee in a wave of attacks on net metering. But does that 
effort by utilities benefit the overwhelming majority of consumers who want low-cost solar 
Jhttp: / / www.zogbyanalvtics.com /news / 571-americans-overwhelminelv-support-extending- 
renewable-energy-incentives-says-national-poll) or the financial interests of government- 
supported monopoly utili ties? 

Scott Peterson is executi-oe director of the Checks and Balances Project, a national watchdog that seeks to 
hold government oficials, lobbyists and corporate inanagement accountable to tke public. Funding for 
C&BP comes from pro-clean energy plzilnnthropies and donors. 
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Arizona election regulators have taken note of re(-ords showing rhat Corporation Commissioner Bob Slump was in regular 
contact with the campaigns of candidates he supported and a "dark money"group that helped get them elected, and they 

want to see atid inspect those records tlwmselves. 

The Arizona Citizens Clean Election Commission has asked i j_r 

non-profit advocacy organization, for copies of text message logs and communications in order to determine whether a 
further investigation is warranted. 

Coordinarion between candidate campaigns and independerit expenditure groups is illegal. While the conimt~nication 
logs do not include message content, Tom Colltns. the executive director of the Clean Elections Commission, said his office 
wants to see che togs, p a r t i c ~ ~ a r ~ y  given rhe riming of the coi~in!uf~ir.aciofis. 

Ac~ording to the text metadata, Stump used a phone paid for 
ext?cutive director of Arizona Free Enterprise Club, a 5011c:(dj nanpmfit  dark money group, while also texting with 
Republican Corporation Commission candidates Torn 

place tn~hile Mussi's g r w p  was i r  

, a Washington, D.C.-based ~ 0 ~ ( c ) ( 4 ~  

the Corporation Commi~s~on to text with Scot Mussi, the 

and Doug Little, AS well as their caimpaigii iiianager. The 
iridle of a raughly Y161,OOU ad campaign aimed a 

The togs detail texts sent to and frorn Stump bet'ween May 2014 and March of this year, and were obtained as part of a 
ptlbkii I eifi-di i trjUC?"a by 

Becatise Forese and Little used the 
finance oversight and regulation th 

* On July 23, 2014, Mussi's group spent $97,000 tm mailers for Forese and Little. 

* On July 24, 2014, Stump and Mussr rraded eight rex:%, and Sturrip and Liirle exchanged ?7 text messages 

* Oi-~july 25,2014, Srump exchanged :E re 

had not rexted one another since ar least prior to May 7 ,  2014. 

svstern, they are subject to more stringent campaign 

d i t h  Alar? Hepvvcod, the campaign manager for Forese and Little. The two 

That evening and the next morining, Stiiriip and PAussr texte!l again five tirrrcs. Srtimp and Forese rexted four rimes. 
* On Jtily 28, ZG14, Mwsi's grotips spetit another 854,OiiO on iiwileis for Forese and Little. 

1 Mwsi and Stump didn't text agairi w i i i i l  Nommbrr. By \he end of the ratnpaigii, Arizona Free Enterprise Ciub spent 

approximately $450,000 to help Forese and Little. 

* Stump and Hcywood texted each other three iii'iie?. o w  day in ..id-August, but not again until at least after March 'I 1, 

201 5. 

"The Checks & Balances report, and some of the reporting of it, discusses the com~nunicar~on among a set of people char 
includes an independent expenditure gt O $ J ~  and w o  parFiCii,ating mndidares," Collins sai 
$1 61,000 experiditurel there's a nexus appai-enr!y betweeii rhese three or four people." 

Kory Langhofer, an elections attorney witli Brr;winstein tiyatt Far ber Schreck, said coirirnunications among Srump, Mussi, 

Forese, Little and their campaign manage: could raise ques!ions about coordination that may have run afoul of campaign 
idws. Proving it, though, is difficult, Langf-rofer- said. 

"It has to be really ipccifrc. It's not whethei 
prove, by a preponderance (ofthe evidenc 
independer-it expenditure group vv'as affecred by information conveyed by the campaign, regardless of wlio it was passed 

through,"' Langhofer said. 

Around i t i t s  time (of rhe 

?e information ivas passed back and forth, but whether someotie can 
la! an eqx?ndicure n-lade by Free Enterprise Club or sonif: other 

Cornniunications would need io be significan: to the car??pdign and the independent expenditure committee i.anghofer 
t?xplain.;d. and ir wiould have ro !ead to actiun by :he irtdepei-idemt expenditure comrnrt:ee. 
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"We're starting from the question of, 'Is there  something to  loi-ik at here?"' Collins said. 'We would like to see the 
~ ~ o : i i m e n ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ n  that the%? rep 
questions about this." 

In the case thar Collins d e d e s  to probe the Issue further, candidates would be asked specific questions about their 
commun~catioi~s. If fhe responses warrant further action, Collins could recommend a full investigation into the matter to 
the five Clean Elections cominis~ioner~, who would vote on wherher to formally investigate. 

Attorney General Mark Brnn\iicli IS currently i ~ v e s t i ~ a ~ i n g  a wiristlebloi/ver roniplaint filed with his office in February thar 
alleges Stump and former Corporation Coinmissioner Gary Pierce facilitated electioneering from inside the commission. 

"I don't think it's extraordinary. In faci, it's prudent to contact the source of these reports and ask for the documentation 
they can provide," Collins said. 

Stump has said the text messages are nothing more than normal communication among friends and professional 
acquaintances. In an email responding to questions ahour the text logs, Stump said he and Mussi have been friends for 
years. 

'We have had lunch on several occasions this past year, and we have been trying for months to coordinate a double-date 
to  the Phoenix Symphony," Stump said of the texts. '*I would never have engaged in any inappropriate discussions 
regarding Scot's political work." 

bdzed on, then make a ~udgment about whether we need to ask anyone else more 

Stump texts 
with 
campaign and 
"dark money" 
group during 
spending blitz 

I Arizona Free ~ n t e ~ ~ ~  
Ciub c a ~ ~ a l g ~  
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Clean Elections to review utility regulator's texts 
Ryan Randauo,The Repnblic azcentral.com Y 45p m MST M p  22,2015 

APS, one of Arizona's most powerful corporations, is widely believed to be spending large amounts of 

money anonymously to influence several races. The company will neither confirm nor deny its 

spending. But it could face political fallout. 12 News 

Arizona's election regulators are looking into the text-message dust-up involving a utility regulator who before 
the 2014 election exchanged hundreds of messages with candidates and a political group who were not 

supposed to talk with one another. 

Bob Stump served as chairman of the Arizona Corporation Commission at the time. Republicans Tom Forese 
and Doug Little were running for office and benefiting from independent groups advertising on their behalf. 

(Photo. David WallaceiThe 
Repubtic) Such advertising is allowed as long as candidates don't coordinate with the campaigns 

An investigation into Stump's text messages found he communicated often with both the candidates and the head of one of the independent political 

groups supporting them. 

RELATED: Phone records show close contact between reaulator. APS and 'dark monev' ~/storv/monev/business/2015/05/21/~hone-records-show-close- 
contact-reaulator-aos-dark-monev/27699025/~ 

ROBERTS: ACC con/ with APS? Sav it isn't so! f/storv/laurieroberts/2015/05/21 /a~s-bob-stum~-text-messaaes-dark-monev/27711891/~ 

Stump also texted often with an official from Arizona Public Service Co., the utility widely believed to have contributed to the political groups supporting 
Forese and Little. 

The two won their elections and are among the five regulators who set APS rates. 

APS won't comment on whether it donated to the political groups. Political spending by such groups is referred to as "dark money" because the groups' 
donors don't have to be disclosed. 

Forese and Little ran their campaigns with public money from the Citizens Clean Election Commission, which is looking into the matter because it could 
indicate violations of campaign rules. 

The Clean Elections Commission requested Stump's phone logs from the Checks and Balances Project, a non-profit that first reDorted 
fhtt~://checksand balances~roiect.ora/2Ol5/05/20/bob-stum~s-text-messaaes-su~~ort-whistie blowers-alleaation-that-a~zona-cor~oration-commissioner- 
knew-of-dark-monev-scheme/) on Stump's texts this week. 
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"Essentially, there is a nexus among those four people," said Thomas Collins, the Clean Elections Commission's executive director. "As a preliminary 
matter, I think it is prudent for us to ask the folks who produced this report if they are willing to share with us the source documents of the report they put 
out." 

Collins said the review of the phone records is short of a formal campaign complaint being investigated against Forese and Little, which would require 

giving them notice and an opportunity to respond to any allegations of wrongdoing. 

The Checks and Balances Project is a Washington, D.C.-area clean-energy organization. It is investigating Stump because he served as Corporation 

Commission chairman when it allowed APS to impose a $5 average monthly fee on new solar customers in 2013. 

Stump said his messages to the candidates and the official at the political group were personal communications between friends. 

Stump texted Scot Mussi, president of the Arizona Free Enterprise Club. In June and July 2014, ahead of the Aug. 26 primary election, Stump messaged 
Mussi 46 times. 

Stump also sent about 180 texts to Forese and Lime during that time, when Forese and Little would not have been allowed to talk to Mussi about the 
money he was directing to benefit their campaigns. 

"1 would never discuss issues that the law would not allow us to discuss, so I would never have engaged in any inappropriate discussions regarding 
Scot's political work," Stump said earlier this week. "Since I never discussed with Scot his work with any (non-profit), I obviously never discussed it with 
Doug or Tom." 

The Checks and Balances Project requested the contents of those texts, but the Corporation Commission said they can't be produced from cellular 
provider Verizon Wireless. 

"Corporation Commission attorneys were told by Verizon that the content of the texts are available for only five days," commission spokeswoman 
Rebecca Wilder said Friday. 

Verizon on Friday provided the Corporation Commission an October 2013 letter it sent to Sen. Edward Markey. D-Mass., in response to his questions 
about ceilphone records and law enforcement. 

Verizon's letter said that in 2012, the company received 12,000 demands for stored text-message content. It added that the company will only release 
such data to law enforcement with a probable-cause warrant signed by a judge, if the customer consents to the release of the messages or if law 
enforcement certifies there is an emergency involving potential death or injury. 

The company also said text messages are "generally" retained for less than one week. The company declined to comment Friday on whether Stump's 
records were available. 

It's unclear whether the Clean Elections Commission would pursue a complaint without the content of the text messages. 

Collins declined to comment on what would prompt his office to advance such an investigation. 

Dan Barr, the Checks and Balances Project attorney, said the fact that the Corporation Commission did not maintain the text messages appears to be a 
violation of state public-record laws. 

"Arizona law requires you to maintain public records, and he's been using his texts to carry out public business," Barr said. "They have to retain those 
records. They are not excused from doing so by what Verizon may or may not do." 

He said the Checks and Balances Project will continue to press for the records. 

"Here's what happens when people, instead of using official e-mail accounts, conduct government business on private texts and private e-mails," Barr 
said. 

"It is really a self-created problem by Commissioner Stump and others on the commission. If he had been using his official e-mail, this wouldn't be a 
problem." 

This is not the first Clean Elections Commission issue to involve utility regulators in recent years. During their election campaigns, all five sitting 

commissioners broke the rules for campaigning with public funds. 

During their 2014 campaigns, Forese and Little each agreed to pay $1,000 fines for breaking campaign-finance laws. 
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They agreed to a settlement that said they misreported spending on campaign signs and paid signatures to get their names on the ballot. 

The three Republicans who won election to the Corporation Commission in 2012 returned about $9,600 each in public money. 

That complaint against Stump, Susan Bitter Smith and Bob Burns said the candidates used their primary-election funds for mailers that encouraged 
people to vote in the general election. 

The candidates repaid the money from the $137,800 in public funds each of them received to spend on the general election. 

In each case, Alan Heywood was the campaign manager. 

Reach the reporter af tyan.randazzo@arizonarepub/ic.com. 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cc/lSr4LOO 
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Corporation commissioner 
destroyed text messages, group 
told 

Bob Stump 

June 19, 2015 7:47 pm * By Howard Fischer Capitol Media Services Loading.. . 

PHOENIX -A watchdog group has been told it can’t examine state Corporation Commissioner 
Bob Stump’s text messages because they were deleted and the phone used to send and receive 
them was destroyed. 

The texts in question are believed to be between Stump and political candidates and the head of 
a “dark money group.” 

David Cantelme, an attorney hired by the Arizona Corporation Commission, told the group that 
the agency can’t comply because the records “do not exist” - at least not any more. He said 

9/1012015 Corporation canmissioner destroyed text messages, group tdd 
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9/10/2015 Corporation commissioner destroyed text messages, group told 

Stump “routinely deleted” messages of state business from his commission-issued phone ”once 
their administrative or reference value ended.” 

Attorney Daniel Barr, who represents the Checks and Balances Project, which wants to review the 
messages, said that practice “shows a clear disrespect and disregard for the Public Records 
Law.“ 

But Barr said what Stump did - or thought he did - doesn’t matter, saying technology is 
available to retrieve deleted information. 

Cantelme, however, said the phone Stump was using at the time - up to the 2014 election - is 
not available, because the commissioner has since opted for a more modern iPhone5. 

“His iPhone3 had deteriorated and become damaged and disabled, and he disposed of il as 
unusable after he began using the iPhone5,” Cantelme wrote to Barr. “Thus the iPhone3, first 
issued to Commissioner Stump in 2010, no longer exists.” 

Ban, however, said there’s still a way to retrieve the information. And on Friday he told the 
commission to give him access to Stump’s iPhone 5 by this coming Friday or face a lawsuit. 

“The commission can get these messages,” Scott Peterson, executive director of the Checks and 
Balances Project, said in a prepared statement. “They just don’t want anyone to see them.” 

Jodi Jerich, the commission‘s executive director, said late Friday she had just seen Barr’s demand 
and will give it “due consideration.” 

Stump did not return telephone calls seeking comment. 

Peterson said he wants the texts to determine if there was any improper activity by Stump to steer 
“dark money” into last year’s Corporation Commission race. 

The Arizona Free Enterprise Club spent more than $154,000 each to get Republicans Tom 
Forese and Doug Little nominated over GOP foes who supported solar energy. That dwarfed 
the amount each got in public financing for the primary. 

Arizona law allows outside groups to help elect candidates. And because the Free Enterprise Club 
IS incorporated as a “social weifare” organization, it need not disclose its donors. 

But in any case, Arizona law says any effort to influence an election has to be done independent 
of any candidate. 

The commission did surrender text logs it got from Verizon Wireless showing Sump exchanged 
100 texts with Scot Mussi, the group’s executive director, over the course of a year, with 46 of 

r* I 

Separately, there were 54 with Barbara Lockwood, an executive at Arizona Public Service. APS 
has not denied that it spent money to influence the outcome of last year‘s races for who sits on 
the board that regulates all investor-owned utilities. 

In a letter to Cantelme, Barr said the fact that Stump threw out his first state-issued phone does 
not end his quest. He said Stump, in transferring contacts from one phone to the next, also moved 
any “metadata,” including texts Stump believes he deleted. 

“There are two ways to destroy digital information: a sledgehammer and a blowtorch,” Barr said. 
Anything sort of that, he said, leaves the data out there. 

Then there’s the underlying question of whether Stump acted improperly in destroying, or trying to 
destroy, the messages in the first place. 

Barr said Arizona law requires officials and agencies to maintain all records “reasonably 
necessary or appropriate to maintain an accurate knowledge of their official activities and of any 
of their activities which are supported by monies from this state.” 
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Her said the fact that Stump used text messaging “does not absolve him of his legal duty to 
preserve, maintain and care for those records.” 

“All of Commissioner Stump’s text messages with representatives of entities regulated by the 
commission are presumptively public records,” Barr wrote to Cantemle. 

“The same would be true of his text exchanges with Scot Mussi .._ and then-corporation 
commission candidates Tom Forese and Doug Little during the summer and fall of 2014.” 

Cantelme, however, said the state’s own records-retention policy requires things like 
correspondence and other records to be kept ”only until their administrative or reference value 
has been served.” The same rule, he said, applies to “transitory materials.” 

“Given the nature of a text message, which ordinarily is a short or abbreviated communication, it 
is unlikely that one sent to a commissioner would qualify as anything other than general 
correspondence or transitory materials,” Cantelme said. 

”At any rate, their ‘administrative or reference value’ certainly went away months ago,“ he 
continued. “That being the case, Commissioner Stump properly deleted such text messages.” 

The battle over texts is part of a larger dispute between the solar industry and traditional utilities. 

Arizona came under scrutiny from the Checks and Balances Project after regulators approved 
requests by utilities to impose new fees on customers who get some of their power from rooftop 
solar units. Stump, then chairman of the commission, voted for fees in 2013; the Republicans 
running against Little and Forese last year were opposed. 

Barr said the log of texts between Stump and others during the primary campaign raises 
questions about whether there was illegal coordination. 

“The reason we want to get those texts is to try to answer those questions,” he said 

The 2014 election did not end the issue of fees: APS now wants the commission, now including 
the two new Republicans, to boost the amount it can charge solar customers. 

On Twitter. @azcapmedia 
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Phone logs connect Corporation Commissioner to campaigns, 
‘dark money’ and utility 
By Evan Wyloge 

Arizona Corporation Commissioner Bob Stump repeatedly communicated with the executive director of a 
“dark money” group that spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to help elect the candidates he 
backed, Wile also keeping regular contact with those candidates, their campaign manager, and a 
senior executive of the state’s largest utility, Arizona Public Service, according to recently released 
records. 

The links to Stump, vho was the Commission chairman at the time, come to light in the form of text 
message metadata obtained by Checks & Balances Project, a Washington, D.C.-based 501 (c)4 non-profit 
organization that advocates against regulatory capture and on behalf of renewable and sustainable energy 
policies. 

The text message logs come three months after a 
member alleged that Stump and former commissioner Gary Pierce facilitated electioneering from inside the 
commission. The Arizona Attorney General is still investigating those claims. 

istleblowr complaint made by a Commission staff 

While the text metadata include the phone number and time and date of each text, they do not contain the text 
message content. Checks & Balances Project Executive Director Scott Peterson said there’s now a strong 
case for obtaining the content of the texts in order to see if they contain indications of improper activity. 
Peterson said he and his attorneys are exploring the option of a subpoena to do so. 

Stump said the texts demonstrate that he has made himself accessible to stakeholders and constituents, not 
inappropriate activity. His cell phone is paid for by the commission. 

Stump’s text metadata show that betwen May 1,2014 and the March 11, 201 5, he traded 100 text messages 
with Scot Mussi, executive director of the Arizona Free Enterprise Club. The group spent roughly $450,000, 
aimed at helping elect Tom Forese and Doug Little, Republicans M o m  Stump also publicly supported. 

More than three-quarters of all the money spent in the race c me from 501 (c)4 nonpro~t ~ r ~ a n i ~ t i o n s ,  such 
as Arizona Free Enterprise Club, which are not required to disclose their donors. And all of the “dark money” 
spending vent toward helping Forese and Little. 

During the same timeframe, Stump texted with Little 192 times, with Forese 51 times, and with their campaign 
manager Alan Heywod 21 times. 

He also exchanged 56 texts with Barbara Lockwood, Arizona Public Service general manager of regulatory 
policy and compliance, while APS had pending business in front of the commission. Stump said in an email 
that the communications w r e  only ordinary business. 

He also said he and Mussi have been friends for nearly 15 years, that the two have had lunch on several 
occasions over the past year and that the communication betwen the tho is nothing but correspondence 
b e h e n  him and a friend. 
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“I would never have engaged in any inappropriate discussions regarding Scot‘s political work,” Stump wrote. 

Mussi did not respond to phone calls and emails for comment. 

Heywod said that he doesn’t recall what the text message conversations betwen him and Stump concerned, 
but said that they wouldn’t have been about campaign spending coming from Mussi’s group supporting 
Forese and Little. Heywood said other candidates whose campaigns he managed were the subject of “vicious 
and ugly attacks” from Arizona Free Enterprise Club. 

“I don’t believe I’ve ever met Scot Mussi or ever talked to Scot Mussi ... I have no idea what Bob was talking to 
him about or if he was,” Heywood said. “I’m not sure what WI? muld have been texting about back on July 25, 
but it would have had nothing to do with Free Enterprise Club or Scot Mussi.” 
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Phone records show close contact between regulator, 
APS and 'dark money' 

Ryan Randmu, The Republic I azcentral.com 9.361) m. MsTh4ay 22,2015 

APS, one of Arizona's most powerful corporations, is widely believed to be spending large amounts of 
money anonymously to influence several races. The company will neither confirm nor deny its 

spending. But it could face political fallout. 12 News 

Extensive communications between the state's top utility regulator, Arizona Public Service Co. and a non-profit 
that spent heavily on campaigns for two new regulators in 2024 have been uncovered by a non-profit clean- 
energy group. 

Debates over solar energy -and a flood of money from non-profit groups into the campaigns for those who 
sought to regulate utilities - marked the 2014 Arizona Corporation Commission election. 

(Photo. David Wallaceflhe 
Repubfie) During that time, Commission Chairman Bob Stump sent more than 50 private text messages to an APS 

executive and 46 to a political "dark money" organizer, according to the non-profit investigating the commission. 

MORE: Clean Elections to review Bob Stumu's texts I/storv/news/arizona/~olitics/2015/05/23/election-reaulators-review-utilitv-reaulators- 
texts/27830287/) 

Critics of commission members say that the regulators should not have such close contact with the utilities they oversee, and the utilities should not be 
participating in political campaigns, which could violate election laws and rules that prevent elected officials from campaigning with public resources. 

Stump, who still is in office but no longer serves as chairman, sent 56 texts to Barbara Lockwood, the general manager for regulatory policy at APS from 
July to September 2014, according to the Washington, D.C.-area Checks and Balances Project, which is largely funded by a non-profit called Renew 
American Prosperity, which supports sustainability. The primary election was Aug. 26. 

ROBERTS: ~ 

monev/27711891/) 

RELATED: Utilitv reaulator's meetina scrutinized ~/storv/monev/business/2015/05/02/whistleblower-arizona-utilitv-reaulator-meetinas-a~s- 
~crutinized/76803203Q 

APS is widely believed to have contributed to groups that supported two Republicans in the Corporation Commission race, but utility officials will neither 
confirm nor deny such contributions. 

The commission did not release the content of the text messages, but a representative of Checks and Balances, which has been investigating Stump, 
says it is continuing to press for those records, if they are available from Verizon. 
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Stump also sent about 180 texts to Republican candidates Tom Forese and Doug Little in the months ahead of the primary. Those two won election. 

Forese and Little benefited from more than $3.2 million in political advertising by independent groups. The money was spent on ads in support of Forese 
and Little and hit pieces opposing their rivals. 

That kind of independent support is legal as long as the candidates don't coordinate with the non-profit groups advertising on their behalf. Forese and 
Little said they never communicated with such groups, but the phone logs show Stump frequently texted Scot Mussi, president of the Arizona Free 
Enterprise Club. 

The Free Enterprise Club spent about $151,000 helping Forese and Little in the primary. In June and July, ahead of the primary election, Stump 

messaged Mussi 46 times, and contacted him 100 times from May 2014 through March of this year, according to Checks and Balances. 

"When you look at the text messages, and how they are grouped around the election, and grouped with Stump's communications with Forese, Little and 
Mussi ... it raises questions," said Scott Peterson, executive director of the Checks and Balances Project. 

Barbara Lockwood, general manager of regulatory policy at APS, received more than 50 texts from regulator Bob Stump from July to September 2014. (Photo: Cheryl 
Evanflhe Republic) 

Stump said he did not discuss the political campaigns with Mussi, Forese and Little, who he said are ail his friends. 

"I wasn't aware of Scot's involvement (with Free Enterprise Club) until it hit the papers," he said. "I learned when everyone else did." 

Stump said he did not recall discussing elections with Lockwood from APS, either. 

"I would note that Checks and Balances, a left-wing, dark-money group, is cherry-picking text logs to paint an absurdly distorted picture," he said. 

Stump said he sent 898 texts to a lobbyist at the Residential Utility Consumer Office, and 70 to the lobbyist at the Soulhwest Energy Efficiency Project, as 
well as 285 to a solar group. 

"It would be ridiculous for me to institute a moratorium on speaking to friends in the solar or political community at large simply because we were in 
campaign season," he said. "I continued to be in contact with representatives of SolarCity, for example, even though TUSK (a solar advocacy funded by 
SolarCity) was actively involved in the 2014 campaign for Corporation Commission." 

Forese said that throughout the campaign, he would learn what non-profit groups were supporting his campaign the same way most voters did, by 
reading the messages on the bottom of mailers. He said nobody in the Forese-Little campaign team communicated with the non-profit groups. 

"We would talk regularly about the importance of making sure we were always very rigid in our adherence to the rules to not communicate with parties we 
had found out from the bottom of fliers that they were supporting us," he said. 

Forese said Stump, a friend, was usually texting him messages of support, but not information regarding campaign funding. 
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"What would be discussed with Bob was general campaign strategy and the vast majority of it was encouragement as we got through the race," he said. 

Little said he did not know Stump and Mussi were close. 

"Bob and I would text about a variety of things during the campaign since he was endorsing us," he said. "We did not discuss any activities by the Free 
Enterprise Club either before or after the election. ... I met Scot (Mussi) once in January 2014 since he was interested in meeting me after I had declared 
as a candidate. We had coffee for about 45 minutes and discussed my background and my positions on a number of issues. That was the last time I saw 
or spoke with Scot until after the general election." 

Peterson, of the Checks and Balances Project, said besides the possible breaches of election laws, the relationship between Stump and Lockwood at 
APS appears "chummy," and not at a professional arm's length. 

"The bottom line with all of this is the Arizona Corporation Commission was created to regulate utilities on behalf of the citizens of Arizona, not to further 
the interests of utilities such as Arizona Public Service," Peterson said. "It looks unseemly. Bob Stump's credibility is at stake. His text messages and e- 
mails appear to show he is working far too closely with monopoly utitiies." 

Former Corporation Commissioner Renz Jennings said the frequent texts between Stump and APS and the dark-money campaign were "egregious" but 
representative of how APS has been exerting influence on elections. 

Jennings, who served on the commission from 1985 to 1999. joined several protesters Wednesday at a shareholder meeting for APS parent company, 
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. They were advocating for more disclosure from the company regarding its political spending. 

He mentioned how APS is thought or known to have engaged in the elections for treasurer, attorney general and other offices. 

"Stump has done his reading," Jennings said. "He knows that if you don't make your book with APS, they will come after you. The Republican primary 
elections are now decided by APS, and it is a Republican state, so they decide the election." 

The rooftop-solar industry supported two other Republicans who lost the primary election for the commission, Lucy Mason and Vernon Parker. Mason, a 
former state representative, has since been hired to provide membership and development consulting services for the Arizona Solar Energy Industries 
Association. 

Stump posted near-daily support for Forese and Little on social media sites during their campaign and had harsh words for the rooftop-solar industry 
during their swearing-in ceremony at the commission earlier this year. 

"We need more light and less heat from the people who appear before us," Stump said. "We need more steak and less sizzle. One way to accomplish 
that is to put a stake through the heart of Chicken Little." 

The "Chicken Little" comment was a reference to solar companies and their advocates who suggest the regulators are harming the industry in Arizona by 
imposing new fees for solar customers. 

The Checks and Balances Project launched its investigation into the state utility regulators because of the solar fees approved in 2013. 

The non-profit, which advocates for clean energy, has decided to home in on Stump because he was chairman of the commission when it approved a $5 
average monthly fee increase for APS solar customers. 

APS recently asked the commission to consider increasing that fee to an average of $21 a month. 

Reach the reporter at ryan.randazzo@arizonarepublic.com. 

Read or Share this story: http://azc.cdlSgiS92 
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Reader’s Tip Further Decreases Commissioner 
Bob Stump’s Credibility 

JULY 8,2015 BY CHECKS AND BALANCES PROTECT 

LEAVE A COMMENT 
(HTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTECT.ORG / AUTHOR / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTI 

{HTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROlECT.ORG / 2015 / 07 / 08 / READERS-TIP-FURTHER- 
DECREASES-COMMISSIONER-BOB-STUMPS-CREDIBILITY / #RESPOND 1 

{https: I / checksandbalancesproiect.files.wordpress.com / 2015 / 07 / man-texting;.jp@ 

Newly uncovered information based on a tip from a reader shows that not only was former 
Chairman Bob Stump of the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) texting with four key 
players in the dark money electoral scheme prior to the August 26,2014, primary election, he was 
also in contact with Alan Heywood - the campaign manager of pro-utility candidates Tom 
Forese and Doug Little. 

In fact, the day after Stump exchanged a last text message with Sean Noble, who in the past 
has served as a conduit for the Koch Brothers fhttp: / / www.proDublica.org / article / the-dark- 
monev-man-how-sean-noble-moved-the-kochs-cash-into-politics-and-maZ dark money 
network, Stump exchanged 18 texts in just 24 hours with Heywood. 

Then, his texts with the other central players soon stopped. According to Stump’s text messaze 
log (http: / / checksandbalancesproiect.org I2015 / 06 / 30 / text-messape-loqxovides-new-insights- 
into-stump-contacts / L the following day, he texted for the last time with Scot Mussi, president of 
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the Arizona Free Enterprise Club and candidate (now Commissioner) Forese. Several days later, 
Stump stopped texting with his Arizona Public Service liaison, Barbara Lockwood, for nearly two 
months. 

This was one month before the primary - what could be plenty of time to flush money into the 
campaigns of winning candidates Forese and Little. The ultimate origins of more than 75% of the 
spending; on the ACC race (httD: / / azcapitoltimes.com /news /2014 / 11 /03 /az-coru-comm- 
spendin~;-75-percent-dark-monev / # ixzz3fG5Av5EY) that benefited Forese and Little has been a 
secret. But it should be noted that Noble's largest client last year was Arizona Public Service. 

We charted the texting frequency below, and the distribution pattern hardly looks like what you 
would expect for arranging a social function, unless Stump was planning something like a small 
wedding with just these six people attending: 

,, ,,,,,, ,,,,,,,, 

(httm: / / checksandbalancesproject.files.wordpress.com / 2015 / 07 / text-graphic-small.jpg) 
(July 7-August 16,2014) 
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(May 5-December 29,2014) 

Arizona election law prevented candidates Forese, Little, and their campaign manager Heywood 
from directly coordinating with APS, the Free Enterprise Club, and the Koch network. But it 
appears that Stump may have been doing it for them - communicating with the dark money 
electoral funders, APS, the candidates, and, now we know, their campaign manager. 

This new information about Heywood deepens suspicions that the former Chairman may well 
have been at the very center of a dark money electoral scheme to elect pro-APS, anti-solar 
Republicans. If true, Stump’s actions may be a violation of Arizona election law. 

Criticism of Publishing Text Log 

Our decision to publish Bob Stump’s full text log, a public record provided to us by the 
Commission in response to our March 11 records request, has not been without criticism (here 
(hm: / / www.azcentral.com / story / monev /business /2015 / 06 /30 /realator-savs-nonmofit- 
invading-familvs-privacy / 29542465 / 1 and here 
(htb: / / www.azcentral.com / storv / laurieroberts /2015 /07 / 01 /stump-decries-Dublishincz-private- 
phone-numbers 129570035 / 2). Commissioner Stump has blamed us for his failure to have the ACC 
staff redact purely personal contacts - which we didn’t seek, didn’t want, and have no way to 
identify - and for his choice to conduct public business via text messages on his cell phone. Our 
offer to Stump to remove the purely personal contacts stands. ACC outside counsel, David 
Cantelme, has not sent those personal contacts, as he committed to doing. 

All that said, our invitation to C&BP readers to identify others on the list has paid off. And, the 
results aren’t helpful to Commissioner Stump’s credibility. 

Remember that when the news first broke of Stumds extensive texts 
(http: / / checksandbalancesproject.org / 2015 / 05 / 20 / bob-stumm-text-messaczes-sumort- 
whistleblowers-allegation-that-arizona-corDoration-commissioner-knew-of-dark-monev- 
scheme / ), Stump asserted the contacts were of a nature that was either personal or universal, i.e., 
he texts with everyone. Stump now-famously said: 

”We have been ty ing  for months to coordinate a double-date to the Phoenix Symphony.” 

This dismissal line is now considerably harder to make, thanks to sources who provided us with 
names matching up to a dozen additional numbers on the full logs. 

Heywood’s Phone 

Heywood’s cell phone number was wrongly identified in a recent post as belonging to Investment 
Prime, where he is President and CEO. He is also chairman of the Arizona Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry. We confirmed through multiple sources that the number is Heywood’s personal 
cell. Another number previously labeled as Investment Prime we now know belongs to former 
ACC Chair Gary Pierce - a business associate of Heywood. 

Unnecessary Taxpayer Expenses 
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The Commission has subpoena authority to ask Verizon for the content of the text messages. Any 
one of the five commissioners could do so today, free ofcharge. Instead, Stump and the ACC have: 

s Hired a high-priced lawyer, David Cantelme, to obfuscate the right by law of public access to 

rn Contracted a high-profile public relations firm, Marson Media, to represent the ACC after 

rn Hired the mediation firm of Scott, Skelley and Muchmore to ”supervise” the download of text 

public records for a cost in May alone of $5,428. 

firing its staff spokesperson Rebecca Wilder. 

messages - assuming they haven’t been tampered with - at the cost of $475 per hour. 
Secured the Arizona Dept. of Public Safety’s forensic unit to do the cell phone exam. 

Public Accountability 

The revelation about Commissioner Stump’s 18 texts with Alan Heywood during same period of 
a flurry of text activity with Scot Mussi, Tom Forese, Doug Little, Sean Noble and Barbara 
Lockwood raises obvious questions about Commissioner Stump’s actions that must be 
answered. Members of the public should demand answers from the four other Corporation 
Commissioners as to whether they are concerned about Commissioner Stump’s conduct, and if so, 
what they plan to do about it. All of them have subpoena power to get to the bottom of these 
questions if they desire to discover the truth. 

Scott Petersoiz is execrttive director of the Checks mid Balances Project, GI national watchdog blog tlznf seeks 
to hold gouernnzeizt oflicinls, lobbyists, mid covpornte rnnnngement accozintable to the public. Fziizditzg for 
C&BP comes from pro-clenn energj philanthropies and donors. 

FILED UNDER ARIZONA, BLOG, CAPTURED REGULATORS TAGGED WITH ALAN 
HEYWOOD, ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION, ARIZONA FREE ENTERPRISE CLUB, 
BOB STUMP, COMMISSIONER BOB STUMP. DAVID CANTELME 

Blog at WordPress.com. 

The Enterprise Theme. 
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Regulator Bob Stump says nonprofit invading his 
family's privacy 

Xvan R a n d m ,  The Republic I szcentral.com 6. I 9 p  m MSZ'June 30.2015 

Arizona utility regulator Bob Stump said Tuesday that a government-watchdog group was out of bounds when it 
published the personal phone numbers of his friends and relatives. 

Stump is one of the five elected members of the Arizona Corporation Commission. He has been targeted by the 
Washington, D.C.-area nonprofit, The Checks and Balances Project, because he was commission chairman in 

2013 when it voted to approve small fees on solar customers. 

(Photo: David Waliamflhe 
Republic) 

The Checks and Balances Project obtained Stump's text message logs from 2014, but not the messages 
themselves, through a public records request. On Tuesday, they published the names of those Stump 
communicated with most often, as well as their cellphone numbers. 

"Not content merely to impugn my integrity, this left-wing, dark money group has now invaded the privacy of my family and friends by publishing the 
names and numbers of my mother, my aunt, my former girlfriend, several of my closest friends, and everyone I have texted or called in the last year," 

Stump said Tuesday. 

I "It is one thing to attack a public figure," he said. "I expect it. It is quite another to publish the names and numbers of his family members and friends, 
none of whom signed up for this." 

PREVIOUS: ~~ 

MORE: Utilitv reaulators sav thev can't aet texts ~/stolv/monev/2015/05/29/utilitv-reaulators-sav-aet-texts/28175953/) 

RELATED: mone / in ssi201 5 211 hone-r ords-sh w- I se- 

Checks and Balances has been fighting with the commission for access to the text messages Stump sent from his cellphones during last year's election 
season. In November, Tom Forese and Doug Little, two Republican friends of Stump, won election to the cornmission. 

The commission provided logs of his messages but said the text messages were unavailable. The logs show Stump was in contact with the head of a 
dark-money political group that aided Forese and Little's campaigns, the candidates, and Arizona Public Service Co. executives, among many other 

contacts. 

Forese and Little would not have been allowed to communicate with the dark-money group Arizona Free Enterprise Club that was spending money 
through independent expenditures to support their campaigns. Without the content of the text messages, it is impossible to determine whether Stump 
was serving as a conduit for those groups to communicate with the candidates or textina with friends and associates. as he has said. 

Checks and Balances has threatened legal action if the commission does not provide the content of the text messages. The commission has said the 
messages are not available for the two phones Stump used last year or from Verizon Wireless. 

Verizon Wireless has not directly answered whether it could provide the messages if asked by the commission. 
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In its effort to access the messages, Checks and Balances on Tuesday published the cell numbers Stump to which sent messages and the names of the 
contacts it could identify. 

"We could not identify many numbers," Executive Director Scott Peterson wrote on the Checks and Balances website. "If you recognize any we have not 
identified, please send us your findings." 

RELATED: Checks and B a v  .//checksandbalanceswoiect.ora/) 

Peterson said Tuesday that he published ail of Stump's contacts, including personal ones, because the commissioner had accused the group of 
"cherrypicking" messages to make it appear he was engaged in inappropriate communications. 

"Well, here's everything," Peterson said. "None of this would have happened if he had used his official e-mail account." 

Stump said his family was worried about being harassed because the numbers were published. 

"Even public figures have a right to privacy," Stump said. "My mother certainly does. I will be consulting with an attorney to take potential legal acfon 
against Checks and Balances over this invasion of my privacy." 

One of Stump's phones, an iPhone3, "no longer exists," according to Corporation Commission attorney David Cantelme. Stump's replacement phone, an 
iPhone 5, is locked in a commission safe. 

Checks and Balances also is evaluating legal action to access Stump's iPhone to try to retrieve deleted text messages. 

The commission said Friday it is willing to give the phone to a retired judge and to retain an expert for a forensic examination of the device, but not willing 
to turn it over to Peterson's group. 

Read or Share this story: http:llazc.cdllrppKr 
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The Only Way for Stump to Clear His Name: 
Produce the Text Messages 

JULY 10,2015 BY CHECKS AND BALANCES PROTECT 

LEAVE A COMMENT 
IHTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTECT.ORG / AUTHOR / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTI 

IHTTP: / / CHECKSANDBALANCESPROTECT.ORG / 2015 / 07/ 10 /THE-ONLY-WAY-FOR- 
STUMP-TO-CLEAR-HIS-NAME-PRODUCE-THE-TEXT-MESSAGES / #RESPOND) 

{htbs: / / checksandbalancesDroiect.files.wordr>ress.com / 2015 / 07 / busiessman-praying- 
shutterstock 156856601.j~~JCommissioner Bob Stump must be praying that today’s examin 
of his state-owned iPhone 5 produces his text messages. 

tion 

Checks and Balances Project has presented powerful circumstantial evidence of coordination. The 
only way that Stump can clear his name is to produce the actual texts that prove he was not 
coordinating the August 2014 GOP primary election with Arizona Corporation Commission 
(ACC) candidates Forese and Little, their campaign manager Alan Heywood, dark money 
electoral groups, and Arizona Public Service. 
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XI 

(May 5-December 29,2014) 

The timing of the texts and the fact that he isn't texting some of these "friends" outside the period 
of high activity before the primary when Noble and Heywood enter the fray makes Stump's 
explanation extremely dubious. In his recent public statements, he only references his friendship 
with Scot Mussi of the Arizona Free Enterprise Club. What about the others, Mr. Commissioner? 

Stump used a method to communicate that he thought no one would ever discover, especially 
when he "immediately deleted the messages." But it has backfired on him. The only way that he 
can convince people that he was not coordinating is to produce the texts that he thought that he 
has destroyed. 

If the ACC does not recover the text messages, Stump is left with is a lame "my dog ate my 
homework" excuse. 

Friday's Exam 

According to the Commission, a retired Superior Court judge and a state police force staff 
member will gather on Friday at ACC offices to download existing text messages from 
Commissioner Bob Stump's cell phone. The downloaded results will then be reviewed to 
determine which messages are public records, and they will then provide the messages to us in 
response to our records request. 

Based on conversations we have had with our technology forensics expert, one of two things is 
going to happen as a result of this process: 

Scenario 1, the "non-court scenario": Stump has not been successful in his attempts to destroy the 
text messages. The messages are successfully downloaded. The outsiders (who, it's worth noting, 
have been picked by the ACC) are not willing to tolerate gamesmanship in screening the resulting 
messages. Checks and Balances Project gets the messages and they match the logs that ACC has 
provided. Arizonans finally get to the bottom of the seemingly damning pattern and timing of 
messages Stump had with key players in last year's dark money electoral scheme. 

Scenario 2, the "we have to go to court scenario": Stump has taken steps to destroy the text 
messages off his SIM card, or they were not transferred from his old Phone 3. .  . 

ACC-AR0520 



"It  was literally crumbling in m y  hands and was not recycZabZe," Stump told the Arizona 
Republic's Ryan Randazzo. Crumbling? How does that happen? 

. . . and they have not survived the switches he has made from one, taxpayer-reimbursed cell 
phone to the next. Or, the messages are there, but the ACC puts a heavy screen on what is a 
"public" record. We get an anemic set of text messages that doesn't come close to matching the 
text log provided by the Commission previously. 

The expensive and thoroughly unnecessary game playing by the ACC results in us having to go to 
court, and we succeed in convincing a judge to review the download of Stump's text messages. 
We get them, analyze them, and release the results to the public online. Here as well, Arizonans 
finally get to the bottom of what Stump said in those text messages. 

Scenario 3, the "we're left with circumstantial evidence scenario": there's nothing of value found 
by the exam of Stump's cell phone and Verizon cannot provide us with text message content. 
Attorney General Brnovich doesn't investigate. No one in the Arizona legislature pursues the 
matter. Bob Stump and the Commission breathe a sign of relief as he continues to maintain that 
his mad texting was just to arrange trips to the symphony and the like with friends. 

That would lead us to the next chapter of this sorry saga. After all, text messages aren't the only 
method of uncovering definitive evidence that Commissioner S tump may be a captured regulator. 

(https: / / checksandbalancesmoiect.files.wordmess.com / 2015 / 071 dice.itx2For a growing list of 
Commission members, staff and contractors, the question now emerging is: Do you want to stake 
your respective reputation and credibility by defending Bob Stump's extensive (and potentially 
illegal) involvement with all the key players in last year's dark money electoral scheme? 

It might be your dice to roll, but it's still a gamble. The days ahead will be interesting nonetheless. 

P.S. Dear ACC outside counsel David Cantelme: We are still awaiting the list of Stump's purely 
personal phone numbers, so we can remove them from the list of Stump's most frequent text 
message contacts. It's been nearly a week since you said you would deliver them to our attorney. 
The removal offer stands. 
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Scott Peterson is executive director of the Checks nizd Balnizces Project, n mtioizal watchdog blog thnt seeks 
to hold goveriiment officials, lobbyists, mid corporate n-znnflgemenf nccoirntnhle to the p h l i c .  FmdingfoY 
C&BP corncsJjo7n yro-clem energy yliilnnthropies mid donors. 
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MA'S ENERGY PLAN? 

Vernon Parker 8 Lucy Mason 

Tom Forese and Doug little want 
to keep your energy bills as low 

That's why they STRONGLY 
OPPOSE Obama's energy plan 

for Arizona - which will cost us jobs 
and push our energy bills through 
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The Tom Forese and Doug Little Plan I 

c/ Stop Obama's energy agenda 

r/ Protect consumers 8t ratepayers 

/Affordable & reliable utilities 
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VOTE FOR TWO 

VERNON PARKER 
& LUCY MASON 

% Support Obama’s energy 
agenda 

% Will raise your utility bills 

Fewer jobs for Arizona 

% Support subsidies for 
Obama’s green energy allies 

TOM FORESE 
& DOUG LITTLE 

c/ Oppose Obama’s energy 
agenda 

c/ Will protect consumers and 
ratepayers 

c/ Will fight for affordable and 
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c/ Committed to create jobs and 
economic growth 

c/ Free market conservatives 
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Save Our Future Now 
3104 E. Camelback Rd. #1126 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 

PRST STD 
U.S. POSTAGE 1 PAID 1 

PHX. AZ 
PERMIT NO 3418 

MEMBERS THAT SERVE FOUR-YEAR TERMS. 

WHAT DOES THE ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION DO? 
THE ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION REGULATES PUBLIC UTILITY COMPANIES, 

INCORPORATES BUSINESSES, ENFORCES SECURITIES REGULATIONS, AND OVERSEES 

RAILROAD AND PIPELINE SAFETY. 

How DOES THIS ELECTION AFFECT ME? 
SINCE THE ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION SETS THE PRICES YOU PAY FOR GAS, 

WATER, AND ELECTRICITY, IT IS IMPORTANT FOR ARIZONA VOTERS TO BE 

WELL-INFORMED ON THE CANDIDATES BEFORE CASTING THEIR VOTE. 

WHO ARE THE CANDIDATES FOR THIS ELECTION? 
THERE ARE 6 CANDIDATES FOR 2 OPEN SPOTS: TOM FORESE, JIM HOLWAY, SANDRA 

KENNEDY, DOUG LITTLE, LUCY MASON, AND VERNON PARKER. 

/ ,’ / 
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Arizona Corporation Commission 
Candidate Overview 

Tom Forese 

Jim Holwav 

Sandra Kennedy 

Doug Little 

Lucy Mason 

Vernon Parker 

BIO 

Current elected state 
legislator, education 
software professional 

Former professor, former 
state of Arizona employee 

Former state legislator, 
former Corporation 

Commissioner 

Former Vice President of 
sales for energy software 
company, current small 

business owner 

Technical and 
architectural illustrator, 
former state legislator 

Former Assistant Secretary 
’or Civil Rights at  US.  Dept. 

of Agriculture, former 
Paradise Valley Mayor 

“I believe that a t  the 
Corporation Commission we 

have a tremendous 
opportunity to improve the 
economy and put Arizona 
in the right direction.” 

“I am a Democrat who has 
built my professional career 
3y working with all interest: 

in our state to ensure a 
sustainable economy and a 

high quality of life.” 

S0,‘,‘8 

< oi~iii1i\~ioti X ~ p t d ~ i i c n , l  !’rtwtar) 1h b n r r ~  
rtnro,,,, Ilon:*,r I i Lorpl,nifl‘vi 

“When I am elected 
and returned to the 

Commission, I will insist 
that deregulation gets a 
real and fair hearing.” 

Sotrric: ,i.ivarsniinrnijorjolorrosi 

“In order to make sure that 
we deliver clean, reliable 

energy a t  the lowest 
possible prices, what we 

have to have i s  a balanced 
energy portfolio.” 

Sowic: Anmm florizoti TV Curpomlia!i 
<.’wrr:riniwi Hc~mblima Primarp 1)rimtr 

“There i s  a big push to try 
and get us energy 

independent here in this 
country. And there are ways 
to do that. There needs to 

be a balance.” 
5cuin,’  L!,IO,111 Ik,r*nm 7 VCorpomrtorl 
< L ) ~ I ~ I ~ I W I  f<~pttlhon i’nmnry 1)cbofe 

“The thing I am most proud 
i f  i s  that I was asked by the 

Speaker of the House to 
give the rebuttal to the 
President of the United 

States of America.” 
\ o e v t z  irimrtit Htrrmrr I\‘( erpiin,lro,i 
cm,,,,t,w,1,, I<‘jl.b!i‘c,rt i’, fl l l t l , ,  I)rbiil, 

www. corpcomm20 1 4. com 

www.holway2014.com 

www. sandraforsolar. com 

www.corpcomm2014.com 

www. lucymasonforacc.org 

www. vernonbparker. com 
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2 FORESE & LITTLE ARE COMMITTED TO: 

CTING ARIZONA’S ENERGY JOBS 

NA’S CURRENT AND FUlu  

PROVIDING SAFE AND L W L E  ELECTRIC 

Paid for by Save Our Future Now. Not authorized by any candidate or candidate’s campagn committee I 
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The MasonlParker  A a e n d a  
Supporting tax breaks and giving preferential 
treatment to special interests a 

* Continued support for billion dollar 
out=of=state energy companies that are 
subsidized with your tax dollars 

Support overreaching regulatory burdens 
on 



WHAT DO VERNON PARKER, LUCY MASON, AND 
BARACK OBAMA HAVE IN COMMON? 

THEY ARE THE ENVIRONMENTAL TEAM THAT COULD SHUT DOWN ARIZONA POWER PLANTS AND 
SPEND OUR HARD-EARNED TAX DOLLARS TO SUBSIDIZE OUT-OF-STATE CORPORATIONS 

3104 E. Camelback Rd. XI126 
Phoenix, A 2  85016 
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e% Three years ago, the U.S. Small Business 
Administration stated that this candidate for CY 
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verrrorr Parker% Bush8ckrs 
Record Speaks For Itself 

Alrd You W o d t  Believe This! 
Vernon Parker raised and spent over $625,000' 

between 2013 and 2014 for a Congressional race 
that never happened* 2:Soiirc~FFClDh'o COOF~ISbS,April15,2014Reporf 

Where Did the Monev Go? 
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R E M A R K S  F R O M  T H E  T H I R T I E T H  A N N U A L  M E E T I N G  Of S H ~ R ~ H O L ~ ~ f l S  1 

THANK YOU ALL FOR BEING HERE TODAY TO LEARN ABOUT 

YOUR COMPANY’S PERfORMANCE IN  2014. 

Our value proposition remains compelling, and 
unchanged: Pinnacle West combines a solid financial 
foundation with superior operating performance, 
excellent customer satisfaction and deep community 
involvement. We serve an area of the country with 
superior long-term growth potential and a constructive 
regulatory climate. We are making smart investments 
to modernize the electricity grid, and staying at the 
forefront of changes taking place within our industry. 

In summary, we are performing well today and ready 
for what’s next. 

I’ll start with our financial performance. We achieved 
strong earnings, our best-ever credit ratings and a record 
stock price. 

Our stock price, which began 2014 at $52.92, was $68.31 

on December 31-a 29 percent improvement. Pinnacle 
West outperformed the S&P 1500 Electric Utility Index 
and the overall stock market. When our stock price 
hit an all-time high of $72 earlier this year, our market 
capitalization reached $8 billion. 

Our stock price has come down from this record 
high, but we are not alone. The broad utility sector 
has declined, due largely to speculation about rising 
interest rates, which are always a headwind for utility 
stocks and other dividend-oriented stocks. 

For the third straight year, our board of directors 
increased our dividend, raising it by 4.85 percent 
to $2.38 per share. This action demonstrates our 
continued confidence in our financial health and 
growth potential. 

Arizona’s economic forecasts remain positive: the 
reasons people want to move to our great state have 
not changed. We continue to anticipate healthy 
long-term growth for Arizona and, in turn, for APS. 
We are committed to exercising financial discipline 
as we manage costs to keep them in line with our 
sales growth. 

Operational performance at APS again ranked among 
the best in our industry. It is our job to deliver safe, 
reliable and affordable energy to all our customers. 
A lot goes in to providing that power every day, and we 
do it as well as any in our industry. Our safety record 
and reliability both rank in the top quartile among our 
peers, and JD Power consistently ranks APS in the top 
five utilities in  the nation for customer satisfaction. 

The electricity we provide our customers comes from 
a diverse mix of high-performing and increasingly 
clean generation. Over the last two years, we have 
reduced our carbon emissions by more than four 
million tons per year. We have cut emissions of 
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mercury by 61 percent, particulates by 43 percent and 
nitrogen oxides by 36 percent. Looking forward, we 
anticipate reducing the carbon intensity of our power 
generation by 26 percent over the next io years. 

The heart of our generation fleet, of course, is Palo 
Verde Nuclear Generating Station, the nation’s largest 
power producer of any kind for 23 years running. 

Last year Palo Verde produced a site record 32.3 million 
megawatt-hours of electricity-something no other 
power plant in the United States has ever done. Every 
one of those megawatt-hours was carbon-free. 

We are modernizing our coal fleet. We have closed 
three older, less efficient units at our Four Corners 
power plant, and we are investing in additional 
environmental controls on the remaining units. At our 
Cholla power plant, we plan to shut down one unit by 
the end of 2016, and stop burning coal at the other units 
by the mid-2020s. 

We are modernizing our natural gas fleet with an 
upgrade of our Ocotillo power plant. We will replace 
two 1960s-era generators, with five state-of-the-art 
turbines that are cleaner, quieter and use less water. 
Upgrading Ocotillo is a particularly important project 
because it will provide critical power when needed 
to backup and support the continued growth 
of renewable energy in Arizona. 

Our growing renewable portfolio reached 1,200 

megawatts last year-with 875 MWs coming from solar 
power. We expect zero emission sources to meet more 
than 50 percent of our new energy needs through 2029. 

Our leadership in solar was recognized again this year 
by the Solar Electric Power Association. APS earned 
the number four spot nationally for solar generation, 
behind three-many times larger-California utilities. 
We have been a fixture at the top of these lists since 
the organization began ranking utilities in 2007. 

Earlier this year, we announced an innovative pilot 
program that will allow residential customers, who 
might not be able to purchase or lease their own rooftop 
systems, to “go solar.” By using advanced inverters, and 
orienting the panels to get more solar production late in 
the day when our customers need it most, this initiative 
will provide valuable research on how to integrate the 
growth of distributed solar generation in a way that 
benefits all customers. 

Another groundbreaking initiative will provide 
important research on howto update the century-old 
utility pricing model to reflect the changing way our 
customers use electricity. 

In collaboration with the Arizona Solar Deployment 
Alliance, we will recruit 200 rooftop solar customers 
to switch to a rate that rewards them for reducing 
electricity use during peak periods. At the same time, 
these customers will be using advanced technologies to 
help manage their energy use such as battery storage, 
load management devices, and advanced thermostats. 

The local solar industry will gain insights to enhance 
the value of their products. We will learn how new 
technologies and sound rate design can help our 
customers save money and be smarter energy consumers. 

These initiatives are attracting national attention, with 
one trade publication commenting that they could 
”change the utility business model.” 

APS is committed to staying ahead of ever-changing 
consumer technologies and making sure our system is 
prepared for what’s next. We are proud to lead the way. 

Before I leave the subject, I want to address a question 
I hear frequently: “If everyone agrees that Arizona 
should be a leader in solar energy, why is the topic 
so controversial?” 

Most solar companies work collaboratively with 
utilities to serve our shared customers. This includes 
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international companies investing in Arizona, such 
as Abengoa, the Spanish company that built the 
innovative Solana Generating Station in Gila Bend. 
It includes industry leaders such as First Solar, 
headquartered down the road in Tempe. And it includes 
entrepreneurial Arizona small businesses such as 
American Solar & Roofing, which will be an important 
part of our rooftop solar pilot program. Together, we 
recognize that solar is a growing part of America’s 
generation mix, but it can’t succeed without a modern 
electricity grid. 

In contrast, a narrow sector of the industry, comprised 
of California-based rooftop solar leasing companies, 
rejects collaboration. 

An editorial writer for the Arizona Republic described 
it well when he said: “...the industry is conducting 
political attack campaigns against its perceived 
opponents, the incumbent utilities, disparaging their 
character, and trying to damage their reputations.” 

Why? The writer went on to explain that an important 
rate decision “...was going to be made by the elected 
politicians on the Arizona Corporation Commission. 
If the rooftop solar industry could make APS politically 
toxic, the commission might protect its subsidy.” 

In other words, the political and media controversy 
in Arizona over solar energy is not the byproduct of a 
legitimate policy disagreement. It is political theater, 
manufactured to confuse the issue and damage one 
of Arizona’s largest employers. 

At this point, I remind our long-time shareholders 
that our approach during rate cases in 2009 and 2012 

was to successfully negotiate compromise agreements 
with stakeholders for the various interests: large 
businesses, environmental groups, low income 
advocates, consumer watchdogs and so on. Our record 
of constructive issue resolution is clear, and it is long. 

In 2014, the solar leasing companies went a step 
further, supporting two candidates for the Arizona 
Corporation Commission on an explicitly anti-APS 
platform. This caused us to reevaluate how to 
ensure the interests of APS customers, employees, 
communities and shareholders are represented in the 
political process. 

Whenever we make the decision to support a candidate 
or cause, we follow the laws regarding campaign 
contributions and disclosure. Our policy is published 
on our website for all to see. Today’s shareholder 
proposal advocated for our company to voluntarily 
disclose more than the law requires. 

We respectfully disagree with that point of view. This 
is not an energy issue-it is a campaign finance issue, 
for others to debate and decide. Our responsibility is 
to follow the law with honesty and integrity, and that 
is what we do. 

We will advocate for sound policies that enable a 
sustainable energy future for Arizona. That means 
thinking big-picture, and looking long-term. 

APS is committed to the long-term success of solar 
energy, to a modern electricity grid that enables future 
customer innovations, and to an updated electricity 
pricing model that is fair for all customers. These are 
the policy principles for which we advocate. 

Our future and Arizona’s future have been tied together 
for more than a century. We are one of the state’s oldest 
and largest home-grown businesses. We are the state’s 
largest taxpayer. We purchase more than $1 billion 
of goods and services from Arizona companies. We 
support vital charitable causes all across our state. 

Last year, our employees volunteered 147,000 hours 
in community service. If we placed a dollar value on 
their contributions, it would equal $3.3 million. That 
is in addition to the $io million in APS charitable 
contributions throughout the year. 
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It is this commitment that gets APS recognized as a 
leader that places a high importance on giving back 
to the communities where we live, work and play. 

I’d like to recognize a few dedicated employees who 
are here with us today. 

Last September, I accompanied a group of APS military 
veterans to Washington, D.C., to accept the Freedom 
Award for our company. The Freedom Award is the 
highest honor given by the U.S. Department of Defense 
to civilian employers for their support of National 
Guard, Reserve and veteran employees. 

We have a great appreciation for our nation’s defenders. 
We value not only their sacrifices during their service 
in the armed forces, but also the work ethic and 
experience they bring to the civilian workforce. 
More than 20 percent of APS’s 6,500 men and women 
are veterans. 

Will our military veterans here today please stand? 
Thank you for being here, and thank you again for 
your service to our country, our state, and this great 
company. You can be seated. 

Before I close, I’d like to turn the focus to a woman I 
admire, and am grateful to have known. Earlier this 
year, we were saddened by the passing of our board 
member and friend Sue Clark-Johnson. Sue was the 
personification of the adage “good things come 
in small packages.” 

She was a pioneer in the newspaper industry, breaking 
gender barriers by becoming the first female head of 
the newspaper division at Gannett, and advocating 
early on for the newspaper industry’s adoption 
of technology. 

I’m pleased to announce that with an endowed 
investment of $ioo,ooo, APS has become the founding 
sponsor of the Sue Clark Johnson Professorship 
in News Innovation at the Walter Cronkite School 

I 

I 

I 

of Journalism at ASU. We hope others will join 
us in helping Sue’s forward-thinking example to live 
on at the Cronkite School. 

I appreciate the time you’ve taken to be with us, and 
I hope you come away from today’s meeting with 
a sense of confidence in your company’s financial 
strength, operating performance, policy leadership and 
commitment to Arizona-today and into the future. 

Thank you. 
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August 17,2014 

Via Hand Deliverv & Regular Mail: 
Hon. Thomas C. Home, Esq. 
Office of the Attorney General 
1275 West Washington Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85007-2926 

In the Matter of Arizona Free Enterprise Club: 
Investigation Regarding Illegal Political Activity 

Dear Attorney General Horne: 

We read with interest the announcement that the Arizona Secretaxy of State’s Office 
(“ASOS”) has refmed a matter to you regarding the Arizona Free Enterprise Club (“MEC”) on the 
basis that the ASOS has “reasonable cause” to believe that AFEC is in violation of Arizona 
campaign finance laws. As you likely know, we have a specific interest in this matter because we 
have been the subject of scurrilous attacks orchestrated by AFEC. We believe it crucial that the 
integrity of Arizona elections be preserved and, accordingly, provide you with OUT initial thoughts on 
this investigation and the issues that must be addressed. 

First and foremost, we note that the response by AFEC to the ASOS does not address the 
issues as governed by Arizona campaign finance law. AFEC seeks to hide behind provisions of 
Section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code and the regulations promulgated thereunder claiming 
exemption fiom Arizona’s campaign finance law as an organization promoting “social welfare.” Yet 
the Internal Revenue Code is not “exclusive” or “preempt” Arizona law in application in this matter. 
The State need not even address whether AFEC is in compliance with federal tax and campaign 
finance law. Arizona law has concurrent application to AFEC and it is under Arizona law that it 
appears from AFEC’s own admissions to the ASOS that AFEC has crossed the line in its political 
activity. 

Under Arizona Revised Statutes Section 16-901 (19), a “political committee” means 

any association or combination of persons that is organized, 
conducted or combined for the purpose of influencing the result of 
any election _ _ _  that engages in political activity in behalf of or 
against a candidate for election or retention or in support of or 
opposition to an initiative, referendum or recall or any other measure 
orproposition.. .except those exempt pursuant to section 16-903, that 
receives contributions or makes expenditures in connection therewith, 
notwithstanding that the association or combination of persons may 
be part of a larger association, combination of persons or sponsoring 
organization notprimarily organized, conducted or combined for the 

1 While we are focusing our analysis on Arizona campaign finance law and ignoring for purposes of this letter 
whether AFEC has violated federal tax and campaign finance laws, we believe there is significant justification for 
concern that AFEC also is in violation of federal tax and campaign finance laws. 
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purpose of influencing the result of any election in this state or in any 
county, city, town or precinct in this state. 

(Emphasis added.) 

Like federal tax law governing exemption under Section 501(c)(4) for “social welfare” 
activities, Arizona law as quoted above considers expenses associated with “political activity in 
behalf of or against a candidate” to be part of the basis of determining whether an organization 
should be deemed to be subject to the obligations to file as a “political committee” and disclose its 
donors. Unlike federal tax law as emphasized in the above definition, Arizona law includes in the 
basis of determining whether an organization is a “political committee,” expenditures “in support of 
or opposition to an initiative, referendum or recall or any other measure or proposition.” 

AFEC has admitted to spending at least $1,400,000 for “express advocacy” for the purpose of 
“political activity in behalf of or against a candidate for election.” It also has admitted that such 
spending is out of a combined expenditure for this election cycle of approximately $3,400,000. 
AFEC then argues that, accordingly, it has only expended 37% of its funds on the subject “political 
activity.” 

However, AFEC also has admitted to involvement in several city-focused initiatives and 
referenda. In its public filings, AFEC already has admitted to spending approximately $263,250 in 
the City of Phoenix Pension election, $140,000 in the City of Glendale tax election, and $50,000 in 
the statewide referendum on election law through a campaign titled Stop Voter Fraud. We 
understand that AFEC likely has also spent additional funds in the Phoenix Pension election, the 
amount of which should be reported shortly. Further, AFEC also has reported spending $162,455.24 
that we were able to locate so fax in legislative races. In addition, we have identified $9,600 in 
independent expenditures in the City of Glendale council races. 

Arizona law considers the expenditures in the City and statewide elections, both for and 
against candidates and expenditures in connection with ballot matters as “political activity” for 
purposes of measuring whether an organization must file as a “political committee” and complete all 
concomitant disclosures. Therefore, even if one only considers the additional “political activity” 
expenditures in the legislative races, the City of Glendale council races, the expenditures in the 
Phoenix and Glendale ballot elections and the statewide proposition along with those already 
admitted as “express advocacy,” AFEC will have spent approximately $2,03 1,75 1.23. That level of 
spending out of $3,400,000 in total expenditures in this election cycle on “political activity” amounts 
to approximately 59.75% of political activity expenditures of total expenditures. 

AFEC may claim that its most recent political expenditures have not yet been included in its 
reported “total” expenditures, given the timing of its letter to the ASOS. If one adds to the total 
expenditures all expenditures made by AFEC since the date of the letter to the ASOS, amounting to 
an additional $349,389,94 (which include an expenditure for Pierce, against Scott Smith, against 
Hallman, against Hamway, against Landis, for Montenagro, for Mitchell, against Robson, against 
Worsely, and in a Glendale independent expenditure), then AFEC’s total expenditures are 
$3,749,389.94. This larger total expenditure amount would bring the total political activity 
expenditures to 54.18% of the total expenditures made by AFEC in this election cycle. 
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Clearly under Arizona law, AFEC cannot claim that its activities this election cycle are “not 
primarily.. .conducted.. .for the purpose of influencing the result of any election in this state.” 
Accordingly, AFEC is in violation of Arizona law for failing to file as a “political committee” and 
provide all the required disclosures of such a committee. 

In addition, AFEC attempts to claim that all its administrative expenses should be considered 
“other” expenses in determining whether it has crossed the spending threshold into “political 
activity” requiring it to file as a “political committee.” As the “math” demonstrates above, one may 
not even need to consider this issue to conclude AFEC should file as a ‘political committee”. 
However, in the event one wishes to consider this element as well, clearly AFEC has spent a 
significant amount of its “administrative” time and activity on the very political activity it seeks to 
shield from public scrutiny and disclosure. At the least, AFEC’s administrative expenses should be 
ignored entirely in the numerator and the denominator when determining the percentage of 
expenditures that have been committed toward “political activity” versus other “social welfare” 
activities. On the other hand, if one were fairly analyzing the issue, one likely should instead 
conclude that AFEC’s administrative expense would be proportionally allocated to the “political 
activity” expenditures and the social welfare expenditures when determining the percentage of each. 

Finally, we note again that the appropriate address of this matter is crucial to protecting the 
integrity of Arizona’s elections. We are concerned that the Arizona Attorney General’s Office must 
refer the matter to another agency for investigation. The website for your reelection campaign 
demonstrates that you have endorsed a candidate for Arizona Secretary of State and Arizona State 
Treasurer. Because AFEC has endorsed a candidate in each of these races and undertaken political 
activity against another candidates in these races, many may suggest that the Attorney General’s 
Office has a “conflict of interest” in investigating this matter. We respectfullyrequest that this issue 
of a conflict be addressed immediately so that the investigation into AFEC’s activities is not delayed. 

Please let us know if we may be of any hrther assistance. 

Vernon Parker 

Cc Via Mail & Email: 

James Drake 
Arizona Secretary of State 
1700 W. Washington Street, Fl. 7 
Phoenix, AZ 85007-2808 

Michael Liburdi, Esq. 
%ell& Wilmer, Counsel for AFEC 
mliburdi@swlaw.com 

Thomas A. Loquvam 
Associate General Counsel, Pinnacle West Capital Corp. 
Thomas. Loquvam@pinnaclewest. corn 
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Here Comes the Son: Barry Goldwater Jr. Fights 
for Solar Power in Arizona 
A fight over net-metering policy reveals rvts among conservatives. 

By Kate Shep~ard I Thu Jul 11,2013 6:OO AM EDT 
P 3 

The name Barry Goldwater is practically synonymous with conservatism in America. That's even more 

true in the late politician's home state of Arizona, which he represented for five terms in the US Senate. 

Now his son, Barry Goldwater Jr., is putting the family name behind an effort to protect solar energy's 

growing share of the electricity market-a struggle that has pitted him against entrenched utility interests 

and a right-wing dark-money group. 

Goldwater, 74, is the chairman of Tell Utilities Solar Won't Be Killed (or TUSK, for short), a group 

launched in March to fight the state's largest electric utility, Arizona Public Service, on solar power. A P S  

has been campaigning to get the state utility commission to change regulations dealing with net metering 

[ 11, a policy that allows homes and businesses with their own solar power systems to send excess energy 

they generate back to the grid and make money off of it. Forty-three states and the District of Columbia 

have a net-metering [2] policy in place. 

Arizona has had net metering since 2009 [3], which has helped make it the second-ranked state in the 

country 141 in installed solar capacity. But APS has called for an overhaul [SI of the state's net-metering 

policy and plans to unveil its proposal to the regulators on the Arizona Corporation Commission this 

Friday. 

APS argues that under the current arrangement, the 18,000 Arizonans with rooftop solar aren't paying 

enough to cover the cost of maintaining the grid. Even if a house has a solar system, it still uses the 

utility's infrastructure. It pulls energy from the grid when the sun is not shining and feeds energy back 

into the grid when the solar unit is generating more power than the house needs. The utility wants to 

lower the rate that it pays for solar power produced by these rooftop solar generators, or otherwise recoup 

the costs. "Our only point is that anybody who uses the grid should pay their fair share of the grid," said 

APS spokesman Jim McDonald. 

http://www . rn otherj ones . m / p r i  nt/229016 1/51 
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Opponents, however, say reducing the incentives for rooftop solar will make it a less appealing 

investment. They argue that A P S  is going after net metering because it is worried that solar might start to 

cut into its profit margins, as fewer homeowners are buying from the grid and more are selling to it. 

McDonald said net metering has "zero impact" on the utility's profit margins right now-but it could 

down the line. "Eventually would it become a business issue? It probably would," he said, 

Enter Goldwater. TUSK's sole concern is protecting net metering, and it has brought tonether [6] solar 

industry and other business groups to push back against APS. If A P S  is successfbl, said Goldwater, "they 

may very well kill rooftop solar in Arizona, and that would be a tragedy." 

A politician in his own right, Goldwater represented California in the US House of Representatives from 

1969 to 1983. (He still lives in California, though he is active in Arizona-based conservative 

organizations like the Goldwater Institute [7], named after his father.) His support for solar, he said, 

comes from conservative, free-market principles rooted in '!creating choices for the American consumer.'' 

"Choice means competition. Competition drives prices down and the 

quality up," Goldwater told Mother Joncx "The utilities are 

monopolies. They're not used to competition. That's what rooftop solar 

represents to them." 

TUSK's campaign to date has been creative, to say the least. It includes 

a web video [8] of a large gorilla beating up a smaller one as a 

booming voice condemns the utility monopoly for "trying to kill the 

independent solar industry in Arizona," before Goldwater comes on 

screen to say that it's "not the American way, it's not the conservative 

way." Another ad features a song [9] about APS sung to the tune of 

"Total Eclipse of the Heart." (Chorus: "They don't think consumers are 

that smart.") The group has also been running ads on the Drudge 

Report and conservative radio [ 101 in the state. 

TUSK'S campaign 
includes a web 
video of a large 
gorilla beating up 
a smaller one as a 
booming voice 
condemns the 
utility monopoly 
for "trying to kill 
the independent 
solar industry in 
Arizona." 

The public relations company behind the campaign is Phoenix-based 

Rose + Moser + Allyn, led by Jason Rose, a well-connected member of the state's Republican 

establishment. Rose's wife, Jordan, is the founder of Rose Law Group, which represents California-based 

SolarCitv [1 11, the county's largest installer of rooftop solar [12]. One environmentalist in the state 

http://www .m otherj ones .com/pr i nt/229016 
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described Rose, 42, to me as "a hip, young, ultra-right-wing PR guy." 

I asked Rose whether he thought the description fit. "I will gladly accept that moniker," he replied. The 

group hired a Republican polling firm [ 131 in March to survey likely voters on solar and found that 88 

percent of all voters in the state-and 76 percent of Republicans-supported net metering. 

"I think solar has just relied on the left for so long, and it hasn't made a strong intellectual effort to the 

right. And it should," Rose said. "Because it's entirely consistent with that more libertarian, free-market 

strand of the Republican Party." 

Rose thinks that Arizona is the leading edge of a solar renaissance among conservatives. "Arizona might 

be the key focus group on this, and might be a leading indicator of a future shift in Republican attitudes 

not just in Arizona, but across the country," he argued. 

But his group is getting push-back &om APS and its allies-most of which are also conservative. The 

utility is a major donor to Republican causes in the state, giving $25,000 to the Republican Victory Fund 

in the 20 12 election, according to the Arizona Department of State records. Republicans have long held 

the majority in the state Legislature. The two renewable-friendly Democrats on the Corporation 

Commission, which will ultimately decide whether or not to approve APS's net-metering plan, lost 

reelection bids last fall, leaving an entirely Republican commission. APS has pretty entrenched 

supporters in the state. 

"APS wields a lot of power," said Tom Mackin, president of the Arizona Wildlife Federation, which isn't 

involved in the net-metering fight but has worked on renewable energy issues in the state. "They pretty 

much get what they want." 

Last week, the national conservative group 60 Plus Association entered the Arizona fight as well, with 

website [ 141 and web ads [15] decrying ttcorporate welfare'' for solar energy and raising the specter of 

Solyndra, the solar panel company that went bankrupt in 201 1. 60 Plus bills itself as the conservative 

group representing senior citizens (the anti-AARP, if you will). As a 50l(c)(4), the group does not have 

$0 disclose [16] its donors. It made big outside expenditures on Republicans [I71 in 2012. While 60 Plus 

has weighed in on a federal renewable enerm standard [ 181 in the past, claiming it would be bad for 

senior citizens [ 191, this appears to be the first state issue the group has taken on. 

Renewable advocates have accused APS of funding the 60 Plus campaign [20], a charge that APS flatly 
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denied in an interview with Mother Jones. But the group's involvement is perhaps a sign of just how 

much attention is being paid to the net-metering fight in Arizona. Bryan Miller, president of the advocacy 

group Alliance for Solar Choice, recentlv deemed it [20] "the most significant fight for solar in the 

country. " 

That's why renewable energy advocates in the state say that having a voice like Goldwater's involved is 

changing the game. "It really does make a big difference when a group like TUSK comes out and they 

say directly, 'Look, the utilities are trying to lull solar,"' said Nancy LaPlaca, a Phoenix-based energy 

consultant. 

Goldwater paints the fight to keep net metering as going to the very heart of Republican values. 

"Conservatives believe in individual freedom, in choice, in competition," he said. "We believe all of 

those things allow people to live a better l i f e t o  be able to choose what they want to do and not have a 

monopoly, or in the case of government, big government, telling them how to live their life. So it's a very 

natural place for a conservative to be. I think as time goes buy you'll see more and more Republicans 

vocalize this." 

Source URL: http://www.mothe1jones.com/environment/2O 1 3/07/bar1y-~oldwater-tusk-arizona-solar- 
net-metering 

Links: 
[ 11 http://www.seia.org/policy/distributed-solar/net-metering 
[2] http://www .greentechmedia.comlarticles/readlAPS-Responds-to-Su~s-CEO-Ed-Fenster-on-Net- 
Metering 
[ 31 http ://www . dsireusa. org/incentives/incentive. c fm?Incentive - Code=AZ24R 
[4] http://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/Arizona 
[5] http://www.azcentral.com/opinions/articles/20 1 304 1 1 brandt-make-solar-power-subsidiesbeneficial- 
all-customers.htm1 
[6] http://dontkillsolar.com/site/ 
[7] http://goldwaterinstitute.org/board-directors 
[8] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5r6YCPtB M&amp;feature=youtu.be 
[9] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Vv8pWdXuNA&amp;feature=youtu.be 
[lo] http://www.icontact-archive.com/uQG2BPiu902n2AokIg1xPmELhS-dVHHZ?w=3 
[ 1 11 http://www.solarcity.com/ 
[ 121 http://~.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/who-reigns-supreme-in-residential-solar/ 
[ 1 31 http://www.icontact-archive.com/uQG2BPiu902n2AokIg 1 xPj WUq 1 chdWZZ?w=3 
[ 141 http://azsolarfacts.coid 
[ 151 http://azsolarfacts.com/get-the-facts-video 
[ 161 http://www.factcheck.org/20 10/10/60-plus-association/ 
[ 1 71 http://www.opensecrets.org/orgs/summary.php?id=D000046269 
[ 1 81 http://www.pmewswire.com/news-releases/seniors-urge-congress-to-oppose-federal-renewable- 
energy-standards-62 153962.html 
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COMMISSION 

October 30,2013 

RE: Net Metering Docket No. E-01345A-13-0248 

Dear Commissioners and Interested Stakeholders: 

I am troubled by the magnitude and cost of recent public relations campaigns related to the Commission's 
docket on net metering. I am concerned that ratepayer money might be funding these campaigns- 
whether through expenditures that the utilities will seek to recover in future rate cases or through person- 
hours worked by individuals whose salaries are paid by ratepayers. Although the Commission does not 
regulate solar providers, I am also interested in learning how much money the solar providers have 
expended on their campaigns related to net metering. 

Consequently, I am requesting the following information from Arizona Public Service Company, Tucson 
Electric Power Company, Unisource Energy, and the Electric Cooperatives. I am also asking solar 
providers and their related organizations to answer these same questions because the information will be 
helpful to me in my consideration of these important matters. 

Here are the questions: 

I )  How much money did your company, organization, shareholders, members, andlor parent 
company spend concerning net metering? Your answers should include funds spent to support lobbying 
ef$orts and contributions to organizations that lobby or retain lobbyists to promote supporting views. 

2) 
campaign to support your positions. 

Please identifr the approximate number of hours your salaried stajf spent on the public relations 

3) 
operation and administrative costs, etc.)finds expended to promote your views? 

I f  you are a regulated utility, will you be seeking to recover in afuture rate case (i.e., through 

Please provide your responses by November 6,2013. Your timely responses would be most helpful to me 
in my future consideration of these matters. 

Sincerely, 
anzona CoipGfatiOn Coriiinisslori 

D 0 c K ET !E F+ 

Robert L. Bums 

1200 WEST WASHINGTON STREET; PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85007-2927 / 400 WEST CONGRESS STREET; TUCSON, ARIZONA 85701-1347 

www.azcc.gov 
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Robert L. Bums 
Anzona Corporation Commission 
1200 West Washington Street 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 

November 6,2013 

Re: October 30,2013 Letter Concerning Net Metering Public Relations 
Docket No. E-01345A-13-0248 

Dear Commissioner Burns: 

Arizona Public Service Company submits this response to you  October 30, 
2013 letter in the above-referenced docket. In your letter, you asked about public 
relations efforts undertaken by the Company to inform the public about the 
complicated issues associated with Net Metering (NEMJ. Before addressing your 
questions, the following background may provide helpful context. 

APS initiated the public dsscussion about NEM earliet this year with a series of 
extensive public workshops. These workshops, which included various presentations 
from the solar industry perspective, focused on facts and policy positions, and 
exemplified the type of discussion APS sought to have: rational, fact-based exchanges 
about NEM with any disagreements expressed through dalogue and reasoned debate. 

Instead, solar leasing companies adopted a different approach that can best be 
characterized by recent statements, quoted in SNL Financial, from Jigar Shah, the 
founder and former CEO of SunEdison: “I love kicking people in the head. And this is 
going to be amazing with Arizona for us to practice this lckmg style to see where it 
goes.” Mr. Shah continued, “[wle’re not going to even acknowledge that PEM] has 
any cost to the people. In fact, we’re going to say something even more outrageous, 
whch is that we save them [thousands of dollars] for systems that we install.”l 

APS will defend its customers and itself when confronted by such an approach. 

“In solar/utility fight, some question us vs. them framing,” SNL Financial, Monday, October 
28,2013, filed in this docket on October 30,2013. 
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Robert L. Burns 
November 6,2013 
Page 2 of 3 

In its most re ent lOQ Wed with the Securities nd Exchange Commission, 
Pinnacle West dtsclosed that through September 30, 2013, it spent nine million dollars 
related to communication and other costs associated with NEM and deregulation. Ths 
disclosure was recently misreported as the amount spent on public relations efforts 
only, which is not accurate. A portion of the nine million dollars does include NEM 
public relations expenditures, as referenced below. But it also includes, for instance, 
fees paid to technical consultants in connection with policy analysis, such as wholesale 
market structure and design issues in preparation for the deregulation discussion, 
among others. And it includes APS’s general corporate advertisements, such as APS’s 
general ‘‘I Stand for Solar” campaign. 

With respect to your specific questions, APS responds as follows: 

Question 1: How much money did your company, organization, shareholders, 
members, and/or parent company spend concerning net 
metering? Your answers should include funds spent to support 
lobbying efforts and contributions to organizations that lobby or 
retain lobbyists to promote supporting views. 

Response: In connection with NEM public relations work, Pinnacle West spent 
approximately 3.7 d o n  dollars. 

Question 2: Please identify the approximate number of hours your salaried staff 
spent on the public relations campaign to support your positions. 

Response: NEM is an ongoing program that is supported on a daily basis as part of 
routine dady operations. APS incurs costs associated with employees in the call center, 
billing, metexing, public affairs, information technology and others that spend p a t  or 
even all of their daily activities on work that supports or relates to thls program. APS 
understands your question as only seeking incremental time spent by salaried staff on 
NEM public relations. With this understanding, APS estimates that over the past six 
months, the equivalent of €our full time employees worked full time (approximately 
4,000 hours) on NEM public relations. 

Question 3: If you are a regulated utility, will you be seeking to recover in a 
future rate case (Le., through operation and administrative costs, 
etc.) funds expended to promote your views? 

ResDonse: No. 
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I\UUClL L. YUIIIS 

November 6,2013 
Page 3 of 3 

I hope that these answers provide you the information you need. APS looks 
forward to working with you, the other commissioners and stakeholders to implement 
an NEM policy that is fair to all customers and promotes a sustainable future for solar 
technology in Arizona. 

c: Chairman Bob Stump 
Commissioner Gary Pierce 
Commissioner Brenda Burns 
Commissioner Susan Bitter Smith 
Parties of Record 
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September 14,2015 

Kate Sheward Become a fan 
kate SheDDard~hUffinatOnDOSt corn 

Arizona Solar Policy Fight Heats Up A s  Utility Admits To 
Funding Nonprofits' Campaign Ads 
Posted: 10/25/2013 62% pm EDT 1 Updated: 10/26/2013 1231 pm EDT 

WASHINGTON -- Arizona's largest utility admitted this week that it had paid a national conservative group to run anti-solar ads, after 
denying earlier in the year that it was funding the campaign. 

The Arizona Public Service has been pushing the state's public utility commission to change a state policy that currently allows homes and 
businesses with their own solar power systems to sell the excess energy they generate back to the grid. The policy, known as net metering, 
has been in place in Arizona since 2009, and according to solar advocates in the state, it has helped create a boom in the demand for rooftop 
solar. APS is trying to change the policy by increasing prices for solar customers, based on the argument that those users aren't paying their 
fair share for use of the grid and other infrastructure. Solar proponents say the proposed changes to net metering could essentially "kill 
rooftop solar in Arizona." 

The debate over the policy has split along some interesting political lines, with the son of Republican icon Barry Goldwater defending net 
metering against attacks from a national conservative organization. The 60 Plus Association, which presents itself as a more conservative 
alternative to the AARP, has been running ads in the state, along with a website, bashing the solar net-metering policy as "corporate 
welfare." 

In July, when this reporter asked APS spokesman Jim McDonald Doint-blank whether APS was funding the 60 Plus ads, he denied it, saying, 
"No, we are not." 

But this week, Ihe Arizona ReD ublic revealed that AF'S did in fact contribute to the 60 Plus effort, as well as to ads by free market advocacy 
group Prosper, and potentially others. "It goes through our consultant," McDonald told The Huffington Post on Friday, "but APS money 
does ultimately fund 60 Plus and Prosper." 

"I know what I told you earlier," McDonald said. 'That was my understanding at the time." He said he doesn't know how much APS money 
went toward those campaigns and dismissed the issue as "a phony controversy fueled by opponents who are eager to distract attention from 
the real substance from the issue." 

"We're in the middle of a bitter political fight," he said in defense of funding the ads. "This is not a battle that we want to fight, but we cannot 
back down." 

APS has maintained that it is not anti-solar, it just wants to change the net metering policy. "We've been painted as anti-solar," McDonald 
said. "That's just absolutely untrue." 

But the &and website from 60 Plus have been much more openly hostile to solar energy than APS has been in its public statements. 

60 Plus is backed bv th e Koch brothers, and the Arizona Republic confirmed that the work against net metering in Arizona is being 
coordinated by conservative operative Sean Noble, who has been described as "the wizard behind the screen" in the Kochs' donor network. 
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Prosper, the other named group that received money for its ads, is led bv former Arizona Speaker of the House Kirk Adams [R) and has 
camDaigned - against net metering and against the expansion of Medicaid. 

On Thursday, two other nonDrofits oDerated bv Noble and Adams were fined $1 million for failing to appropriately disclose political 
spending in California's elections last year. 

The revelations about APS' funding of the anti-solar campaign have sparked further debate. Solar proponents, including the Alliance for 
Solar Choice and the Arizona Solar Energy Industries Association, are now calling on the state attorney general and utility regulators at the 
Arizona Corporation Commission to look into whether APS illegally used rate-payer funds as part of those efforts. 

"APS knows how popular solar is," said Bryan Miller, president of the Alliance for Solar Choice and vice president of public policy at the 
solar energy company Sunrun. "Rather than owning up to their attacks, they set up shady organizations and worked behind them, and lied to 
the public and regulators for months and months. They owe the public an explanation." 

McDonald told HuffPost that ratepayer money was not used to pay for the campaigns, but that the funds came from shareholders in APS' 
parent company, Pinnacle West Capital Corp., which is publicly traded. 

The net metering fight has even boiled over into Arizona's electoral politics. 

Last week Wil Cardon, a Republican candidate in the 2014 primary race for secretary of state, accused one of his opponents, Justin Pierce -- 
son of ACC commissioner Gary Pierce -- of soliciting campaign support in exchange for his father's influence on utility regulation. Cardon's 
campaign identified two individuals on the host committee for a Justin Pierce fundraiser as employees of firms that have done work for APS 
at one time. But both of those lobbyists told The Huffington Post that they do not currently and have never lobbied on behalf of APS. 

In response to the criticism, Pierce announced that his campaign will be publicly funded. 

The Huffington Post learned on Friday that APS' chief lobbyist, Jessica Pacheco, reserved a room at the Phoenix Country Club for a 
campaign event for Justin Pierce on Oct. 16. McDonald said that Pacheco, a club member, booked the room for Pierce because she is friends 
with Pierce spokesman Alan Heywood and because the campaign could not reserve the room directly. 

"Jessica simply provided access to a venue at the request of a friend," McDonald said. "Jessica did not invite anyone from APS. She did not 
help organize the event." He said that any costs incurred for the event would by law have to be paid for by the campaign. 

Reached for comment on Friday evening, Heywood said he was not aware of Pacheco's role in booking a room for that event. "I don't know 
anything about that," Heywood said. "How you get a room for an event there, I have no idea." Heywood did confirm that he is friends with 
Pacheco, but was unsure whether she or any other APS staff attended the event because he arrived late. He did confirm that the campaign 
paid for the event. 

The Cardon campaign has also implied in public statemem that a company like APS or a political operative like Noble or Adams could make 
outside expenditures in support of Pierce's campaign. Heywood told HuffPost that it would be illegal for the campaign to "coordinate on 
anything like that." 

"He's not doing that and won't do it," said Heywood. 

APS spokesman McDonald also brushed aside the suggestion. "APS is a company that has a reputation for dealing with everybody in a very 
upfront and open way. We have a reputation in this community that has been built over a hundred years," he said. "We're not going to do 
anything to jeopardize that reputation." 

But the revelations about the previously undisclosed funding to 60 Plus and Prosper aren't helping that reputation. And renewables 
proponents are growing increasingly worried about where the senior Pierce might come down on the net metering question. They pointed to 
several recent letters from Commissioner Gary Pierce that they think indicate he might support APS' efforts to change the net metering 
policy. 

In July, Pierce requested a studv from commission staff to examine whether the net metering policy should be changed. In 
Pierce requested additional information from all parties after the staff reuort recommended against APS' prouosal and in favor of not 
changing the net metering policy at this time. 

Pierce has denied suggestions that he's taken any position on net metering at this point. "I am still considering all of the arguments, which is 
why I am actively seeking more input," Pierce said in a written response to questions from HuffPost. "My goal is to get this issue right for all 
ratepayers, and to have a sound policy that will work for years to come, not only for APS, but for the solar industry as well." 

He also accused renewable advocates of "using the ,Justin Pierce Campaign to intimidate me on this important issue." "AI parties are better 
served by continuing to meet with Commissioners to work out a solution which is fair for all APS customers," he wrote. "My door has always 
been open to all parties and they know it!" 

Forty-three states and the District of Columbia have net metering policies in place, which has hebed drive the growth in solar enerw in the 
U.S. in recent years. But there have been attemuts in at least four states in the last year to roll back those policies. 

I 
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The . C C  is expected to begin hearings on proposals to revisc the nct metering policy in November. 

MORE: Elections Anzona Comoration Commission Green Enerav Koch Brothers Net leterinq Utilties Sean Noble Anzona 60 Plus Solar Rooftoo Solar Panels Camoatan 
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July 24,2014 

Lucy Mason 
301 E Rosser Street 
Prescott, AZ 86301 

Vernon Parker 
740 S Mill Avenue, Suite 200 
Tempe, AZ 85281 

Dear Ms. Mason and Mr. Parker: 

This letter responds to yours dated July 21,2014 regarding two statements in an Arizona 
Free Enterprise Club mailer -that you (1) “SUPPORT Obama’s energy agenda” and (2) “are even 
accepting fundraising hetp from Obama’s very own non-profit group.” Despite your letter‘s 
legal protestations, neither of these statements is actionable. 

. . .. .First, ttte;statement tha 
certainly supported bythe-facts. 
inkludesi prowiding:gcye.~me~~, 
solari,:A predominant,campong, 
Commission-incfudes vigorous s 
breaks for green energy firms. 

I S .  . . . ‘ . I  
. .  

. ’ .  
’ 

Second, the statement that your campaigns “are even accepting fundraising help from 
Obama’s very own non-profit group’‘ is hardly fake. Your campaigns have received substantial 
fundraising support from ‘TUSK” (Tell Utilities Solar won’t be Killed) primarily through collecting 
$5 qualifying contributions under the Clean Elections Act. It has been widely reported that 
TUSK has received support from Obama Administration subsidies and TUSK’S agenda has been 
endarsed by Organizing for Action. &.g., Obarna comes to TUSK’S rescue in Arizona solar fight, 
Western Free Press, http://www.western~reepress.corn/2013/08/23/obama-comes-to-tusks- 
rescue-in-arizona-sofar-fight/ (August 23, 2013); 3arack Obarna’s non-profit group takes sides in 
Arizona’s solar-energy battle, Phoenix New Times, http://blogs.phoenixnewtimes.com/ 
valleyfever/2013/08/barack~obamas~non-pro~t~roup.php (August 23,2013). 

Given that your campaign positions cfearly align with President Obama’s energy agenda, 
[That TUSK has provided ,Clean, Efe.ctions Act f.uvdrais/ng a 
linked TUSK; Obama Admin@tratio,n, . subsidies, *. , and, 
:appear.to:.me :that either:staternent..k rnate$ally,,fna 
.provide me.with a detailed, analysis- of how.the twostat‘e 
and (2) provide full disclosure of the support.providedto you byTUSK, Organizing for America, . .  

2415 E. Camelback Rd. Ste 700 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 

www.azfree.org 
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tree enterme 
and any other solar company, organization or individual whose interests are aligned with 
President Obarna’s energy policy. 

Sincerely, 

Scot Mussi 
Executive Director 
Arizona Free Enterprise Club 

2415 E. Camelback Rd. Ste 700 
Phoenix, A2 85016 

www.azfree.org 
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Brownstein Hyatt 
Farber Schreclc 

August 3,2014 
Kory A. Langhofer 
Attorney at Law 
602.382.4078 tef 
602.382.4020 fax 
klanghofer@bhfs.com 

VIA E-MAIL 

Ariiona Secretary of State's Office 
c/o Christina Estes-Werther, State Elections Director 
I700 West Washington Street, 7th Floor 
Phoenix, Ariiona 85007 

RE: Audit of Save Our Future Now 

Ms. Estes-Wetther: 

I am writing on behalf of Save Our Future Now (the "Omanizatim") in response to your letter of July 23, 
2014, concerning the Organization's expenditures during the current election cycle. Specifically, your letter 
requested "information about the expenditures [the Organizationj has made to offset the primary purpose of 
influencing elections." Although we object to the audit letter for the reasons expressed below, the 
Organization is willing to provide to your office basic information concerning its expenditures to date in the 
201 4 election cycle. 

A. The Secretary of State's Office Lacks Authority to Audit the Orqanization 

As a preliminary matter, we would like to express concern about the issuance of audit letters by the Arizona 
Secretary of State. The audit letter referenced no statutory, constitutionai, or other legal authority for the 
audits and, to our knowledge, the Arizona Secretary of State lacks legal authority to compel the production 
or disclosure of sensitive internal infarmation by politically active organizations apart from the information 
required for registration and disclosure under Title 16 of the Arizona Revised Statutes. 

Because the recipients of the audit letter are not legally requlred to disclose the requested information to 
your office, the Fifth Amendment to the US. Constitution, which provides the right to remain silent, 
prohibits your office from basing any "reasonable cause" finding or referral to the Arizona Attorney 
General's office on the refusal of an organization to respond to the audit letter or the supposed inadequacy 
of any such response. See generally Gmn v. California, 380 US. 609, 61 5 (1965) (discussing the right to 
remain silent). 

B. The Oraanitation's Current Expenditures 

Notwithstanding our objection to the issuance of the audit letter, the Organization is willing to provide basic 
information concerning its expenditures to date in the 2014 election cyclt. As of the date of this letter, the 
Organization has spent approximately $?,471,000. Of that, approximaiely $19,000 has been spent on 
administrative costs such as legal and awounfing fees; approximately $960,000 has been spent on social 
welfare activities (excluding Arizona ballot measure campaigns, which constitute electioneering activities 
for purposes of Arizona law but not federal tax law); and approximately $492,000 to influence candidate or 

One East Washington Street, Sulte 2400 
Phoenix, AZ 8%04 
mafn 602382.4040 
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Arizona Secretary of State 
August 3,2014 
Page 2 
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spent approximately 66% of its funds on social welfare activities during the 2014 election cycle-which 
easily satisfies the iequirement that the Organization not be "organized, conducted or combined" primarily 
for the purpose of influencing Arizona elections. See Arii. Rev. Stat. 8 16-901 (19). 

Although the Organization will likely make additional independent expenditures in the 2014 election cycle, it 
will at all times ensure that its social welfare expenditures (as defined above) continue to exceed its 
electioneering expenditures (again, as defined above). 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 

Sincerely, I 

(s/Kow A. Lamhofer 
Kory A. Langhofer 

As you may know, some organizations tend io overreport their social welfare expenditures by 
wrongfy classifying as social welfare certain public communications that "in context can have no 
reasonable meaning other than to advocate the election or defeat of one or more clearly identifd 
candidates." See Ark. Rev. Stat. Fj 16-901.01(A)(1). The Organization decidedly does not fake that 
approach. Rather, the Organization treats as social welfare only expenditures that, under the guidance of 
the Internal Revenue Service, could be made by an organization operating under Section 501(c)(3) of the 
Internal Revenue Code (and therefore do not constitute partisan political campaign intervention) and that 
do not advance the passage or defeat of an Arizona ballot measure. See generally I.R.S. Rev. Rul. 2007- 
41 (June 18, 2007). A representative sample of the Organization's social welfare communications is 
attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

'I 

. .. . .... 
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S ~ v e  Our Fururc Now 
3104 E. Camelback Rd. $1 126 
Phoenix, AZ 850 16 

. . . .. . . . - -- -. . . . . _ _  

PLACE E 
Save Our Future Now 
VOTE BY MAIL CEhTER 
3 104 E. Camelback Rd. XI 126 
Phoenix, AZ 85016 
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.. MAIL BALLOT REQUEST 

FORTHE I'RIMARY CLECTLON ON AUGUST 26.2014 AND 
GENERAL ELEffION ON NOVEMBER4.2014 

0 r L E m  PUT ME ON THE PERMANENT EARLY VOTER LIST 

Resident Address I Apt # City ZIP 

DATE OF BIRTH (RIRV~PJIICNKIN) M#aD&Y 

f 1 
Phone Fmail 

. ... 

- I 
MAIL BALLOT REQUEST (for spouse) 

FORTHE PRIMARY EECTiON ON AUGUST 26,2014 AND 
GENERAL ELECTION ON  NOVEMBER^. 2014 

PLEASE PUT ME ON THE PERMANENT W Y  VOTER LIST 

LasLNarne I__-.-- First Name .. . .. .. ~ . - ... . - . . .. . , . . . . . , .. . . . ... 

Resident Address 1 Apt P City UP 

2014 WL BE A VERY IMPORTANT EAR FOR THE 
FUTURE OF ARIZONA. MANY IMPORTANT OFFICES 

'WILL BE DECIDED BY VOTERS LIKE YOU: 

paid for by Save Our Future Now. No: Authorized by any candidate or can&dale's gmpaip camurtce I - 
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Wad, Nancy 

From: Estes-Werther, Christina 
Sent: Sunday, August 03,2014 4:32 PM 
To: Drake, Jim; Read, Nancy; Morales, Yolanda 
cc: Crawford Kim 
Subject: Fwd: Response to SoS Audit Letter - Save Our Future Now 
Attachments: I Response to SoS Audit (1 1485043-1).PDF; ATTOOOOI .htm 

,I .-.-l_-l_----_.__. ~ -t_.̂ __-_._.l___l... 1. I__IL__C___" _____l_l_..______.__C._l.._._____I..---..__-II__ *_..I --.- .....--_.__--_I-----. 1--.- . .-..-...-- 

FYI- Response from the audit from Save Our Future Now. They object to  our request but provided some info. 

Christina 

Sent from my Phone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Langhofer, Kory A." cKLannhofer@BHFS.com> 
Date: August 3,2014,4:15:12 PM MST 
To: "'Estes-Werther, Christina'" ccwerther@azsos.nov> 
Ct: "Bales, Chase A," ~C6ales@8HFSS.com~ 
Subject: Response to  SoS Audit Letter - Save Our Future Now 

Christina: 

I have attached for the response of Save Our Future Now to the audit letter issued by your office on July 
23,2014. Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions. 

-KOW 

Kory A. Langhofer 
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP 
One East Washington Street, Floor 24 
Phoenix, Arizona 85004 
Desk: (602) 382-4078 
Cefl: (602) 571-4275 
Fax: (602) 382-4020 
klannhofer@bhfs.com 

STATEMENT OF CONFIDm\JUITY & DISCLAIMER The infomation contained in this 
email message is attorney privileged aad confidential, intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named above. If the reader of th is  message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copy of this email is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this email in error, please notify us immediately by calling (303)-223-1300 and 
delete the message. Thank you. 

1 
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Orders Order I Rev: 

Alt Order #: 

Product Desc: 

Estimate: 

Flight Dates: 

Original Date / Rev: 

Order Type: 

Agency Name: 

Buying Contact: 

Billing Contact: 

Advertiser Name: 

Demographic: 

Product Codes: 

Priority: 

Revenue Codes: 

Bill Plan 

36810 

Print Date 0610111414:00:44 Page 1 of 3 

ORDER 

07298525 

SAVE OUR FUTURE Wl 
51 0 

08/01114 - 08/06/14 

07/31/14 f 07Bl/I4 

P-NONPAC 

SRCP Media Inc 

201 N. Union Street Ste 200 

Alexandria, VA 2231 4 

Save Our Future Now 

A35i 

Ballot Issue 

04-TU- 

AGY. POL. POL-ISS 

Totals 

Primary AE: 

Sales Office: 

Sales Region: 

Billing Type: 

Billing Calendar: 

Billing Cycle: 

Agency Commissbn: 

New Business fhru: 

Order Separation: 
Advertiser External fD: 

Agency External ID: 

KTVK - Phoenlx 

Chervl Hair 

T-WOG 

NTL 

Cash 

Broadcast 

EOMIEOC 
15% 

00:15:00 

~~ 

9989AG 

Istart Date I End Date 1 # Spots I Gross Amount I Net Amount I I Month I #Spots I Gross Amount I NetAmount 1 Rating 
07/28/14 08/06/14 4 4  $25,625.00 $21,781.25 August 2014 44 $25,625.00 $21,781.25 0.0d 

Totals 44 $25,625.00 $21,781.25 0.00 

Account Executives ( 3  

[Account Executive I Sales Office Isales Region ]Start Date/ End Date IOrder% I 
Cheryf Blair Start Of Order - End Of Order 100% 

2 

Order Share I Share I Total1 

1 Share I Total 

KTVK - Phosnix 15% $25,625.00 
Market 100% $170,833.33 

Competitive Share 
CABLE 0% $0.00 
KAET 0% $0.00 
KASW 0% $0.00 
KAZT o?h $0.00 
KBCZ 0% $0.00 
KBPX 0% $0.00 
KDRX 0% $0.00 
KMCC 0% $0.00 
KMOH 0% $0.00 
KNAZ 0% $0.00 
KNXV 0% $0.00 
KPAZ 0% $0.00 
KPHO 0% $0.00 
KPNX 0% $0.00 
KPPX 0% $0.00 
KSAZ 0% $0.00 
KTFL 0% $0.00 
K N W  0% $0.00 
KUSK 0% $0.00 
KUTP 0% $0.00 
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OTVK 0% $0.00 
UNKWN 85% $145,208.33 

Print Date: 08/01/14 14:00:44 Page 2 of 3 

Order I Rev: 36810 Advertiser: Save Our Future N o w  
All Order #: 07298525 Product Desc: SAVE OUR FUTURE 811 KTVK - Phoenix 

Flight Dates: 08/01/14 - 08/06/14 Estimate: 51 0 

Ln Ch Start End Inventory Code Break StarVEndTime Days Len Spots Rate Pri RtgTyy 
E 1 KTVK 08/01/14 08/06/14 KTVK News at 5a M-F CM 5:OO AM-690 AM MTW-F-- :30 2 $300.0003-TF 0.00 N 

KTVK News at Sa M-F 
-- StarlDate EndDate Weekdavs SDotsMleek && &&!g 

Week:07/31/14 08/06/14 MTW-F-- 2 $300.00 0.00 
E 2 KTVK 08/01/14 08/06/14 KTVK News at 53Op M-FCM 5:30 PM-6:OO PM MTW-F-- $0 3 $550.0003-TF 0.00 N 

KTVK N ~ W S  at 530p M-F 
Start Date EndDale Weekdavs SpoWeek && 

Week: 07/31/14 08/06/14 MTw-F-- 3 $sSo.OO 0.00 
E 3 KTVK 08/01/14 08/06/14 KTVK News at 6p M-F CM 6:OO PM-6:30 PM MtW-F- :30 5 $550.0003-TF 0.00 N 

KIVK News at 6p M-F 

Week 07/31/14 08/06/14 M"-F-- 5 $550.00 0.00 

M V K  News at 6a M-F 

Start Date End Date Weekdavs %tsNVe& & & -  

E 4 KTVK 08/01/14 08/06/14 KTVK News at 6a M-F CM 6:OO AM-700 AM MlW-F-- :30 5 $600.0003-TF 0.00 N 

Start Date End Date Weekdays SDotsWeek && 
Week: 07/31/14 08/06/14 MTW-F-- 5 $soO.oo 0.00 

E 5 KTVK 08/01/14 08/06114 M-F 7p-730p CM 7:OO PM-230 PM MTW-F-- :30 2 $1,100.0003-TF 0.00 N 
M-F 7p-73Op 

StartDate EndDale Weekdays SDotsN\feek Rate 
Week 07/31/14 08/06/14 MTW-F-- 2 $ ~ , I O ~ O  0.00 

E 6 K N K  08/01/14 08/06/14 KTVK News at 7a M-F CM ROO AM-8:OO AM MTW-F-- :30 5 $600.0003-TF 0.00 N 
KTVK News at 7a M-F 

Start Date EndDale Weekdavs SDotsNIleek && &&g 
Week: P7l3111.1 08/06/14 MIW-F-- 5 $600.00 0.00 

E 7 KTVK 08/01/14 08/06/14 M-F730p8p CM 730 PW8:OO PM MTW-F-- :30 3 $1,000.0003-TF 0.00 N 
M-F 730p8p 

Start Date End Date Weekdavs SPotsM eek 
Week: 07/31/14 08/06/14 MTW-F-- 3 $1,000.00 0.00 

E 8 KlVK 08101/14 08/06/14 KTVK News at 8a M-F CM 89OAM-9:OOAM MW-F-- :30 5 $550.0004-TF 0.00 NI 
KTVK News at 8a M-F 

StartDate EndDate Weekdavs SDots/Week && &&.Q 
Week07l31114 08/06/14 MTW-F-- 5 $550.00 0.00 

E 9 KTVK 08/01/14 08/06/14 M-FEp-9p CM 8:OO PM-9:00 PM MTW-F-- :30 2 $275.0004-TF 0.00 NI 
M-F 8p-9p 

StartDate EndDate Weekdavs SpotsNVeek && @aJh~ 
Week:07/31/14 08/0W14 MW-F-- 2 $275.00 0.00 

E 10 KTVK 08/01/14 08/06/14 KTVK News at 9a M-F CM 9:00 AM-10:OO AMMfM-F-- :30 4 $400.0003-TF 0.00 NI 
KTVK News at 9a M-F 

-- StarlDate EndDate Weekdavs SDotsNVeek && &&Q 
Week: 07/31/14 08/06/14 MTW-F-- 4 $400.00 0.00 

E 11 m K  0810i114 08/06/14 KTVK News at 9p M-F CM 9:00 PM-1O:OO PMMTW-F-- :30 5 $550.0003-TF 0.00 NI 
KTVK News at 9p M-F 

Start Date End Date Weekdawj SootsNVeek Rate 
Week 07/31/14 08/06/14 MTW-F-- 5 $550.00 0.00 

E 12 KTVK 08/02/14 08/02/14 KTVK News at 9a Sa CM 9:00 AM10:OO AM-----1- 30 I $475.0004-TF 0.00 NI 
KTVK News at 9a Sa 

Week:.07128/14 08/03/14 ----- 1- 1 $475.00 0.00 
Start Date End Date Weekdavs SootsNVeeh R a t e m  

E 13 KTVK 08/03/14 08/03/14 KTVK News at 8a Su CM 8dM AM-9:OO AM --I--- 1 :30 1 $700.0003-TF 0.00 PSI 
KTVK News at 8a Su 

Startoate EndDate Weekdavs SDotsNVeek && &@?g 
Week: 07/28/74 08/03/14 ------ 1 1 $700.00 0.00 

E 14 KTVK 08/03/14 08/03/14 KTVK News at 9a Su CM 9:OO AM-10:OO AM------ 1 :30 1 $600.0003-TF 0.00 NI 
KTVK News at 9a Su 

Start Date End Date Weekdays SDotsNVeek &@ &&g 
Week:07/28/14 08/03/14 ------ 1 1 $600.00 0.00 

$pots Amount 
2 $600.00 

3 

5 

5 

2 

5 

3 

5 

2 

4 

5 

1 

1 

1 

$1,650.00 

$2,750.00 

$3,000.00 

$2,200.00 

$3,000.00 

$3.000.00 

$2,750.00 

$550.00 

$1,600.00 

$2,750.00 

$475.00 

$700.00 

$600.00 

ACC-AR0577 



Print Date: 08/01/14 Woe44 Page 3 of 3 

Order I Rev: 3681 0 . Advertiser: Save Our Future Now 
Alt Order #: 07298525 Product Dew: SAVE OUR FUTURE 8/1 KTVK - Phoenix 

Flight Dates: 08/01/14 - 08/06/14 Estimate: 510 

Ln Ch Start End Inventory Code Break StarVEndTime Days Len Spots Rate Pri RtgType Spots Amount 
'Tax I Note: Sales Tax 0.5%. Totals 44 $25,625.00 

ACC-AR0578 



NAB Form PB-I8 Issues 

AGREEMENT FORM FOR 
NON-C AN DIDATEIISSUE ADVERTISEMENTS 

1, 
do hereby request station tims concerning h e  following issue: 

.... . ~. . . . . . . .  
k i v e . m r  . . . . . . . .  Fu~ufe.Mow ~ , . . . . . . . . .  . .  

Save Our Future Now This broadcast time will be used by: 

ACC-AR0579 



NAB F m  P&iB Issues 

. .  * 

Treasurw Joyce Downey 

THIS PAGE MUST BE COMPLETED FOR PROGRAMMINO THAT 
"COMMUNICATES A PQLlTlCAL MATER OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE" 

FOR ALL OTHER ISSUE ADS, PLEASE GO TO PAGE 3. 

Programming that *~~~mrn~nfcates potitical matter of national Importance" 
tncludes (d) references to fegally qualifled candidates fppresldenttal, vice 
presldentfal or congressional); (2) any electlon to Federal offfce (e.&, any --- - ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  . .  
and (3) a national le(lislathm issue of public importance fe.g., Affordable Care Act, 
revlsing the IRS tax code, federa1 gun control or any federal Ieglslation). , 

For programmlng that "communicates 8 message relating to any political matter of 
natronal Importance: lid the nsme of the legally qualified wndldate{s) the programming 
refers to, the offices being sought, the date($) of the electkm(s) andlor the fssue to 
whfch the cornmunfcaflon refers of applicable): 

I mpresent that the payment for the above described broadcast time has been furnished 

and you are authorized to announce the time as paid for by such person or entity 
(hereinafter &erred to tx8 the *sponsor"), 

for programming that "communicates a message relating to any polltlcal maffer of 
national importance: attach Agreed Upon Schedule (Page 5)  

ACC-AR0580 



THlS PAGE MUST BE COMPLETED FOR PROORANIMINC; THAT 
DOES NOT "COMMUNICATE A POLITICAL MATTER OF NATIONAL 

IMPORTANCE" 

I remsent that the nayment for the above described broadcast time has been furnished 

and you are aufhofired to announce the time as paid for by such person or entity 
(h6minaf&er referred to 8s the "Spcmsot'). 

List the chief executhre o f k w  or membem of uls executive obrnmittee or &e board of 

ACC-AR0581 



NA6 Form P&18 Issues 

TO BE COMPLETED FOR ALL ISSUE ADVERTISEMENTS 

THIS STATION DOES NOT DlSCRlMlNATE OR PERMIT OISCRIMfNAT1ON ON THE 
BASIS OF RACE OR ETHNICKY IN THE PLACEMENT OF ADVERTISING. 

L 

above-requested advartissmanl(s). Fer the abovestated broadcast(s), the sponsor 
also agrees to prepare a scwlpt; transcript, or tape, whlch wlll be delvemd to the 
station at least before the time of the scheduled broadcasts. 

TO BE SlGAED 8 Y  STATIOEI REPRESERTATWE 
Cl Accepted 0 Accepted In Part U Rejected 

ACC-AR0582 



ORDER 
Print Date 08/05/14 14:56:26 Page I of 3 

Orders Order I Rev: 

Alt Order #: 

Product Desc: 

Estimate: 

Flight Dates: 

Original Date I Rev: 

Order Type: 

36877 

07301919 

SAVE OUR FUTURE 8l7 

51 9 

08107f 1 4 - oaf1 41 14 

08/05/14 I 08iO51T 4 

P-PAC 

hgency Name: 

Buying Contact: 
Bjlllng Contact: 

SRCP Media Inc 

201 N. Union Street Ste 200 

Advertiser Name: 

Demographic: 

Product Codes: 

Priority: 

Revenue Codes: 

Bill Plan 

Alexandria. VA 22314 

Save Our Future Now 

A35+ 

Ballot Issue 

04-l-R- 

AGY, POL, POL-ISS 

Totals 

Primary AE: 

Sales Office: 

Sales Region: 

Billing Type: 

Billing Calendar: 

Billing Cycle: 
Agency Commission: 

New Business Thru: 

Order Separation: 

Advertiser External ID: 
Agency External I D  

KTVK - Phoenlx 

Chervl Blair 

T-WDC 

NTL 

Gash 

Broadcast 

EOMEOC 

15% 

#:1500 

9989AG 

[Start Date I End Date I # Spots I Gross Amount f Net Amount 1 I Month I #Spots I Gross Amount I Net Amount I Rating1 
0712811 4 0811 411 4 73 $38,775.00 $32,958.75 2014 73 $38,775.00 $32,958.75 0.00 

Totals 73 $38,775.00 $32,958.75 0.00 t13, rFa 
Account Executives 
IAccount Executive I Sales Ofice Isales Region I Start Date / End Date I Order % 

Cheryl Blair Start Of Order - End Of Order 100% 

Order Share Share I Total 
K N K  - Phoenlx 16% $38,775.00 

I 
Market 700% $242,343;75 

I Total 1 Competitive Share Share I 
CABLE 0% $0.00 
KAET 
KASW 
KAn 
KBCZ 
KBPX 
KDRX 
KMCC 
KMOH 
KNAZ 
KNXV 
KPAZ 
KPHO 
KPNX 
KPPX 
KSAZ 
KTFL 
KTVW 
KUSK 
KUTP 

0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

15% 
0% 

23% 
27% 
0% 

19% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 

$36,351.56 
$0.00 

$55,739.06 
$65,432.81 

$0.00 
$46,045.31 

$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 

ACC-AR0583 



OWK 0% $0.00 
UNKWN 0% $0.00 

Print Date: 08/05/14 14:56:26 Page 2 of 3 

Order 1 Rev: 36877 Advertiser: Save Our Future NOW 

Alt Order #: 07301919 Product Desc: SAVE OUR FUTURE 817 KTVK - Phoenix 

Flight Dates: 08/07/14 - 08/14/14 Estimate: 51 9 

t n  Ch Start End InventoryCode Break StaNEndTime Days Len Spots Rate Pri RtgTyp 
E 1 KTVK 08/07/14 08/13/14 KTVK News at 5a M-F CM 5:OO AM-6:OO AM MTWTF-- 3 0  5 $300.0003-Tf 0.00 NI 

KTVK News at !ia M-F 
Start Date End Date Weekdavs SrtotsN\feek Rate !&&g 

Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 M F - -  5 $300.00 0.00 

KTVK News at 5a M-F 

Week08/11/14 08/17/14 ---I--- 1 $300.00 0.00 

KTVK News at 6a MF 

W%k:08/07t14 08/13/14 MlWTF-- 5 $600.00 0.00 

KTVK News at 6a M-F 

E 2 KWK 08/14/14 08/14/14 KTVK News at 5a M-F CM 500 AM-6:00 AM ---1--- :30 1 $300.0003-TF 0.00 NI 

Start Date grid Date Weekdavs. Smtslweek 

E 3 KTVK 08/07/14 08/13/14 KTVKNSWS~I 6aM-F CM 6:00AM-700AM M M F - -  30  5 $600.0003-TF 0.00 NI 

Start Date EndDale Weekdavs Spotweek Rate 

E 4 KTVK 08/14/14 08/14/14 KTVKNew at 6aMF CM I:QOAM-7:00AM ---1--- :30 1 $600.0003-TF 0.00 N1 

Start Date End Date Weekdavs SaotsMleek && &j.&g 
Week 08/11/14 08/17/14 ---I--- 1 $600.00 0.00 

E 5 KTVK 08/07/14 08/13/14 KTVK News at 7a M-F CM 7:OO AM-8:00 AM M F - -  :30 5 $600.0003-TF 0.00 NI 
KTVK News at 7a M-F 

StartDattt EndDate Weekdays SpotsiWeek && &&Q 

week:08107~ oa113ti4 m~-- 5 $600.# 0.00 

KTVK News at 7a M-F 

Week: 0811 1/14 08/17/14 ---I--- I $600.00 0.00 

KTVK News at 7a Su 

E 6 KTVK 08/14/14 08/14/14 KTVK News at 7a M-F CM 7:OO AM-8:00 AM ---1--- 30 1 $600.0003-TF 0.00 N! 

Start Date f n d  Date Weekdavs SaotsNVeek &&&#lJ 

E 7 KTVK 08/10/14 08/10/14 KTVK News at 7a Su CM 7:OO AM-8:00 AM ------2 :30 2 $350.0004-TF 0.00 NF 

StartDate End Date Weekdays SpotsNeek && Ratina 
Week 08/04/14 08/10/14 ------ 2 2 $350.00 0.00 

E 8 KTVK 08/07/14 08/13/14 KTVKNewsat8aM-F CM 8:00AM-9:00AM M M F - -  :30 5 $550.0004-TF 0.00 NE 
KTVK News at 8a M-F 

Start Date EndDate Weekdays SootsNVeek && Ratina 
Week:08/07/14 08/13/14 MTWTF-- 5 $sso.oo 0.00 

K W K  News at 8a M-F 
Start Date EndDate Weekdavs SDotsNVeek && &@g 

Week 0811 1/14 0811 7/14 ---I--- 1 $550.00 0.00 

KTVK News at 8a Sa 
StartDate EndDate Weekdavs SDotsNlreek && &I& 

Week 08/04/14 08/10/14 ----- 2- 2 $75Q.00 0.00 

KTVK News at 9a Sa 
StartDate EndDale YIfeekdavs SpotsiWeek &&J 

Week 08/04/14 08/10/14 ----- 2-  2 $475.00 0.00 

KTVK News at 9a Su 
Start Date EndDale Weekdavs SDotsMleek && &@g 

Week: 08104f 14 D8/1 Dl14 --- - -- 2 2 $600.00 0.00 

E 9 KTVK 08/14/14 08/14/14 KTVK News at 8a M-F CM 8:OO AM-9:00 AM ---1--- :30 I $550.0004-TF 0.00 Nh 

E 10 KTVK 08/09/14 08/09/14 KTVK News at Ea Sa CM 8:00 AM9:OO AM -----2- :30 2 s1750.0003-TF 0.00 Nh 

E 11 KTVK 08/09/14 08/09/14 KTVK News at 9a Sa CM 9:OO AM-1O:OO AM-----2- :30 2 8475.0004-TF 0.00 Nh 

E 12 KTVK 08/10/14 081lOl14 KTVK News at 9a Su CM 9:00 AM-1O:OO AM------ 2 :30 2 $600.0003-TF 0.00 Nh 

E 13 K N K  08/07/14 08/13/14 M-F 1 la-12p CM 11 :OO AM-12:OO PIMfwTF-- 3 0  3 $200.0003-TF 0.00 Nh 
M-F 1 1 a-1 2p 

Start Date EndDale Weekdavs SpotsMleek && 
Week:08/07/14 08/13/14 WWrF-- 3 $200.00 0.00 

E 14 KTVK 08/07/14 08/13/14 M-F 12p-123Op CM 12:OO PM12:30 PlMWF-- :30 3 $175.0003-TF 0.00 Nh 
M-F 1 2 ~ 1 2 3 0 ~  

Start Date End Date Weekdavs SDotsNVeek Rate &&Q 
Week: oa107ii4 08/13/14 WF-- 3 $175.00 0.00 

;pots Amount 
5 $1,500.00 

1 

5 

1 

5 

1 

2 

5 

1 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

$300.00 

$3,000.00 

$6Q0.00 

$3,000.00 

$600.00 

$700.00 

$2.750.00 

$550.00 

$1,500.00 

$950.00 

$1,200.00 

$600.00 

$525.00 

ACC-AR0584 



Print Date: 08/05/14 14:56:26 Page 3 of 3 

Order / Rev: 36877 Advertiser: Save Our Future Now 

Alt Order #: 07301 91 9 Product Desc: SAVE OUR FUTURE 817 KTVK - Phoenix 

Flight Dates: 08/07/14 - 08/14/14 Estimate: 519 - 

Ln Ch Start End InventoryCode Break StaNEndTime Days Len Spots Rate Pri RtgTyF 
E 15 KTVK 08/07/14 08/13/14 M-F 4p430p CM 4:OO PM-4:30 PM MlWfF-- 3 0  2 $400.0004-TF 0.00 N 

M-F 4p-430p 
Start Date End Date Weekdavs SDolsNVeek Rate &&g 

Week 08/07/14 08/13/14 MlwTF-- 2 $400.00 0.00 

KTVK News at 5p M-F 
StattDate EndDate Weekdavs SDolsAMeek && &&g 

Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 W F - -  5 $!.j!a.oo 0.00 

K N K  News at 5p M-F 

Week:08/11/14 08/17/14 ---I--- 1 $5so.00 0.00 

KTVK News at 5p Sa 

E 16 KTVK 08/07/14 08/13/14 KTVK News at 5p M-F CM 5:OO PMS:30 PM M W F - -  :30 5 $550.0003-TF 0.00 N 

E 17 K M  08/14/14 08/14/14 KTVK News at 5p M-F CM 500 PM-330 PM ---I--- :30 I $550.0003-TF 0.00 N 

EndDate Weekdavs SDotWeek !&& Ratina 

E 18 KTVK 08/09/14 08/09/14 KTVK News at 5p Sa CM 5:OO PM-5:30 PM -----1- :30 'I $275.0003-TF 0.00 NI 

Start Date EndDate Weekdays SpoisNVeek && Ratina 
Week: 08/04/14 08/10/14 ----- 1- 1 $275.00 0.00 

E 19 KTVK 08/10/14 08/10/14 KTVK News at 5p Su CM 500 PM-530 PM ------ 1 :30 1 $250.0003-TF 0.00 NI 
KTVK News at 5p Su 

Week 08/04/14 08/10/14 ------ 1 1 $250.00 0.00 
StartDate EndDate Weekdays SDotsNIleek 

E 20 KTVK 08/07/14 08/13/14 K N K  News at 53Op M-EM 530 PM-6:00 PM MTI\TTF-- :3U 3 $550.0003-TF 0.00 NI 
KTVK News at 530p M-F 

Start Date End Date Weekdays SootsNeek & & & & a  
Week 08/07/14 08/13/14 m F - -  3 $550.00 0.00 

K N K  News at 6p M-F 
E 21 KTVK 08/07/14 08/13/14 KTVK News at 6p M-F CM 6:OO PM-6:30 PM MlWrF-- :30 5 $550.0003-TF 0.00 NI 

StartDate EndDate Weekdays SootsMleek && @@g 
Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 MfKTF-- 5 $550.00 0.00 

E22 K N K  08107114 08/13/14 M-F 7p-730~ CM 7:OO PM-7:30 PM MTWTF-- :30 4 $1,100.0003-TF 0.00 Nf 
M-F 7p-730~ 

Start Date End Dale Weekdays SDotsNeek Rate Ratina 
Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 RTWTF-- 4 $1,10KO 0.00 

Week: 08/07/14 08/t3/14 M M F - -  4 $l,ooiiG 0.00 

E 23 KTVK 08/07/14 0811 3/14 M-F 73Op-8p CM 7:30 PM-8:00 PM M W F - -  30 4 $1,000.0003-TF 0.00 MI 
M-F 730~-8p 

Start Date End Date Weekdavs SDotsNVeek Rate &&g 

E24 KTVK 08/07/14 08/13/74 M-F8p9p CM 8:OO PM9:OO PM W F - -  3 0  5 $275.0004-fF 0.00 NI 
M-F 8p9p 

StartDate EndDate Weekdavs SuoIsMIeek && Ratino 
Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 M W F - -  5 $275.00 0.00 

KTVK News at 9p M-F 
E 25 K N K  08/07/14 08/f3/14 KTVK News at 9p M-F CM 9:00 PM-10:OO PMMTWTF-- :30 4 '$550.0003-TF 0.00 NE 

;pots Amount 
2 $800.00 

5 

1 

1 

1 

3 

5 

4 

4 

5 

4 

$2,750.00 

$550.00 

$275.00 

$250.00 

$1,650.00 

$2,750.00 

$4,400.00 

$4,000.00 

$1,375.00 

$2,200.00 

ACC-AR0585 



Orders Order1 Rev: 

AEIOrder#: 

Product Desc: 
Esfimaie: 

fli&t Dates: 

orlgfnal Date I RH 
Order Type: 

Advertiser Name: 
Demographic: 

Product c o d e s :  

p* 
Revemm Codes: 

ORDER 

599136 

07298535 

SAVE OUR f VTURE NOW 
510 

07131114 - 08/06/14 Primary AE: 

W t 1 4  f WOlM4 Sales Office: 

GENERAL +res Reglow 

SRCP Medii 

BIUing Type: 

Billing Calendar: 
BHJlng Cyde: 

- 
201 NOnh vnlon Streel 

CBSS 
Man  ort ten 

H-WM: . 

EOMIEOC 

Save Our Future 
A35+. New Bosiness thnr; 
Pdith;aClssltes order Separatfon: W:l5DfJ 
tMP Advertiser External ID: 
POL, PL1, FLT Agency Extemal Io: 

Order Sham I share 1 Total I 
CBS5 * 23% $39.825.00 
Market 1Wk $173,15237 

$0.00 
s0.w 
$0.00 

$1,731.52 
$0.00 

' $0.00 
s0,oO. 
so.00 
$0.00 
$@.(to 

50.00 
$38*&25.00 . I 

$0.00 
$45,010.57 

$0.00 
$25,972.83 

50.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 

ACC-AR0586 



Prlnt Date: 08/01/14 08;2Q47 Page 2 of 3 

Order / Rev: 599136 Advertiser: Save Our Future 
Alt Order #i 07298535 Product Desc. SAVE OUR F W R E  NOW . CBS5 

FIiQM Dates: 07/31/14 - 08/06/74 Estimate: 510 

1 

I 

1 

I 

1 

2 

1 

2 

.I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

$SW.Oo 

$425.00 

$400.00 

$60O.b0 

$525.00 

$?j5Olao 

S l , O M 0 0  

S Q ~ . O O  

$650.00 

$rn.Oo 

b z o o . ~  

$soO..ao 

$3aDoa.oo 

$3,5W.M] 

spots Amowlt 
2 $2.600.00 

ACC-AR0587 



PrintDaie: WOlM408;20;47 Page 3 of 3 

Order I Rev: 599138 Advertiser: Save Our Future 

Alt Order # 07298535 Produd Desc: S A M  OUR FUTURE NOW CBS5 

Flight Dates: 07131ll4 - 08/06/14 Estimate: 510 

Ln Ch Start End InventoryCode Break StartlEndTime Days Len Spots Rate Pri RtgTy 
15.KPHQ O W 1 4  WW14 Wed9plOp CM Wed9p-lOp --I---- 

s!aI!z&EndDeleWeekdavs swrslweek R a t e f b m a  
Extant 

week: 08104i34 OBMw34 --I.---- 1 $3,5w).oQ 0.00 
16 WHO 08X)4H4 08106114 M-FLateNews . CM FA-Fl0p-103p m--- :30 3 81,300.001MP 0.00 N 3 

4 

3 

4 

3 

3 

8 

3 

8 

4 

$3,900.00 

$2.100'00 

$4 275.00 

$1,Iioo.00 

$.t,sao.oo 

$4,575.00 

$2200.00 

$3.000.00 

$3,Boo.Qo 

52800.00 

ACC-AR0588 



AGREEMENT FORM FOR 
NON-CANDIDATEIISSUE ADVERTISEMENTS 

. . . . . . . . . .  
'---L-U.W. 
h?,Y..?.?..n-ay, 

. . . . . .  save Our,Futq NOW . .  I .  , . .  - .  
. . .  . . . . .  . ,  . .  , .  : . ,  : 

$ 3  
. .  

, .  . . . . . . . .  .. . . _.._, . . 

. .  

This. broadcast lime w#t be irsed by: Save Our Future.Now I ,  

. 

. . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  .... 

I 

! .  

i .  
.i 

ACC-AR0589 



THiS PAGE MUST BE COMPLETED. FOR PROGRAMMING THAT 
“COMMUN1CATE6 APOLITICAL MATTER Of: NATIONAf. IUPORTANCE.” 

FOR AU. OTHER ISSUE ADS, PLEASE 00 TO PAGE 3. 

I represent that the payment for the above deacnid broadcast time has bsen furnlsheed ..... - -  

and you are authorized b announce! the fim as paid for by such persdn or entity 
(hereinafter refenad to 8s the ‘sponsoP). 

.Lkt the chief executive ofhers or members of the executive committee or &e b r d  of 
directors bebw (or sttach separably): 

. .  . .’ * . .  
Treasurer: Joycs’Uowney 

Far programming that ‘communicates a message refating to any political matter of 
nabnat Jmportance,’ attach Agreed Upon Schedule {Page 5) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  

ACC-AR0590 



e-.-- -.. 

! 

WJS PAGE MUST BE COMPLETED FOR PROGRAPnMlNO THAT 
WE8 NUX "COMMUNICATE A POLITiCAL MATTER OF NAVONAL 

IMPORTANCE" 

.... 
I.--*-- ..... - . .__- . .-... %-,EX* -.-J.--M...,-- 

*>.-LxC(.;u-es 

and you am authorized toannounm the time as paid for by svch person or entity 
(hereinafter referred to as the %punsofT). 

rs or members of the executive mmm 

. . . . . . . . .  . I  . .  

. _  

I 

ACC-AR0591 
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TO BE COMPl..EED FOR ALL ISSUE ADVERTBEMEWS 

fH4S STA7'IoN OOES MOT DISCRIMMATE OR PERMIT DiSCWM!NATIOM Qt 
BASIS OF RACE UR ETMNlClTY IN THE PLACEMENT OF ADVERTISING. THE 

. . . . . ̂.. . . . . ._ .. , . .  . . . . . I  r .  . . , . .  , 

ACC-AR0592 



AGREED UPON SCHEDULE 

. . . . . .  . ' . . ~ . : .  

AFTER AIRING OF BROADCASTS; 

Attach lnvalcqs or'Scheduk, Run Summary to #tis Form showing: 

-.--_y.- 

Now; Bacause the FCC requlres that the poU#r,aI flfe confain the actual time tho fate 207"' 
spars '!communicating a political maltor of national Importance" sir, that Information 
sfiould b& Included 113 the ffle as soon as possible. If that lnformirtlon Is only generttted 
monthly, the lite should Include tho name of a contact perSon who can provide the tfmes 
tlwt and rates for epscitfc spot6 atred, The FCC'a onllne political filas ioo4ude a foirler for 
'Terms and Disclosures." NAB sil~ilesb that, for stations subject tu the ontfne gubk flle 
rule, the names of contact Persan(s) be ptaceb In that foider. 

CopyrlOM02013byIhsNatb~iAMocbrlton O f ~ M S Y ~ l > e c o p i a C r , ~ c e d o r ~ ~ ~ ~ d  
5 

. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ .  . ..... 
I *. . 
I .  

I 
i '; 
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PAID POLrnCAL 
BROADCAST AVAIL RIEQITEST 

SCREDULE DATES: . Asordered ' 

COMMEIUCAL LENGTIEX: :30 

f TO: Mitch Nye STATION: KPHO I 

REQUESTRECEIVED FROM DATE: 7/31/14 
BUYER Cheryl Mulhall - 
AGENCY: . SRCPMedia 
ADDRESS: 201 N Union St. Suite 200, Alexandria VA.22314 
PHONE #: 703.683.9755 
FAX #: 703.683.8826 
OTEER: 

. AVAILS FUR 
CO-E: Save our Future Now 
CPMGN MGR. 
TREASURER: Joyce Downey 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE #: 602-45 1-6958 
FAX #: 
OTHER: 

Todd Bradford - President 

3104 EI, CamelbwkRd. #1126, Phoe~ix., AZ 85016 

FOR 

OFFICE: Issue 
CANDIDATE: Issue 

PARTY: Republican . 

ACC-AR0594 



PrintOete 08/01/14 Page 1 Q: 

CONTRACT 
KSAZ 
51 1 W. Adama Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85003 
lSOZl257-1234 

And: 

Stevens Reed Curcio & Potholm 
Aaention: Chew Mullhalf 
201 North Union Strpt 
suite 200 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

S1.3? 

$ 3 3  

58:t 

ACC-AR0595 



Ptint Date 08IOlfl4 Paae 2 c 

Contiact i Revision Alt Order # 
356005 I 1 10141599 

L- 

KSAZ 
511 W. Adams Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85003 
(602) 257-1234 

Save Our Future Now 
Oriafnal aafe / Rev&& 

07131114 I My01114 

1 

3 

3 

3 

9 

f5 

ACC-AR0596 



Gontracf Agreement Between: PrlntDate 08/01114 Pege 3 0' 

Contract I Revlsion 
356005 / 1 

KSAZ 
til 1 W. Adams Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85003 
(602) 257-1234 

Alf Order # 
10141599 

Eontract Dates 
0Bl01M4 * 081136114 

M- 
Save Our Future Now 07/34/14 I 08101/14 

g_ahal Rate I Rev islpa 

StaNEnd spots/ 
'Line Ch Start Date End Date Description Time Days Length Week Rate Rln TypeSpots Amc 

&& @rn start Oak End De& Weekdm sn&lWe& gatfzRatlna m a  PateRanaa Descrintlpn SIarVEnd Time Weekdam &&@ 

$1,500.00 0.00 b M  

!KOO.OO 0.00 NM 

$850.00 0.00 NM 

$850.00 0.00 M 

$1.200.00 0.00 NM 

IOO.00 0.00 MM 

$1,300.00 0.00 FRvl 

wo.00 0.00 NM 

$1,300.00 0.00 NM 

$450.00 0.00 NM 

54OR.00 0.0D NM 

$1,300.00 0.00 NM 

' 

NM 

Ratem 
%30&%0 0.00 NM 

NM 

3 $3.91 

2 s3.0: 

0.00 48' 843.5P 
Tax 7 Note: Phoenix City Sates Tax 0.5%. 
Time Pdod # of Spots Gross Amount Net Amount 7 e x  I Total 

07l28114 -08f#l14 48 $43,€i~.OO $37,017.50 $186.09 $37,202.59 
'Totals 48 $43,SW,QO $37,017.50 $186.09 $37,202.59 

Signature: Date: L 

ACC-AR0597 
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AGREEMENT FORM FUR 
NON-CANDIDATEIISSUE ADVERTISEMENTS 

Statlon and Locatioh:. I Date: . I 
K S M  

1, 
do hereby request staflon thne concerning the follawing issue: 

This broadcast time will be used by: Save Our Future Now 

Copyright 0 2013 by the National Asswialbn of Broedcaalers. May not be copied, reproduced or further distributed 
I 



NAB Form PB18 lssues 

THiS PACE MUST BE COMPLETED FOR PROGRAMMING THAT 
“COMMUNICATES A POWTICAL MATTER OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE.” 

FOR ALL OTHER ISSUE ADS, PLEASE GO TO PAGE 3. 

Programming that “communicates a politkat matter of national Importance” 
incfudes (4) references to legally quafified candidates (presidential, vice 
presidential or congressionai}; (2) any election to Federal office (eg., any 
references to %ur next senator”, ‘‘our person in Washington” or “the PreSident’’); 
and (3) a national legislative issue of public importance (e.g., Affordable Care Act, 
revking the tRS tax code, federal gun control or any federal legislation). 

Far programming that “communicates a message relating to any police1 matter of 
national importance,” iist the name of the legatfy quafjfkd candidata(s) the progmmmfng 
reefers to, the of%x?s being sought, the date(s) of the electlon(s) andfor the issue to 
which the communication refers (if applcable}: 

* 

I represent that the payment for the above descrfbed broadcast time has been fimjshed 

and you are authorized to announce the time as paid for by such person or entity 
(hemlnafter referred to as the “sponsor“). 

Ltst the chief executive officers or rnembem of the executive committee or the board of 
directors below (or att;tch separately): 

. . - l., . L.. . : . ’:. ...: 
. .: . I .  

I .  ’ 
. .  - .. . .  , . .. : .  I Tiiawiec .toyice: ~ b i r j n i i  . . . 

I. . . .. . 

. .  
. .  .: , I .  ..& . : ‘  I . . *. - 

. . A .  . . , . *  . . 
’ ; . .  . ; . I 

. ~. I 
. a .  . .  

For programming that “communfcstes a message relating to any political matter of 
national importance,” attach Agreed Upon Schedule (Page 5) 

Copyright cg 201 3 by the National Assodatfon of Sroadcastara May not be copled, reproduced or further distributed 
2 
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NAB Form PB-18 Issues 

THIS PAGE MUST BE COMPLETED FOR PROGRAMMING THAT 
DOES NOT “COMMUNICATE A FOUTICAL MATTER OF NATIONAL 

JMPORTANC E” 

1 represent that the payment for the above described broadcast time has been furnished 

and you are authorized to announce the time as paid for by such person or entity 
jherelnafter referred to as the .Sponsot‘). 

tist the chief executive officers or  members ofthe executlve committee or the board of 

Copyright (D 2013 by the National Association of Broadoastere. May not be copied, reproduced or further distributed 
3 
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NAB Form PB-18 ~SSWS 

TO 8E COMPLETED FOR ALL ISSUE ADVERTlSEMENTS 

THIS STATION DOES NOT DISCRIMINATE OR PERMIT DISCRJMfNATJ~N ON THE 
SASE OF RACE OR ETHNJICITY IN THE PLACEMENT QF ADVERTISING. 

The Sponsor agrees to indemnify and hold harmfess the station for any damages or 
liability, including reasonable attorney's fees, mat may ensue from the broadcast of the 
aboverequested advertisement(s). For the above-stated broadcast@), the sponsor 
also agrees to prepare a script, transcript, or tape, whkh will be delivered to the 
station at least I before the time af the s~haduied broadcasts. 

TU BE SIGNE5 BY STATlON REPRES€NTAWE 
El Accepted U Acmpled In Part D Rejected 

Signature Printed Name Title 

Copyright 0 2019 by the National Assc-cWon of Broadcastienr. May not be copied, reproduced M further distributed 
4 
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NAB Form PB-I8 Issues 

AGREED UPON SCHEDULE 

AFTER AlRfNG OF BROADCASTS: 

Attach invoices or Scheduie Run Summary to this Form showing: 

(I) actual air time and charges €or each spat; 
(2) the date@), exact time($) and reason(s) for Make-Gaod(s), if any; and 
(3) the amobnt of rebates given (identify exact date, the, ciass of broadcast and 

dollar amount for each rebate), if any. 

Note: 8ecause the FCC requires that the pditfcd fit% confafn the actual t h e  the fate for 
spats "comrnuntcsff ng 8 polltscal matter of national importance" air, that tnforrnation 
should be included In the file a6 soon as possible. If that information is only generated 
monthly, the file shuutd include the name of a contact person who can provide the times 
that and r a w  far specific spots aired. The FCC's onllne political files incfude a folder for 
"Terms and DiscJosures." NAB suggests thaf, fer stattans subject to the online publc fife 
rule, the names of contact personfa) be placed in that folder. 
Copydght 03 2013 by the National Awociatfon of 8roadcasters. May not be copled, reproduced at Iurther disMwted 

5 
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And: 

Stevens Reed Curcio & PotJtolm 
Attention: Cheryl Mdlhall 
201 North Unlon Street 
Sufte 200 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

Contract Agreement Between: Print Date 07t31114 Page 1 of 4 

CONTRACT - .  

KSAZ 
51 1 W. Adams Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85003 
(602) 257-1234 

I I 
&aenw Ref t Ref 

*Line Ch Start Oats End Date Description Time Days Length Week Rate Rtn Tyf 
N 1 KSAZ OBJOtHS 08mW34 M-FQ-53m 58-530a so Nf 

P o l l ~ f  1 r n B  
StaadOtQ gndL)ste Weekdaw SwESlwW k Bak;R&m 

W&:07/28!14 -14 ---A F- " 1 $4SO.OO 0.00 
W8&08104/14 WlQM4 MW---* 3 t;450.00 0.00 

N 2 KSAZ OglDlM4 08t06114 M-F530a-W 69011.6a :30 NI 
P ~ l ~ u e  

&@/Week rnIw.If&l 
Week:O?f'Wl4 O W 1 4  ---- F-- 1 $450.00 0.w 
We&O8MB114 oBI1W14 m---- 3 $45O.a0 0.00 

StartDateEndDateWeekdava 

N 3 KSAZ Dslol/14 08/08/14 M.Ffia-7eNm &-Fa :w N! 
Pollticat Issue 

#&&g,!Wesk rnJ&&Fa 
1 s8oo.m om Week: 07&?8/14 08fO3t34 ----F-- 

WetlcOW/l4 WlOn4 HMT---- 4 $800.00 0.00 

SladDateEndOafsWeekdav& 

:3a Nli 

pots Amount 
- 51,800.00 

ACC-AR0604 



Contract Asreement Between: Print Date 07/31/14 Page 2 of 4 

KSAZ 
51 I W. Adams Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85003 
(602) 257-1234 

356005 I I 

StatVEnd SPw 
*Line Ch Start Date End Date Descrbfbn Ttme Daw Lerwth Week Rate Rtn T~aeSspots Amount 

PoMleat Issue 

W& 07128114 08103114 ---- F-- 
We&. WW14 08lIW14 Mm---- 3 $i,300.00 0.00 

N 10 KSAZ 08101114 08/06/14 M-FBpS3OpNeWS 6p-63oP :30 NM 
Political lswe 

-rtO@ EndDae weekdavs FDotsMfeek mBgtlaa 
We&cO7/ZMl4 01M3114 ---- F-- 1 S1,2#.# o m  
Week: 08/04n4 08110114 MW---- 3 $l,ZM.oo 0.00 

N 11 tcsAz 08101114 08106114 M-FSplOpNews W o p  :30 NM 

Polklcal ksue 
mRattrwr 

Week08/04/14 08IlWM pTrw---- 3 $1,5oo*aO 0.00 
Week 07/28114 OW3114 ---- F-- v si,w*w 0.00 

StadOate-Weekdavs 

N 93 KSAZ 08103114 08/03i14 Su8e-QaFaxNtrws &%a 30 NM 
Powcat Issue 

“Tax 1 Note: Phoenix City Sates Tax 05%. 
Time Period # of Soots Gross Amount Net Amouni rfax 1 Tbial 

~ 

07/28114 -08/OE/14 48 $43,55o.M) $37,017.!50 $l8&09 $37302.59 
Totals 48 $43,550.00 $37,017.50 $18fj,O9 $37,202.59 

Signature: Date: 

$5,m.00 

85,200.00 

$4,800.00 

ss,ooo.oo 

$s,200.00 

$1,000.00 

ACC-AR0605 
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NAB Form PB-18 I s ~ ~ ~ s s  

AGREEMENT FORM FOR 
NON-CANDf DATElJSSUE ADVERTf SEMENTS 

. .  Date: . . .  . . .  
7/31/20$4 

Statibri and. Lqcation:. 

KSAZ 
.. , 

do hereby request station time concerning the following issue: 

; . .< , : , . *  ...... . . . . . .  . . .  - -.. 

This broadcast time will be used by: Save Our Future Now 

Copyright Ce 2013 by the National Association of Broadcesters. May not be copied, reproduced or further dlstflbutsd 
1 
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NAB Form PB-18 Issues 

THIS PAGE MUST BE COMPLETED FOR PROGRAMMING THAT 
“COMMUNICATES A POLITICAL MATTER OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE.” 

FOR ALL OTHER E S U E  ADS, PLEASE GO TO PAGE 3. 

Programming that ucommunfcates a political matter of national importance” 
includes (‘l) references to legally qualified candidates (presidential, vice 
presidential or congressional); (2) any iek&iOn to Federal office (e.g., any 
references to ‘‘our next senator”, “our person in Washington” or “the President”); 
and (3) a national fegisfative issue of publc importance (e.g., Affordable Care Act, 
revising the IRS tax code, federal gun control or any federal legislation). 

, . .  . 

For programming that “communicates a message relating to any political matter of 
national importance,” list the name of the legally qualified candidate@) the programming 
refers to, the offices being sought, the date(s) of the electian(s) and/or the issue to 
which the communication refers (if appiicabfe): 

I represent that the payment for the above described broadcast time has been furnished - -  

and you are authorized to announce the fime as paid for by such person or entity 
(hereinafter referred to as the “sponsor“). 

List the chief executive officers or members of the executive committee or the board of 
directors below (or attach separately): 

Treaq@c; .b@&; .oo~ iy  . I 

. _. . J 1 ., . ..:, . . i. . ._ .. .... .... .,”. .. . . .  . I  
. I  . .  . ., . .  . 

. *  
. .  ’. . . . .  . . .  . ._ 

- .: 
. :  

. 8 ,  
‘ , -..-,.,*./.,. : .  

, I . .  
. .  

. .  . .  . .  . .  . 
._ ... , .. 1.. 

_ I  . . .. I ;  
. I  

. .  
. . .  3 .  

. .  
1 . . .  

For programming that ”communicates a message relating to any political matter of 
national importance,“ attach Agreed Upon Schedule (Page 5) 

Copyright B 2013 by &e Natlonai Assoclsttdn of Broadcasters. May not be copied, reproduced or hrthbr distributed 
2 
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NAB Form PB-’18 ISSW 

THIS PAGE MUST BE COMPLETED FOR PROGRAMMING THAT 
DOES NOT ‘‘COMMUNICATE A POLITICAL MATTER OF NATIONAL 

1MPORTANCE” 

1 represent that the payment for the above described broadcast time has been furnished 

and you are authorized to announce the time as paid for by such person or entity 
(hereinafter referred io as the “sponsor”). 

List the chief executive officers or members of the executive committee or the board of 

Copyright Q 2013 by the National Aesociatlon of Broadcasters. May not be copied, reproduced or furlher distributed 
3 
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NAB Form P&?B lasues 

TO BE COMPLETED FOR ALL ISSUE ADVERTISEMENTS 

THIS STATION DOES NOT DlSCRiMfNATE OR PERMIT DfSCRiMfNATlUN ON THE 
BASIS OF RACE OR ETHMICITY IN THE PLACEMENT OF ADVERTfSfNG. 

The Sponsor agrees fo indemnifjr and hold harmless the station for any damages or 
liability, including reasonable attorney's fees, that may ensue from the broadcast of the 
above-requested advertlsement(s). For the aboveistated broadcast&), the sponsor 
also agrees to prepare EI script, transcript, or tape, which wilt be delivered to the 
station at least before the time of the scheduled broadcasts. 

Date 0 Contact Phone Number 

TO Of SIGNED BY STATION REPRESENtAWE 
0 Accepted Accepted in Part Rejected 

Signature Printed Name litre 

Copyrfght @ 2013 by the National Assocletlon of Broadcasters. May not be copled, reproduced of further distributed 
4 
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NA8 Form PB-18 Issues 

AGREED UPON SCHEDULE 

_ - . .  '.. . ___  

AFTER AIWNG OF BROADCASTS: 

Attach invoices or Schedule Run Summary to this Form showing: 

{I) actuaf air time and charges for each spot; 
(2) the date(s), exact time@) and reason(s) for Make-Good(s), if any; and 
(3) the amount of rebates given (identify exact date, time, class of broadcast and 

dollar amount for each rebate), if any. 

Note: Because the FCC requires that the polltical RIe contain the actual time the rate for 
spots "communicating a political matter of nationat impartance" air, that information 
shoufd be included In the Rle as soon as posslble. If that information Is only generated 
monthly, the file should Include the namb of a cantact person who can provide the times 
that and rates for speclflc spots aired. The FCC'a onfine political files include a folder for 
"Terms and Disclosures." NAB suggests that, far statiohs subject to the online public fife 
rule, the names of conbet p+rson{s) be placed in that fQlder. 
Copyright 0 2013 by the National Associatron of Broadcasten, May not be copled, repraduced or further disiflbuted 

5 
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Print Date 07131/14 i5:11:42 Page 1 of 3 

Orders Order I Rev: 

All Order #: 

Product Desc: 

Estimate: 

Night Dates: 

Original Date / Rev: 

Order Type: 

Agency Name: 

Buying Contact: 

Billing Contact: 

Advertker Name: 

Demographic: 

Product Codes: 

Priority: 

Revenue Codes: 

Bill Plan 

ORDER 

912719 

07298520 

SAVE OUR FUTURE NOW 

510 

07J31114 - 03/06/14 

07/31/14 l07131/14 

Political 

Stevens Reed Curcio & Potholm Medii 

201 North Union Street, Suite 200 

Alexandria. VA 22314 

Save Our Future Now 

A50* 

IS-IssuelNon Ballot 

WCGB 

AGY, GEN, (POL) Issue 

Totals 

KPNX 

Primary AE: Jim Quinn 

Sales Office: T-PHI 

Sales Region: NAT 

Billing Type: Cash 

Billing Calendar: Broadcast 

Billing Cycle: EOWEOC 

Agency Commission: 15% 

New Business Thru: 

Order Separation: 00:2000 
Advertiser External ID: 
Agency External ID: 

[Start Date I End Date I # Spob I Gross Amount 1 Net Amount 1 I Month I #Spots I GrossAmount 1 NetAmount I Rating1 
53 $41,750.00 $35,487.50 0.00 0~12am o8/06114 53 $41,750.00 $35,487.50 August2014 

Totals 53 $41,750.00 $35,487.50 0.00 

Account Executives 
Account Executive I Sales Ofice )Sales Region I Start Date I End Date I Order % 1 
Jim Quinn Start Of Order - End Of Order 

1 TOM J Order Share Share I 
KPNX 20% $41,750.00 

Market 100% $208,750.00 

Competitive Share Share 1 Total 1 
CABLE 0% 

I 
WET 
KASW 
KBCZ 
KBPX 
KDRX 
KMCC 
KNAZ 
KNXV 
KPAZ 
KPHO 
KPPX 
W A Z  
KTFL 
KTVK 
K T W  
KUSK 
KUTP 
UNKWN 

0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

80% 

$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
'$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 

$167,000.00 

100% 

ACC-ARO612 



Print Date: 07/31/t4 15:11:42 Page 2 of 3 

Order I Rev: 912719 Advertiser: Save Our Future Now 

Alt Order #: 07298520 Product Desc SAVE OUR FUTURE NOW KPNX 

Flight Dates: 07/31/14 - 08/06/14 Estimate; 510 

Ln Ch Start End Inventory Code Break StartlEnd Time Days Len Spots Rate Pri Rtg Type SOOtS Amount 
1 KPNX 07/31/14 08/06/14 Tonightshow CM 1035-1135p W P - -  :30 5 $1,200.00 Po44 0.00 NI 

Tonight Show 
TONIGHT SHOW 

Start Date End Date Weekdays SpotsMleek Rate Rating -- 
Week: 07/31/14 08/06/14 MTWTF-- 5 $l,200G 0.00 
2 KPNX 08/0?/14 08/06/14 Arizona Mldday CM Arizona Midday MTW-F- - :30 8 $100.00 PO44 0.00 NI 

Arizona Mldday 
MID DAY -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsNVeek Rate Rating 

Week 07/31/14 08/06/14 MTW-F-- 8 $ lOo .oo  0.00 
3 KPNX 08/01/14 08/06/14 M-F 12-123033 CM 12-123Op lYrw-F-- :30 4 $250.00 PO44 0.00 NF 

12 News at Noon 
NOON NEWS -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpoWWeek Rate Rating 

Week: 07/31/14 08106l14 E4THI-F-- 4 $25= 0.00 
4 KPNX 08/01/14 08/06/14 MF4-5p CM 4-5p MTW-F-- :30 4 $400.00P044 0.00 NI 

12 News EVB 

-- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsMfeek, Rate 
12 NEWS 

Week: 07/31/14 08/06/14 MTW-F-- 4 $4M1.00 0.00 
5 KPNX 08/01/14 08/06/14 M-F5-5301, CM 5-5301, MTW- F- - :30 4 $800.00P044 0.00 NL 

M-F 5-53Op 
12 NEWS 

I___- Start Date End Date Weekdays SpotsNVeek Rate 
Week: 07/31/14 08/06/14 IVPIW-F-- 4 $socii5 0.00 
6 KPNX 08/01/14 08/06/14 M 4 6 - 6 3 0 ~  CM 663Op MTW-F-- :30 4 $1,250.00P04-( 0.00 Nn 

12 News 6pm 
ARE NIGHTLY NEWS 
-- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsNveek Rate Rating 

Week: 07/31/14 08/06/14 Mm-F-- 4 $1,25= 0.00 
7 KPNX 08/01/14 08/06/14 MF6-7a CM 6-7a MTW-P- - :30 4 $550.00 PO44 0.00 NA 

12 News Today 

-- StartDate End Date Weekdays SpotsMTeek Rate 
12 NEWS TODAY 4 

Week: 07/31/14 08/06/14 MTW-F-- 4 $ 5 5 i  0.00 
8 KPNX 08/01114 08/06/14 M-F 630-7p CM 630-7p MTW-F-- :30 3 $1,200.00 PO44 0.00 Nh 

Extra 
EXTRA 
-- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpoWeek Rate Ralng 

Week 07/31/14 08/06/14 m-F'-- 3 $1*200T  0.00 
9 KPNX 08/01/14 08/06/14 M-F Today Show 7-9a CM 7-9a MIw-F-- :30 5 $800.00PO4-( 0.00 Nh 

NBC Today Show 
TODAY SHOW 
-- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotWeek Rate Rating 

Week: 07/31/14 08/06114 PIIIW-F-- 5 $ a o E  0.00 
10 KPNX 08/01/14 08/01/14 Fri Prime B CM 8-9p -I"- F-- :30 I $2,500.00PO44 0.00 Nh 

DATELINE 
DATELINE 
-- Start Date End Date Weekdays SpotsNlleek Rate Rating 

Week: 07/28/14 08/03/14 --- - P- - 1 $ 2 , 5 c i i  0.00 
12 KPNX 08/03/14 08/03/14 Today Show Sunday CM NBC Sun Today S --- - - - S :30 1 $350.00P0440.00 NA 

NBC Today Show (Su) 
SUNDAY TODAY 
-- StartDate End Date Weekdays Spotmeek Rate Rating 

Week: 07/28/14 08/03/14 ------ S 1 $350.00 0.00 
13 KPNX 07/31/24 08106114 12 News 1Opm M-SU CM IO-1035p MTWTF'SS :30 6 $I  ,700.00 PO&( 0.00 Nh 

12 News 10 pm M-SU 
12 NEWS @ IOPM 
-- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsNveek Rate Rat/ng 

Week: 07/31/44 08/06/14 M'IWTFSS 6 $1,70= 0.00 
N 14 KPNX 08/04/14 08/06/14 CM Arizona Midday MTW- - -  - :30 1 $100.00 PO44 0.00 Nh 

ACC-ARO613 

5 $6,000.00 

8 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

5 

I 

1 

6 

1 

$800.00 

$2,000.00 

$1.600.00 

$3,200.00 

$5,000.00 

$2,200.00 

$3,600.00 

$4,000.00 

$2,500.00 

$350.00 

$10,200.00 

$100.00 



PrintDate: 07/31/14 15:11:42 Page 3 of 3 

-- StartDate f3dDate Weekdays SpotdWeek Rate Ratlng 
Week: 08/04/24 08/10114 MTw---- I $loo.Oo 0.00 

N15 KPNX 08/04/14 08/06/14 M-F4-5p CM 4-5p MTW---- :30 I $400.00P04-(0.00 NM 
12 News EVB 

add -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsMfeek Rate Rating 
Week: 08/04/14 08/10l14 mw---- I W O E  0.00 

N16 KPNX 08/04114 08/06/14 MF6-7a CM 6-7a me--- 30 1 $550.M)P04-C 0.00 NM 
12 News Today 

add 
StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsjWeek Rate Ratiog 

Week: 08/04/14 08/10/14 M T w - - - -  1 $550.oD 0.00 
N 17 KPNX 08/04/14 08/06/14 M-F 530-6a CM 530-Be wm--..- :30 I $250.00P04-t 0.00 NM 

Order I Rev: 912719 Advertiser: Save Our Future Now 

1 $400.00 

1 $550.00 

I $250.00 

Alt Order X: 07298520 Product Desc: SAVE OUR FUTURE NOW KPNX 

Flight Dates: 07/31/14 - 08/06/14 Estimate: 510 

Ln Ch Start End InventoryCode Break StatVEndTime Days Len Spots Rate Pri RtgType Spots Amount 
tinzona Mldaay 

I 



I '  I .  

1 

7/31 -816 

: '. . ._ 

Class : 
I .  

I .  

- ,  
' .  
7- 

Save Our Future Now This brosdcast time wM be used by: 

ACC-ARO615 



NAB Form P3-18 Issues 

. . .  ... 'sa~eq .... . 0ur.Future *.  ow . . .  f , . .  

THIS PAGE MUST BE COMPLETED FOR PROGRAMMINO THAT 
"COMMUN1CATES A POCtTlCAL MATER OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE." 

FOR ALL OTHER ISSUE ADS, PLEASE QO TO PAGE 3. 

Programming that "communicates a political matter of natlonsl importance" 
Includes (1) mferences to legally qualfled candidates (preaidentlal, vice 
preddentlal or congrwdonat); (2) any election to Federal office (e*&, any 

and (3) a national tealslatlve bsue of publlcr importance (B.& Affordable Care Act, 
revbtng the iRS tax code, federal gun control or any federal feglsfatlon). 

g I Lu.--c-..-nr* 
*$:*rrY-?zarr.r .-*vJIP;I 

.-,-..._I_- - -- . 

For programming that "cammuntcates 8 message relating to any political matter of 
natfcrnal Importance,* lfst the name of the legally qualifted capdfdate(s) the prvgrammlng 
refeiis to, the offices belng sought, the date@} of the efection(s) andlor the Issue to 
which the communioation refers (If applfcable): 

. . . .  

. .  
ACC-AR0616 



THIS PAGE MUST BE COFAPLETED FOR PROORAMMMO THAT 
pOES NOT “COMMUNICATE A POLITICAL MATTER OF NATfONAL 

IMPORTANCE” 

1 represant that the payment for the above deacrlbed broadcast time has been furnished 

and you are autharked to announce the time 8s paid for by suoh person or entity 
(herelnaffer referred to as the ’sponsor“). 

tist the chlef executive offkers or members of the executive bmmlttee or the board of 

. .  

Copyright 6 2013 by the Natlonal Assoclatlon of Broadcasters. May nd be copled, reproduced or briher distributed 
3 

ACC-ARO617 



. .. 

..., . 

NAB F m  PB-18 ~SSW 

TO 8E COMPLETED FOR ALL tSSUE ADVERTfSEMENTS 

THIS STATION DOES NOT DISCRIMINATE OR PERMIT DISCRIMINATION ON THE 
BASIS OF RACE OR ETHNICITY IN THE PLACEMENT 0F.ADVEflTISINO. 

.-,..-... ...--.---. 

abote-tsquesfed advertlsemerrt(s). Far the aboveahted broadotrst(s), We sponsor 
also agrazrs to prepare a scrtpt, ttanscrfpt, or tape, which Wilt be delivered to the 
station at feast before the time of the scheduled broadomits, 

ACC-ARO618 



AGREED UPON SCHEDULE 

I 

AFTER AIRING OF BROADCASTS: 

Attach lnvoioss or Schedute Run Summary to thls Form showing: 

(1) actual air the and charges for each spot; 
(2) fhe date(s), exact time(s) and reason(s) for Mi(laka-Good(a), if any; and 
(3) fhe amount of rebates given (Hentify exact date, time, ckisa of broadcast and 

dollar amount for each rebate), If any. . . . .. 
. .  
. ,  ... . . ' .  . . .  . .  

-- 
Nota: Bocausa'tho FCC roqufras that tire polllcal file oonf& the ecttral fimo tho rate fur 
spots "comnrailcating B political matyr of ngtloiial Impartanco:'$ir, that lnfarniation 
shoiitd be included in the fife 88 soon RD polrslbfe. .If tksf Information Is only generated 
moitthly, the flte siiorrfd include tho namv of a coritact person who cat1 pravlde tho times 
that aitd rates for speclfic spot6 aired. The FCC's onl!lia pofffltal fifos Include a folder for 
Verme and DLcIosurest" NAB suggests that, for statlons suhJect to the onllne public file 
rute, tho names uf contact person($) be placed In that folder. 
Copyright C2 2013 by Ute NaUonal Association of B r ~ ~ e r e .  May not be oopffd, reproduced qr furlher dlsttlbuted 

5 

. .  . .  . .  . .  
, .  
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Print Date 07/31/14 12:36:46 Page 1 of 2 

ORDER 

Orders Order I Rev: 

Alt Order #: 

Product Desc: 

Estimate: 

Flight Dates: 

Originat Date I Rev: 

Order Type: 

4231 03 

KNXV-TV 
PHOENIX 

KNXV 

Dave Lombard0 

EWSDC 

NAT 

Save Our Future Now 

510 

08/01114 - 08/06/14 

07131114 107131114 

Primary A E  

Sales Ofice: 

Sales Region: GENERAL 

Agency Name: 

Buying Contact: 
Billing Contact: 

SRCP Media 

Billing Type: 

Billing Calendar. 

Billing Cycle: 

Agency Commission: 

Cash 

Broadcast 

EOMlEOC 201 N Union Street - Suite 200 
Alexandria, VA 22314 15% 

Advertiser Name: 

Demographic: 

Product Codes: 

Priority: 

Revenue Codes: 

Bill Plan 

Save Our Future Now 

A25-54 New BusinessThru: 

Order Separation: 

Advertiser Mema! (0: 

Agency External ID: 

PL Non-Ballot Issue 00:20:00 
P.3 

POL, POL, ISS 

Totals 
/Star‘ Date 1 End Date I i# Spots 1 Gross Amount I Net Amount 1 1 Month I #Spots I GrossArnount I NetAmount 1 Rating1 
07128/14 08/06/14 32 $21,050.00 $17,892.50 August 2014 31 $21,050.00 $17,892.50 0.00 

Totals 31 $21,050.00 $17,892.50 0.00 
ff7793 

A C G O U ~ ~  Executives 
Account Executive I Sales Office Isales Region 1 Start Date / End Date 1 Order % 

Dave Lombard0 Start Of Order - End Of Order 100% 

Ln Ch Start End InventoryCode Break StarUEndTime Days Len Spots Rate Pri RtgType Spots Amount 
N 1 KNXV 08/01/14 08/06/14 M-F6-7am CM 6am-7arn M”?-F-- :30 5 $500.00P-3 0.00 NMI 5 $2,500.00 

M-F 6-7m 
StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpoWWeek Rate Rating -- 

Week: 08H)l/l4 08/07/14 MW-P-- 5 $ r n Z  0.00 
N 2 KNXV 08/01/14 08/06/14 NCF 7-gam CM 7am-9am FlWl-F-- :30 10 $550.00P-3 0.00 NM 

M-F 78am 
10 

4 

4 

5 

1 

$5,500.00 

$1,600.00 

$2,700.00 

$7,500.00 

$450.00 

StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsNVeek Rate Rating -- 
Week: 08N11114 08107~14 MTW-F-- l o  $5so.ao 0.00 I 

N 3 KNXV 08/01/14 08/06/14 WK4prn430prn CM 4pm-430pm MTW-.F-- :30 4 $400.00P-1 0.00 NM 
4PM News -- Start Date End Date Weekdays Spotsnrreek Rate Rating 

Week: 08/01/14 08/07/$4 m-~--  4 $400.00 0.00 
N 4 KNXV 08/01/14 08106124 M-F6pm-630pm CM 6pm-630pm MTW-F-- :30 4 $675.00P-2 0.00 NM 

NGF 6pm-630pm 
StartDate End Date Weekdays SpotsMleek Rate Rating 

Week: 08/01/14 08/07/14 NTW-F-- 4 $67= 0.00 
-- 

N 5 KNXV 08/01/14 08/06/14 M-F 10-1035pm GM 10prn-1035pm m-~--  :30 5 $1,500.00P-2 0.00 NM 
10pm News 

StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsNVeek Rate Ratjnn ___.- 

Week 08101114 08/07114 K m - F - -  5 $ 1 , 5 0 E  0.00 
N 6 KNXV 08/02/14 08/02/14 SA8am8am News CM 8am-9am _---- S- :30 1 $450.00P-2 0.00 NM 

SA 8am-9am News 
-- Start Date End Date Weekdays SpotsNVeek Rate Rating 

Week: 08101/14 08/07/14 ----- S- I $450.00 0.00 I 
ACC-AR0620 



ORDER 

Orders Order I Rev: 

Alt Order #: 

Product Desc: 

Estimate: 

Flight Dates: 

Orlginal Date I Rev: 

Order Type: 

Agency Name: 
Buying Contact: 

BiUlng Contact: 

Advertiser Name: 

Demographic: 

Product Codes: 

priority: 

Revenue Codes: 

Bill Plan 

423722 

Save Our Future Now 
519 

08/07/14 - 08/141’14 

08/05/14 I 08/05/14 

GENERAL 

SRCP Media 

201 N Union Street - Suite 200 

Alexandria. VA 22314 

Save Our Future Now 

,425-54 

PL Non-Ballot Issue 
P-2 

POL, POL, iss 

Primary AE: 
Sales Office: 

Sales Region: 

Billing Type: 

Billing Cafendar: 

Bllling Cycle: 

Agency Commission: 

New Business Thru: 

Order Separatkn: 

Advertiser External ID: 

Agency External ID: 

KNXV-TV 
PHOENIX 

KNXV 

Dave Lombard0 

EWSDC 

NAT . 

Cash 

Print Date 08/05/14 135654 Paae 1 of 3 

Totals 

Bmadcest 
EOMEOC 

15% 

00:20:00 

[-rf Date I End Date 1 # Spots 1 Gross Amount I Net Amount I I Month I #Spots I Gross Amount I NetAmount Rating1 
0712am 08114i44 74 $36,800.00 $32,280.00 August 2014 71 $36,800.00 $31,280.00 0.00 

Totals 71 $36,800.00 $31,280.00 0.00 

Account Executives 
(Account Executive lSales Office /Sales Region /Start Date I End Date I Order % 

Dave Lom bardo Start Of Order - End Of Order 100% 

tn Ch Start End InventoryCode Break StartiEndTime Days Len Spots Rate Pri RtgType Spots Amount 
N 1 KNXV 08/07/14 08/13/14 M-F 5Sarn CM 5am-6am MTWTF-- :30 5 $300.00P-2 0.00 NMI 5 $1.500.00 

M-F 5-6am -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpolsNveek Rate Rating 
Week: 08/07/14 08/13/?4 M m - -  5 $300.00 0.00 

N 2 KNXV 08/14/14 08/14/14 M-F5-6am CM 5ambam - - -T---  :30 I $300.00P-2 0.00 NM 
M-F 5-6am -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsNveek Rate 

Week 08/?4/14 08t20114 ---T--- I $300.00 0.00 
N 3 KNXV 08/07/14 08113114 M-F6-7am CM %am-lam MTRPPF-- :30 5 $500.00P-3 0.00 NM 

M-F 6-?am 
-- Start Date End Date Weekdays SpOtSMk%3k Rate Rating 

Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 MTWTF-- 5 S 5 0 z  0.00 
N 4 KNXV 08114114 08114f14 M-F6-7am CM Gam-lam ..--T--- :30 2 %500.00P-3 0.00 NM 

M-F 6-7am -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpoWWeek Rate Rating 
Week:O8/14/14 08/20114 ---T--- 2 $50= 0.00 

N 5 KNXV 08/07/14 08/13/14 M-F 7-gam CM 7am-9am MTWTP-- 130 10 $550.00P-3 0.00 NM 
M-F 7-9arn -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays 3otsNVeek Rate Ratino 

Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 m T F - -  I O  $550.00 0.00 
M 6 KNXV 08/14/14 08/14/74 NCF 7-9am CM 7am-9arn ---T--- :30 2 $550.00P-3 0.00 NM 

M-F 7-gam 

1 

5 

2 

10 

2 

$300.00 

$2,500.00 

$i,ooo.ao 

$5,500.00 

$1,100.00 

Start Date End Date Weekdays SpotsNVeek Rate Rating 
PI__ 

Week: 08/14/14 08/20/14 ---T--- 2 $550.00 0.00 

ACC-ARO621 



Print Date: 08/05/14 13:56:54 Page 2 of 3 

Order I Rev: 423722 Advertiser: Save Our Future Now 

Alt Order #: Product Desc: Save Our Future Now KNXV 

Flight Dates: 08/07/44 - 08/14/34 Estimate: 51 9 

2 $1,000.00 N 7 KNXV 08109114 08109114 Sa GMA CM 7am-%am ----- 5-  :30 2 $500.00P-2 0.00 NI 
Sa Good Morning America 

-- StartDate End Date Weekdays SpotslWeek Rate Rating 
Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 ----- S- 2 $500.00 0.00 

N 8 KNXV 06110/14 081't0114 SuGMA CM Tam-8am - - -___  S :30 2 $400.00P-2 0.00 N1 
Su Good Morning America -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsMleek Rate Rating 

Week: 08/D7/14 08/13/14 - - - - - -  S 2 $400.00 0.00 
N 9 KNXV 08/09/14 08/09/14 SA %am-9am News CM 8am-9am ----- S- :30 2 $450.00 P-2 0.00 N! 

SA 8am-9am News 
Start Date End Date Weekdays SpotsrWeek Rate Rating -- 

Week 08/07/14 08/13/14 ----- S- 2 $ 4 5 G  0.00 
N10 KNXV 08/07/14 08/13/14 M-FIOam-llam CM loam-llarn MTWTP-- :30 5 $400.00P-2 0.00 Nb 

The View -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays Spotstweek Rate Rating 
Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 m!wTP-- 5 94oo.00 0.00 

N11 KNX\/ 08/07/14 08/13/14 M-Fllam-12pm CM Ilam-Z2pm MIWTF-- :30 5 $300.00P-2 0.00 Nb 
A x 1 5  News at 11 AM -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsMTeek Rate Rating 

Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 MTWTF-- 5 $ 3 0 0 Z  0.00 
N12 KNXV 08/07/14 08/13/14 M-F4pm-430prn CM 4pm-430pm MTWTF-- :30 5 $4OO.OOP-I 0.00 NII 

4PM News -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsNVeek Rate Ratins 
Week: 08107114 08/13/14 MTWTF-- 5 $400.00 0.00 

N13 KNXV 08/14/14 08/14/14 M-F4pm-430pm CM 4pm-430pm ---T--- :30 I $4OO.OOP-1 0.00 Nh 
4PM News -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays Spotstweek Rate Rating 

Week: 08/14/14 08/20/14 ---T--- I $400.00 0.00 

SU 5pm-530pm News 
N14 KNXV 08/10/14 08/10/14 Su 5pm News CM 5pm-530pm ------ 5 :30 1 $500.00P-2 0.00 Nh 

-I__ StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpoWWeek Rate Rating 
Week: OWo7/14 08/13/14 - - - ~ - -S 1 $50= 0.00 

N15 KNXV 08/07/14 OW1314 M-F6pm-63Opm CM 6pm-63Opm MTWTF-- :30 5 $675.00P-2 0.00 Nh 
M-F 6pm-630prn 

-- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpowWeek Rate Rating 
Week: 08107114 08/13/14 MTWTF- - 5 $675.00 0.00 

N16 KNXV 08/14/14 08/14/14 M-F6pm-630pm CM 6pm-630pm ---T--- :30 1 $675.00P-2 0.00 NR 
M-F 6pm-630prn 

__I- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsNveek Rate RatinD 
Week: 08/14/14 08/20/14 ---T--- 1 $675.00 0.00 

NIT KNXV 08109114 08109114 s~4pm-43opm CM 4P-430PM "---- S- :30 1 $300.00P-3 000 Nh 
SA 4pm-430pm 

StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpoWWeek Rate Rating 
Week: 08/07/44 08/13/14 -----S- 1 $ 3 o G  0.00 

N18 KNXV 08/07/14 08/13/14 M-F 10-1035pm CM 10pm-1035pm m T F - -  :30 5 $1,200.00P-3 0.00 Nh 
10pm News 

-- Startoate EndDate Weekdays SpotsNVeek Rate Rating . 

Week: 08/07/14 08/13/14 MTWTF-- 5 $ 1 , 2 O Z  0.00 
19 KNXV 08/09/14 OW09/14 SA IO-1035pm CM 10prn-1035pm ----- S- :30 1 $800.00P-3 0.00 NA 

l0pm News 
-- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotWeek Rate Rating 

Week:08107/14 08/13/14 ----- S- I $8Oo.o0 0.00 
N20 KNXV 08/1W14 08/10/14 SU IO-1035pm CM 10prn-1035pm - - - - - -  S :30 I $l.OOO.OOP-3 0.00 Nh 

10pm News 
-- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsNVeek Rate Rating 

Week: 08107/14 08113114 ------ S I $Loo= 0.00 
N 21 KNXV 08/07/14 08/13/14 Jimmy Kimmel Live CM 1035p-1138p MTWTF-- 30 5 $450.00P-3 0.00 Nh, 

Jimmy Kimmel -- StartDate EndDate Weekdays Spots/Week Rating 

2 

2 

5 

5 

5 

1 

1 

5 

i 

1 

5 

1 

1 

5 

$aoo.oo 

$900.00 

$2,000.00 

$1,500.00 

$2,000.00 

$400.00 

$500.00 

$3,375.00 

$675.00 

$300.00 

$6,000.00 

$000.00 

$1,000.00 

$2,250.00 

ACC-AR0622 



Print Date: 08/05/14 13:56:54 Page 3 of 3 

Order I Rev: 423722 Advertiser: Save Our Future Now 

Ait Order #: Product Desc: Save Our Future Now KNXV 

Flight Dates: 08/07/14 - 08/14/14 Estimate: 51 9 

Ln Ch Start End Inventory Code Break StaNEnd Time Days Len Spots Rate Pri Rtg Type Spots Amouni 
N21 KNXV 08/07/14 08/13/14 Jimmy Kimmet Live CM 1035p-1138p MTWTF-- 30 5 $450.00P-3 0.00 NMl 5 $2,250.00 

Jimmy Kirnmel 
-- Start Date End Date Weekdays SpotsMteek Rate 

week: oai071+1 ow13124 MTWTF-- 5 $450.00 0.00 
N22 KNXV 08/09/14 08/09/14 SA 1030am-11am CM 1030arn-llam ----- S- :30 1 $200.00P-3 0.00 NM 

SA 1030am-1 I am 
-- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpotsMfeek Rate Rating 

Week 08/07\14 0811 3/14 - - - - - S- I $mEE 0.00 
N23 KNXV 08/07/14 08/13/14 Nightline CM 1138p1206a rppWTF-- :30 3 $400.00P-2 0.00 NM , 3 $1,200.00 

Nightline 
-- StartDate EndDate Weekdays SpoWWeek Rate Rating 

Week: 08107114 08/43/24 m F -  - 3 $40= 0.00 
Tax  1 Note: Tax 0.5%. Totals 71 $36,800.00 

ACC-AR0623 
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I 

1 

COMMISSIONERS 
SUSAN BITTER SMITH - Chairman 

BOB STUMP 
BOB BURNS 

DOUG L l T L E  

ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION TOM FORESE 

Arizona Corporabon Cornmission 

SEP I 1  2015 

BO CKETED 

E: Docket No. AU-00000A-15-0309 
ORIGINAL 

Dear Commissioners and Interested Parties: 

In his statement at the Commission’s September 8,2015 Staff Meeting, Commissioner Burns 
expressed h s  desire to subpoena the financial records of Arizona Public Service to determine if they 
engaged in political spending in support of Corporation Commission candidates in the 2014 
election. 

It is not clear to me what purpose such a subpoena would serve. 

There is n o h g  to indcate there was any violation of the law or Commission Rules. There is 
certainly nothtng that would indcate such spending was included in rates. In fact, it would be 
impossible for any expendture from that time frame to be included in rates because there has not 
been a rate case filed since that time. 

Costs associated with political activities, including contributions to 501 (c)(3)s are not recoverable in 
rates. During the course of a rate case an au&t is performed that ensures (among other things) that 
no such expendmres are recovered through rates. 

In my letter submitted to tlus docket on September 8,201 5, I explained why I believe the idea of a 
“voluntary” ban on campaqp activities by entities that do business before the Commission is both 
unconstitutional and impractical. An attempt to subpoena such records will have s d a r  
constitutional and practical problems. 

From a practical perspective, an examination of APS’ activities during the campaign wdl not give us 
a complete picture. Many entities other than APS may have participated in the 2014 elections. 

There are several entities that have substantial business interests in the decisions of this Commission 
that are not public service corporations and are not subject to the Commission’s regulation. 

To subpoena APS and leave all of these other entities unexamined would be mherently unfair and 
would lead to an incomplete picture of what actually was going on in the 2014 elections. 

1200 WEST WASHINGTON STREET; PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85007-2927 I4W WEST CONGRESS STREET; TUCSON, ARIZONA 85701-1347 

www.azcc.aov 

ACC-AR0624 



Page 2 

From a constitutional perspective, free speech and anonymous speech are intertwined. Anonymous 
speech has an important place in OUT political discourse. In fact, the Supreme COW has repeatedly 
ruled that the First Amendment protects the right to anonymous speech. 

One of the most frequently quoted cases is Mc1ngt-t v. Ohio Elections Commission (1995). In that case, 
the decision, in relevant part reads: “Anonyrmty is a slueld from the tyranny of the majority.. ,.It 
thus exemplifies the purpose behind the Bill of Rights and of the First Amendment in particular: to 
protect unpopular individuals from retahdon., .at the hand of an intolerant society.” 

A second frequently referenced case is Bwk& v. VaLeo (1 976) where the Court ruled that mandatory 
lsclosure rules invariably chill tbe freedom of association and by implication, freedom of speech. 

Under most state and federal laws, the identity of donors making contributions dwectly to a 
candidate must be reported. That is the case in Arizona. However, in 48 states, including Arizona, 
non-profits and other “independent expenditure committees” are not required to chsclose their 
donors. 

If Arizonans want to change that, the proper venue is in the Arizona Legislature, not the Arizona 
Corporation Commission. 

I believe the subpoena contemplated by Commissioner Burns would put the Commission on very 
t h  legal and constitutional ice. But the practical benefit of the subpoena would be minimal. 
Assuming the subpoena was not successfully challenged, it would only reveal information about one 
of many entities that potentially participated in the 2014 elections. 

Rather than skate out onto the thin ice of campaqp finance investigations with inherent First 
Amendment issues, I believe this Commission should stick to its core missions: regulating utility 
rates, regulating securities dealers, and enabling efficient registration of corporations. 

Over the next few years almost every large udity in the state wdl be before us’ with rate cases and the 
multiple small utilities we regulate will continue to require our attention as well. Our attention 
should be there, not on pursuing a questionable subpoena that would have little practical value. 

Doug Lttle 
Commissioner 
Arizona Corporation Commission 

Docketed September 11,2015 
Mailed September 11,2016 to the Service List in Docket No. AU-00000A-15-0309 
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DOUG LITTLE 
Comrnlssloner 

COMMISSIONERS 
SUSAN BITTER SMITH -Chairman 

BOB BOB STUMP BURNS 
0 0 0 0 1  6 6 0 6 3  

September 8,2015 

RE: Docket No. AU-00000A-15-0309 

Dear Colleagues: 

Based on the submission of a proposed Commission policy on canQdate contributions by Commissioner 
Bums and Chairman Bitter Smith, I felt it important to make clear my views on that proposal by submitting 
this letter to the official docket. 

Thc gencsis of t h s  conversation appears to be the frequent, unrelenting and unsupported allegations by the 
news medla and other orgamzations that certain regulated entities inappropnately expended monies in the last 
election cycle using independent expenditure committees. 

I’d like to begin my discussion of this matter by quoting the First Amendment to the United States 
Constitution. It states: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting 
the free exercise thereof; or abridging the fieedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people 
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” 

The right to engage in free speech, with particular emphasis on political speech, and the right of free 
association1 are two of this nation’s most important foundmg principles. In the First Amendment, the 
framers recognized that frcedom of spcech not only serves to protect the rights of the individual, but also 
serves to protect our society as a whole. They also categorically rejected the notion that government gets to 

decide who is allowed to qeak and who is not. 

’l‘he Supreme Court has upheld th s  interpretation of the First Amendment many times. Justice Powell 
summarized these sentiments succinctly when he stated, “the inherent worth of speech in terms of its 
capacity for informing the public does not depend on the identity of its source, whether corporation, 
association, union or indtvidual.”2 Justice Marshall’s statement that, “Above all else, the First Amendment 
means that government has no power to restrict expression because of its message, its ideas, its subject 
matter, or its content”3 is also highly relevant here. Any attempt to control who speaks or what is said runs 
counter to the First Amendment. 

The text of the First .imendment does not specifically mentlon the nght to association However, the Uruted States 
Supreme Court held in N IACP v Alahami that  the freedom of a~~ociat~on is an essetitlal part of the freedom of 
spcech beLause, in mdll) cdsc‘s, people can engage 111 effective speech oiily when they join mth otheis. 

il’o’oltce Departmenf ofCz9 of Chicago tz hlo~Lg1 (1 972) 
First Nattonal Bank of Boston v. Belhtti (1 978) 
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In the 2010 Citizens United case the Supreme Court addressed several issues relating to the First Amendment 
and political speech and found that restrictions on organizations’ (includmg corporations) involvement in 
political advocacy are a clear violation of the First Amendment. The Court also recognized that 
organizations are associations of individuals and those indwiduals do not lose their right to frcc expression 
just because they choose to associate with other individuals. The Citizen’s United decision affrrms the 
freedom to discuss public issues and debate the qualifications of candidates during campaigns for public 
office. The Court clearly stated that the First Amendment protects political speech and by inference, 
spendmg money to engage in political speech. 

I believe this is one of the core rights guaranteed by the First Amendment. 

Moreover, political speech about candidates prior to an election is also a core Constitutional value. To 
attempt to prohibit people or organizations from spendung money to engage in political speech is the same as 
prohibiting them from speaking. 

In my personal view, more political speech, whether it comes from corporations, unions, associations, self- 
appointed “watch dog” groups or indlviduals is a good thing because the ability to engage in robust 
discussion about the qualifications of candidates in an election is a good thing. 

It is also worth noting that corporations do not speak in one voice. In recahng my own recent campaign, 
there were many corporations, organizations and associations that held widely divergent views regarding who 
were the best qualified candidates for the office of Corporation Commissioner. 

’me Court also rejected the claim that independent expenditures by corporations or organizations cause 
corruption by their advocacy. In its decision the Court stated “The fact that speakers may have influence or 
access to elected officials does not mean those officials are corrupt.” More importantly, “The fact that a 
corporation, or any other speaker is d l i n g  to spend money to try and persuadc votcrs pmz!bbose.r that the Deqble 
have the ultzmate influence over ehted of i iah.  ” (emphasis added) In other words, “The First Amendment confirms 
the freedom to think for ourselves.” 

Citizens United allows &corporations and organizations free speech, small or large, non-profit or for profit. 
They are free to present their views in the marketplace of free expression. 

Somc will argue that these competing messages serve to confuse the voter or attempt to unfairly influence the 
voters. In my view, we need to respect the voter’s ability to discern the tnith of the various arguments and 
filter out the misrepresentations, distortions and outright lies that may be presented. 

I also fmd it ironic that many in our local media, includmg members of the Arizona Republic editorial board, 
are perfectly content to argue to deprive Arizona corporations of their First Amendment rights as well as 
deprive the voters of all avadable information on candidates. One would think that the press, one of the 
primary beneficiaries of the First Amendment, would be more vigorously defending the First Amendment 
rights of all others. That does not seem to be the case here. 

The point that my two colleagues and the news me& seem to be missing is h s :  political discourse in a 
constitutional republic like the United States can be raucous, messy and sometimes very contentious. 

Elections provide an open forum for the discussion and examination of issues and debate on the 
qualifications of candidates for public office. Voters have the right to know about every piece of information 
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that might be relevant to their decision making process. 
corporations have the right to inform the voters by independent issue or candidate advocacy. 

And individuals, associations, unions and 

In addition to these fundamental constitutional issues, there are real legal and practical issues with the 
proposed policy. The Arizona Corporation Commission simply does not have the legal jurisdction to 
enforce the voluntary compliance sought in the proposal. 

Given the breadth of organizations that would be effected by the proposed policy, the Commission would 
have no practical means of knowing whether compliance was universal. I believe the proposed policy would 
have the practical effect of silencing the political speech of some, while allowing full-throated dalogue by 
others. 

As a result of carefully considering the arguments above, I have reached several conclusions: 

1. Campaign advocacy is fully permitted under the guarantees provided by the First Amendment and 
Fully affirmed by the Supreme Court in the Citizens United case. 

2. Any company, association, union or organization is entitled to engage in political speech, including 
independent advocacy for candidates and issues. 

3. As written, the proposed policy would have the effect of violating the constitutional rights of any 
entity appearing before the Commission. This would include regulated entities, un-regulated entities, 
interveners, issue advocacy groups and virtually anyone else that would be a part of the regulatory 
process. 

4. Any adoption of a policy by the Corporation Commission regarding campaign spendmg by any 
entity, whether they are regulated or not, is not a proper action by this Commission and if adopted 
would have a chihng effect on free speech by those entities and by direct implication would violate 
their First Amendment rights. 

5 .  The proposed policy is legally and practically unenforceable. 

It is for the reasons stated above that I cannot and wdl not support the proposal offered by Commissioner 
Burns and Chairman Bitter-Smith. 

I believe that supporting such a proposal would be a violation of my oath of office in which I swore to 
protect and defend the Constitutions of the United States and of the State of Arizona. 

Respectfully submitted this 8 t h  day of September 2015. 

Sincerely, 

Doug Little - 
Commissioner 
Arizona Corporation Commission 

cc: See Service List 
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September 4,20 15 

Re: Docket No. AU-00000A-15-0309 

Dear Commissioners and Interested Parties: 

In response to Chairman Susan Bitter-Smith and Commissioner Bob Burns’ letter docketed August 27, 
2015, I summarize my concerns with requiring public service corporations to “refrain from making 
campaign contributions in support of or in opposition to Corporation Commission candidates” and 
suggesting that the Commission will “consider whether and to what extent an audit of any public service 
corporation would be warranted” along with “request[s] for financial information.” 

Because of infrastructural challenges, public service corporations have been the only companies to 
provide service in specific areas, resulting in monopolies. The Arizona Constitution recognized the 
nature of the utility business and defined the scope of power the Arizona Corporation Commission 
would have over public service corporations as the power to assure “just and reasonable rates.” This 
would provide a check in the absence of competition. Although this creates a powerful relationship 
between the two entities, we must understand the limits of this office and not buy into a false sense of 
omnipotence. Commissioners attempting to influence campaigns in their official capacity through this 
relationship would exceed the bounds of their constitutional mandate over public service corporations. 

Adopting such a policy would also have severe implications to civil liberties. Public service 
corporations have a First Amendment right to support the candidates of their choice as a matter of free 
speech. Any attempt by this Commission to limit or restrain the rights of public service corporations to 
engage in political speech could well run afoul of the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution pursuant 
to the Supreme Court’s decisions in Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. Public Utilities Corn., 475 U.S. 1, 14 
(1986) (“Appellant does not, of course, have the right to be free from vigorous debate. But it does have 
the right to be free from government restrictions that abridge its own rights in order to ‘enhance the 
relative voice’ of its opponents.”) and Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 340 (2010) (“Speech 
restrictions based on the identity of the speaker are all too often simply a means to control content.”). 

Commissioners at the Corporation Commission took an oath to uphold the Constitution and should 
respect this right of autonomy and freedom of speech and debate. Upholding the foundational laws of 
the land should not be brushed aside or viewed as unfortunate and unsatisfactory technical compliance. 
The Constitution should be revered as the bedrock of our society, not a pebble in one’s shoe. Any 
actions that we take to restrict or limit the ability of public service corporations to engage in speech, 
especially core political speech, are subject to immediate and likely successful attacks in federal court. 
Such an action would be costly for the State to defend, time consuming for the Commission, and would 
likely be unsuccessful given the U.S. Supreme Court’s clear perspective on the question of the First 
Amendment’s application to speech by corporate entities. 
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Further, any coordination between the source of an independent expenditure and the respective 
candidate is unlawhl. A candidate impacted by an independent expenditure (whether it be beneficial or 
detrimental) should stay entirely away from any attempts to influence the expenditure regardless of their 
reasons. It is unquestioned that a sitting Commissioner is flatly prohibited from coordinating with those 
making independent expenditures to influence that Commissioner’s election. Thus, directing those 
involved to do the inverse is equally as alarming. 

In the spirit of transparency and defending public interest, the Commission may also want to consider 
the broader ramifications to the other interests and influences that come before it. Checks and Balances, 
a Florida based 50 1 (c)(4) social welfare organization, advocates for rooftop solar through a combination 
of tactics supporting or opposing regulators and regulations around the country. Clearly, their interests 
extend beyond transparency and public interest. As the Commission considers supporting transparency, 
the public would also deserve to know the financial involvement of these actors as well. However, the 
Commission’s authority would not extend to the communications of organizations who are not under the 
purview of the Commission. Opponents of the action would not be subject to similar disclosures 
because they are not public service corporations. This would leave the public with incomplete 
information as a result of a government mandate. 

The Supreme Court has never permitted a campaign finance regulatory system that favors certain 
speakers over others and treats candidates for the same office differently. See Davis v. FEC, 554 U.S. 
724 (2008) (“We have never upheld the constitutionality of a law that imposes different contribution 
limits for candidates who are competing against each other, and [I this scheme impermissibly burdens 
[Davis’s] First Amendment right. “). If the State of Arizona chooses to enact a statutory scheme that 
requires greater public disclosure of issue advocacy activities it may endeavor to do so but such an 
action is wholly within the jurisdiction of the legislature (subject to limits imposed by the State and 
Federal Constitutions). The Commission’s enabling legislation simply does not empower or authorize 
the Commission to take such an action. 

This issue, a significant moment to change the course of governance for the better, ends paradoxically. 
If independent spending from company x is shown for regulator y in support of an action, the informed 
public will look to how the regulator votes and perhaps assume the independent spending culminated in 
said vote. The reality is that issues handled at the Commission have a level of complexity that allow for 
many potential outcomes in each individual case. This complexity requires one who means to uphold 
the duty of their office and to carehlly study the issues in order to find solutions that make sense. This 
should only be done in the interest of the people of Arizona. 

Sincerely, 

t -7  & 
I ! .  ---zP%o 

/ 

/ 
J 

Tom Forese 
Commissioner 
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0 by Arizona Capitol Reports, LLC unless otherwise credited. AN rights reserved. Friday, September 11,2015 

WHODUNNIT? 

Yesterday's move by the Public Integrity Alliance calling on 
Bitter Smith to choose between her Corp Comm seat and her 
private sector consulting was met with skepticism by some, given 
the opaqueness of the money that has swirled around the 
commission's elections. One railbird speculated that the biggest 
beneficiaries of increased attention on Bitter Smith are Forese 
and Little. "It's clearly to get the heat off them. [PIA] are 
funded by [Sean] Noble people and APS - the people who love 
Forese and Little," the source said. Last year, PIA (then known 
as the Arizona Public Integrity Alliance) was accused by both 
Tom Horne and Shooter of being a front group for Noble's firm DC 
London (YS, 2/11/14) because that firm was running the campaigns 
of the only two candidates it attacked in advance of the 2014 
election. But one campaign consultant with ties to APS said it 
takes "a big tinfoil hat" to believe APS is behind PIA. "I think 
if it was Save Our Future Now, that would be one thing, but PIA 
seems to be fairly independent. I don't know where they get 
their money. I haven't even heard a whisper about it," the 
consultant said, adding that the betting money is on PIA'S 
strategy being "a steady destruction of Susan" similar to what 
happened with Horne. APS spokesman Jim McDonald flatly denied 
any connection between the utility and the Public Integrity 
Alliance, which called on Bitter Smith yesterday to resign from 
her jobs outside the Corp Comm. "We have no involvement with 
them," McDonald said. 
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